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ABSTRACT
Growth and Development of Puerto Rican Studies
Departments: A Case Study of Two Departments
at the City University of New York

by

Federico Aquino- Bermudez
This study explored ways in which various pressures

and circumstances have affected the establishment and

development of Puerto Rican Studies at the City University
of New York (CUNY).

The objectives were to delineate and analyze the major
events leading to the inception of the departments of Puerto

Rican Studies at the City College and at the Herbert
Lelnnan College:

H.

to examine the fundamental growth and

development of the tw o departments; and to describe the
r

way in which they were perceived by the academic community
the Puerto Rican students and the Puerto Rican community.
In addition, the study examined how public colleges

have traditionally trended to operate as quasi-private
institutions; how ethnic studies are relevant to higher
education: and how Puerto Rican studies fit into the scheme
of academic life.

Through an analysis of institutional documents,
vi i

archives, periodicals, questionnaires and growth indices,
the study found that the two departments have

grow

at an

accelerated pace; that they are similar in program and
structure; and

thcit

there are unique internal and external

pressures which affect their growth and development.
This inquiry also established that the departments had
not been created in a traditional manner; i.e., from a body
of knowledge and research in a traditional ''acceptable"

discipline.

Rather, they were an outcome of pressures

exerted upon the institution by Puerto Rican students,
faculty members and the community, who demanded that it

respond to their educational needs.

Therefore, curricula

are based on interdisciplinary and cross-cultural perspectives which respond to the needs of the students and the

community.

The study supports the position that Ethnic Studies
can make a sound contribution to academia in at least three
(l) by

crucial ways:

offering cross-cultural approaches

which foster understanding and cooperation among diverse
cultural groups

;

(2) by

providing interdisciplinary courses

which will open avenues for bettor articulation between
disciplines;

(3) by

continuously making the academic

institutions respond to the needs of society in a more
reflect
realistic manner through services and programs which
the needs of students and community.
vii
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CHAPTER I
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
Statement of the Problem
The National Scene
The United States is a society composed of a plurality
of ethnic and racial groups.

These groups are identified

socially as whites, or Euro-ethnics and as non-whites,

among which are the Blacks, the Asians, the Chicanos, the
American-Indians, the Puerto Ricans, and others.

The Euro-

ethnics include those with English, French, Italian, Slavic,

German and other continental European backgrounds.

There

are, in addition, religious groups which are identified as

neither cultural nor racial, but who have a definite and
marked influence in the development of this country.

One

such group which could be cited immediately is the Jewish
group.

It is of utmost importance to understand the

cultural pluralities as well as the linguistic diversities

within these groups if one is to understand the implications
of cultural pluralism in this country.

1

This is especially

O

so for the Boricua'" and Chicano who have refused to shed

Mi It on M. Gordon, Assimilation .in American Life; The
Ro o of Race, Religion and National Origins (New fork
156-59Oxfoixl University Press, 1964),’ pp
1

1

.

term used by many Puerto Ricans in the
United* States to identify themselves nationally.
^Bor.l cua is a

2

t-h©ir vernacular'

language easily and/or are trying to

recover their culture and language after many were forced
to discard them by the educational system in the United

States

Despite the pluralistic nature of American society,

American universities, with a few exceptions, have been

dominated by White Anglo-Saxon culture.
the 19 ^ 0

'

s

In the decade of

these universities were challenged by students

and communities who accused them of not providing relevant
education and services to their students and constituencies.
This was especially so in the case of the non-white

minorities who in their "awakening" demanded greater access
to educational opportunities which would be more relevant

to their basic needs.

The goals of education at all levels in the United
States traditionally have addressed themselves to the ideal
of a democratic process, yet this process has been used and

defined basically by the perceptions of a white group
(often referred to as WASPs) which has imposed monolingual,

monocultural standards on all non-white groups.

It is a

well-founded pedagogical principle that ethno-cultural and
linguistic concerns within the United States must be fully

understood if one is to plan and provide for a relevant,
adequate and fulfilling education for the people of this
nation, from early childhood through college.

These

3

perceptions noed to bo understood because they frequently
soive to substantiate negative views and storootypos

sustained many times within educational circles regarding
the Puerto Rican and have handicapped the process of

education for the Hispanics in this country.
The New York Scene
Since it relates directly to this study, the situation
in New York City--a metropolis with the largest Puerto

Rican population in the United States--will be examined.
There are approximately one million Puerto Ricans in New

York City.

3

It should not be considered unreasonable to

expect that given adequate educational facilities and

instructional programs at the public school level, a
substantial number of Puerto Rican students would be

reaching the college entry level.

Yet, prior to 19^9 very

few Puerto Ricans were even reaching the 12th year in high
school and fewer still were reaching college.

4

It is of

utmost importance to examine statistics in education,

Department of Labor, Du r o an o f Let b o r S t a t s lie s,
Regional Reports, "The New York Puerto Rican: Pattern of
Work Experience," Poverty Area Profiles, Number 19, May
•^U.S.

1971, P*

:i

5*

^Richard Greenspan, "A Story of Educational Neglect
118 Non-English Speaking Pupils in New York City Public
Inc.
Schools," a Study conducted by the Puerto Rican Forum,
(Mimeographed.)
of New York City, 1970, pp. 11-13*

4

employment and income as it regards the Puerto Rican to

understand fully the inequities under which non-whites
labor, and the powerlessness of the Puerto Rican community

in New York City in the decade of the 1960's.'

Table

1,

on page 5 below, shows some comparative statistics from the

census of 1970 which are important in helping one to under-

stand the present educational and employment needs of

Puerto Ricans and Mexican- Americans as compared to all
races.

In terms of age both Mexi can- Ameri cans and Puerto

Ricans have a very young population.

However

,

in terms of

education and employment, both groups show a markedly

1

over

degree of education and higher unemployment rate than the

general population, with the situation of the Puerto Rican

being particularly severe.
It should not be hard in looking at some of the

enrollment statistics by ethnic identity^ of the late
19^0’ s to understand why the authorities of the City

University of New York (c.U.N.Y.) had not shown interest
in the development of programs organized, oriented 01

Study of Po verty Conditions in the New York Puertp
Rican c'oimrmni tv ( New York:’ Puerto Rican Forum, Inc., 1965),
6-37
PP
5

.

1

b

These statistics for the years of 1968 through 1972
can be found in "Report of the Fall 1972 Undergraduate
Data
Ethnic Census" University Management Data, Office of York,
New
of
Collection and Evaluation, the City University
5>tatist ics for years earlier Ilian
2- 6
Fall 1972, pp.
to ascertain.
1967 by Ethnic Identity are very difficult
(Mimeographed.
!

i

.

5

TABLE

1

PERCENT OF THE POPULATION UNDER 20 YEARS OLD,
PERCENT OF THE POPULATION 25 TO 29 YEARS OLD
WHO HAD COMPLETED 4 YEARS OF HIGH SCHOOL OR
MORE, AND UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FOR PERSONS l6
TO 24 YEARS OLD (ONLY MALES INCLUDED )ALL RACES IN THE UNITED STATES, PUERTO
RICAN AND MEXICAN -MARCH 1971

All Races
in the
United
States

Puerto Rican

Mexicans

in the

in the

United
States

United
States

Percent of the
Population
under 10 Years Old

38.2

51 .6

53.2

Percent of the
Population
25 to 29 Years Old
who Had Completed
4 Years of High School
or more

77-2

32.5

48.5

Unemployment Rate
for Persons
6 to 24 Years Old
(only Males Included)

13.6

25.

1

Source:

1

4.

U.S., Bureau of Census, "Selected Characteristics of Persons and Families of Mexican,
Puerto Rican and other Spanish Origin,"
Current Population Reports No. 224
Tw^ shington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, March 97 ) P* 20.
,

1

1

?

6

geared to serving the needs of the Puerto Rican
community
and its students.
ol

Since the educational system in the City

New York had failed to provide adequate educational and

counseling services for the non-white and the poor; and
since the community had not yet organized to demand better

educational facilities, very few Puerto Rican or non-whito
students were able to reach college and of those a sub-

stantive number had to drop out before graduation.

The

evidence shows that Puerto Rican students were not a

significant part of the college constituency of the City

University of New York (C.U.N.Y.) before 1969,^ so that
neither they nor their community had a base within the
institution from which to operate.
Ethnic Studies at C.U.N.Y.

During the early 1960

's

some Puerto Rican organizations

had already been applying pressure to CCNY to respond to the
Later on

needs of the Hispanic s at that institution.

minorities in general joined their forces to pressure CUNY
to provide access.

By 1969 a series of very important events took pJ.ace
at CUNY.

Black Americans, who had become aware of the

^In the article "Minority Group Matriculants Rise 3 $
February 6 1969, P- 1
at City University," The Campus
the statistics indicate that Puerto Ricans were '_}% of the
student population.
,

,

,

7

inequities of the educational system wore demanding access
to the institutions of higher learning in Nov; York City.

These pressures can he considered as one of several reasons

why the City University of New York was forced to establish
the Open Admissions Program earlier than they had anticio

pated in the CUNY Master Plan of 1968.
In retrospect, although the resulting changes in

admissions policies, special programs and financial aid
opened the door of the university slightly to poor Puerto
Ricans, only a few students could take advantage of this

opportunity.

Very few were qualified since most Puerto

Rican students had not been motivated by the school system
to aspire to a

good education. 9

The few Puerto Rican students, who had reached the

university through the filtering process of regular admissions or the limited numbers of special programs, became

an integral part of the group led by Black students and

supported by the Puerto Rican community that demanded

immediate open admissions, ethnic studies, and other
relevant academic programs for non-whites.

The Puerto

Rican community had by this time awakened to the educational
^M aster Plan of the Board of Education of Higher
8.
Education for the City University of New York, 1968, p.

Admi s s on Report arid
of the
Recoinniondai ions to t ho Board of Higher Education
October, 1969, PP* 2 “9Cl tv of New York
9

C omrai s s i on on

University

,

,

8

realities of its children and through the experiences
it

had through its involvement in school decentralization
in
the New York City Public School System responded to the

challenge at the College in a very responsible way.

Parents were now present and involved in the educational

decision process, and could affect educational policies 10
.

One of the first demands in 1969 of Puerto Rican

militant students, some faculty and community members was
the creation of Puerto Rican Studies programs.

These programs vere conceived as an answer to the

challenge of the university and as a way to remove some
of the existing inequities in the education of Puerto

Ricans.

While they have not yet, for the most part,

developed into the substantive scholarly academic programs
considered desirable by traditional academicians, they have

nevertheless become the vehicle which serves to provide
appropriate educational tools for non-whites in public
institutions that traditionally have been locked in an

ivory tower of intellectual ism
Three of these programs at the Senior Colleges of
CUNY- -City College, Herbert H. Lehman College and Brooklyn
Col lege --have been organized into regular academic
10

Elena Padilla, "Race Relations: A Puerto Rican View,
in Agenda for a City Issues Confronting New York ed. by
Lyle C. Fitch and A. Hauk WalslT T^everly Hills, California:
Sage Publications), p. 559
,

:

*

9

departments.

These departments have many purposes and

functions— as the substance of this study will make clear.
Not of least importance is that they were meant to provide

the serious and unbiased information and educational

materials about Puerto Ricans, which were previously
lacking.

The few existing studies on Puerto Ricans have

been plagued by subjectivity on the part of the researchers
who have used social science methods based on Euro-American

models to substantiate inequities and negative perceptions.

These studies are also--at times--based on political and
illegitimate impressions as well as foreign cultural norms
and, unfortunately, not on unbiased organized investigations

of the group they purport to have studied.
A well-known Puerto Rican investigator’ and social

scientist states:
The cultural ideological milieu within which
the social sciences are developed is of far
greater relevance than most social scientists
The ideological
are willing to accept.
milieu becomes a crucial issue in crosscultural research when lines have to be drawn
between the exotic and the normative, between
normal and the pathological or deviant and
between adjustment and social or cultural
.

lag.

.

.

1

Therefore, in order to rectify the situation

oi

^Luis Nieves Falcon, "Puerto Rico: A Case Study

poor

oi

Trans cultural Application of Behavioral Sciences" (paper
read at Louisiana University, Department of Psychology,
Mardi Gras Symposium: Behavioral Science and Human Values,
(Mimeographed.)
Thursday, February 12, 1970), p. 3-

education, Puerto Rican Studies Departments will have to

conduct new kinds of studies and produce new kinds of

information
In the near future the departments will be undergoing
a formal evaluation by University authorities to determine

their impact, validity and future development.

Since they

have been operating on an experimental basis, now is

probably tbo appropriate time for evaluating and analyzing
hov the departments have functioned and changed from the
r

time of their inception, and to see how they are now

perceived by the academic community, the students and the
Puerto Rican community.

Significance of the Study
The study was designed with the view toward under-

standing how an emergent discipline developed and was

perceived within an academic setting and what impact it has
had within the institution.

This study, therefore, should

bo of significance and interest both to the university
coimmini ty and scholars as well as to the Puerto Rican

community and students involved in the struggle for selfactualization.

For the scholar it will help to establish

and
an informational base useful for further research
study.

trators

adminisFor the students, the community, and the

provide an initial
it will bo useful because it may

guiding framework for the establishment of departments of
this nature at other institutions.

The findings, further-

more, will hopefully help the university authorities

increase their awareness of the need for the further
development and improvement of these disciplines by

deepening their knowledge of what has happened at their
institutions
Since educational institutions do not exist in a

vacuum, the study will also serve to help the university

constituency and the surrounding community to better

understand the events that took place in the development
of Puerto Rican Studies and the role and responsibility

each of them had in this process.
Finally, the study will serve to awaken Puerto Ricans
to the fact that avenues can be opened through which they

can achieve their needs for self-determination, for

receiving academic opportunities and for the development
of responsible professionals and leaders.

Consequently,

it should have special significance for Puerto Rican

students, faculty and administrators because they will be

able to see themselves as participants in the current

struggle to bring about meaningful changes in institutions
of higher learning.

12

Objectives of the Study
The overall objective of this study was to explore the

vay in which various pressures and circumstances have

affected the development of Puerto Rican Studies at the
City University of New York.

More specifically, the

objectives of this study were to delineate and analyze:
1 .

Major events leading to the inception and establishment
of departments of Puerto Rican Studies at the City
University of New York.

2.

The role of certain participants in the creation,
growth and development of the Departments of Puerto
Rican Studies at City College and at Herbert H. Lehman
College

3.

Fundamental institutional changes during the growth and
development of the departments at the institutions
mentioned above.

4.

The way in which the academic community, Puerto Rican
students and the Puerto Rican community view the
development of the Departments of Puerto Rican Studies
at City College and at Herbert H. Lehman College.

Design of the Study
The descriptive case study approach was used for this

investigation.

Specifically, the departments of Puerto

Rican Studies at City College and at Herbert

H.

Lehman

College of the City University of New York system will bo
examined.

The chronological limits of the study extend

from the time those departments were created to the fall
of 1973-

13

Methods
3he objectives of this study will be achieved in the

following ways:
1

.

Through an examination of the pertinent literature
which:
(a) describes how the academic community has
traditionally rejected new disciplines; (b) analyzes
how public colleges have tended to operate a quasiprivate institution to serve an elite student population; (c) shows how ethnic studies programs are relevant
to higher education and research and how Puerto Rican
Studies fit into the scheme of things

2.

Through the personal reporting based on participation
of the researcher in the process of development;* and
through interviews with some participants.

3.

Through data derived from questionnaires and interviews,
the perceptions held by the members of the academic
community, Puerto Rican students and Puerto Rican
community, regarding the programs and educational
activities offered by the two Departments of Puerto
Rican Studies under study will be described.

Data Collection
In order to accomplish the objectives of this study,

several methods of gathering data were employed.

The first

was to make use of the knowledge that the researcher had as

The researcher has been Chairman of the Department of
Puerto Rican Studies at City College since June 1971 when
Prior to that he was an Assistant
it was established.
of Urban and Ethnic Studies
Department
Professor at the
During
69 lie was involved at Lelunan
from 1969 to 1971.
College as a participant in the events which took place
prior to the establishment of the department. At that time
he was a lecturer at the Department of Education and later
Assistant Professor in the newly established Department ol
He is also one of
Puerto Rican Studies in the fall 19^9*
and who
the chairpersons who has survived as such until now
which
departments
two
the
with
has been in constant contact
will be studied.
>

1
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a member of the faculty of those departments.

The second was to search the archives of the Cohen

Library at City College and visit the Herbert H. Lehman
Library to examine documents and other pertinent material
stored there.

The minutes of the Faculty Senate,

the

Faculty Council, and the Board of Higher Education (BUB),
together with the microfilms of newspapers and other
documents were examined.
The third was to search the documentation kept in the
files of both departments and in the offices of the

presidents of the colleges (where this was allowed)

.

At

the Herbert H. Lehman College materials and information

were requested from the executive vice-president, the
librarian, the college information office, the campus

newspaper and other sources.

The fact that there is

unevenness of materials at both colleges must be made clear.
For this reason col3.ection of comparable data at the

Herbert

II.

Lehman College was difficult.

The fourth was to conduct interviews with the

president s of the two colleges, and other administi ators
with some faculty members and with some students.

These

were guided interviews meant to obtain additional information and to clarify some of the issues which had appeared
in newspapers and in the documents.

which
The final method was to develop questionnaires

15

were administered to some faculty and administrators, Puerto

Rican students and Puerto Rican community leaders.
Sample

Faculty and administrators at City College were sent
eighty-five questionnaires; of these fifty- five were
returned.

From those returned, fifty were used.

Faculty

and administrators were selected by taking every fourth

name from a list of those who were on campus during the
spring of 1969*

They were selected from all of the three

professorial ranks and, except for two, all held tenure.
More than two thirds were male and, except for six, all
were Caucasian.

Half of the sample were administrators and

the other half faculty.

Only faculty members holding one

of three professorial ranks were selected because they were

considered to be the most influential in the formulation
of academic policy.

Puerto Rican students at City College were sent

forty-four questionnaires; of these twenty- two were
returned and all were utilized.

These students were

selected from a list of names available in the Department
of Puerto Rican Studies.
the spring of 1969

.

These students were on campus in

Half of them wore undergraduate

seniors and half were graduates.

males

Half of the sample weie
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Faculty and administrators at Herbert

H.

Lehman

College were sent seventy-seven questionnaires; of these

forty-three were returned.
five were used.

From those returned thirty-

Faculty and administrators were selected

by taking every fourth name from a list of those who were
on campus in the spring 1969

.

Again, they were selected

from all of the three professorial ranks and all held
tenure.

More than two thirds were male and, except for

two, were all Caucasian.

trators

One third of them were adminis-

.

Students of Puerto Rican backgroimd at Lehman College
were sent forty questionnaires of which fifteen were
returned; of those returned ten were used.

They were

selected from a list submitted by the Department of Puerto

Rican Studies at Lehman College.
were male.

Half of these students

Half were undergraduate senior students, and

half were graduate students.

They were on campus in the

spring 1969*
Leaders in the Puerto Rican community were sent
forty- two questionnaires; of these thirty were returned.

They were

From those returned twenty-four were used.
'

selected from a list of influential community leaders

identified in a study by Francisco Castro

12

and from a list
.

^Francisco Castro, "Politics of Local Education in
New York City: A Puerto Rican View" (unpublished Ed. D.
dissertation, Rutgers University, 1973)) PP 06 67 91-92.
^

•

;
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of the members of the Board of Directors of two Puerto
Rican

agencies involved in educational matters (ASPIRA and Puerto

Rican Forum).

1

They were selected because they were aware

or involved in the events which took place at CUNY during
the spring of 1969.

These leaders were heads of agencies

in the Puerto Rican community, government officials,

superintendents and principals of schools, university
professors, and others.

They were all regarded as

influential in the Puerto Rican community.

Slightly more

than half were males, and, with the exception of one, they

were all college graduates.

Two thirds of them held a

Master of Arts degree or above.
In reporting the sample, the number of questionnaires

distributed is indicated as well as the total number
returned.

In some cases, not all of the questionnaires

returned were used because sometimes questionnaires were
returned unanswered.
The total sample, therefore, consists of fifty

faculty members and administrators and twenty- two students
at City College;

and thirty-five faculty and administrators

and ten students at Herbert H. Lehman College.

The

supplementary sample of Puerto Rican community leaders
is a national educational institution in the
Puerto Rican community whoso goals are to promote the

^ASPIRA

education of Spanish speaking students. Puerto Rican
Forum, Inc. is a national educational and economic development agency in the Puerto Rican community.
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consists of twenty-four persons.

Limitations of the Study
Several important factors limit the design of any study

which is based on a case study approach and in which the

researcher is involved as

a

participant.

Among these is

that in establishing the parameters of the study the

formulation of the important issues are influenced by
personal judgment, interpretation and extrapolations.
Moreover, in the present case there is the additional

constraint introduced by the fact that the assessment and

evaluation take place in an emerging discipline in which
standards and norms have yet to be defined.

Other limitations which can be mentioned are:
(l)

the limited availability of documents compounded by

the restricted access to some material, especially at the

Herbert H. Lehman College;

(

2

)

the lack of previous

investigation, research and materials;

(3)

the reticence

of those cooperating in interviews and/or questionnaires;
(4)

the fact that the study is not designed to test hypo-

theses consisting of causa] relationships between clearly

defined or carefully controlled variables; and

(3)

the bias

resulting from the personal involvement of the researcher
as a participant, in the events studied.
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Organisation of the Dissertation
This study will be developed in seven chapters.

Chapter one includes the background to the study, the
statement of the problem, the significance of the study,
the purpose of the study, the design of the study and the

limitations of the study.

Chapter two contains the historical factors leading to
the development of ethnic studies at CUNY.

Chapter three provides a rationale for including
Puerto Rican Studies at the university.

Chapter four examines and describes the factors and

circumstances in the 1960's which allowed Puerto Rican
Studies to be conceived; and it contains a brief discussion
of the administrative model which grew out of the CUNY

experience
Chapter’ five reports on the growth which has taken

place in the

t\^o

departments during the past two years;

and reviews some of the forces with whxch the two depart-

ments have ;o contend.

Chapter six reports on the perceptions of the various
constituencies concerning the functioning of the two
departments; and presents part of the results of a study

conducted in 1973 to determine how the departments were

meeting the students' needs.
Chapter seven contains a summary of the dissertation

20

together with the most important conclusions and recom-

mendations obtained from the study.
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CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL FACTORS LEADING TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF ETHNIC STUDIES
Introduction
In the first chapter brief mention was made of the

fact that American society is composed of a plurality of

ethnic groups.

Among those who have maintained their

native language and culture are the Chicano and the Puerto
Rican.

In the discussion it was stated that at all levels

of society the goals of American education ideally include

transmitting the ideals of democracy and equality.
Statistics on education, employment and income were

presented to point out the existing inequities in education
and employment which render the Puerto Rican community

powerless.

Finally, an attempt was made to show how Puerto

Rican Studies have evolved out of a struggle in academia
to establish a life space within which Puerto Ricans can

carry on their intellectual agenda.

Puerto Rican Studies are as much a part of the history
of education as are the studies of any other group in

America.

They are a significant part of the struggle of

non-white people who are trying to develop an educational
base and a life status space within the elementary,
of their
secondary and higher educational institutions

22

nation.

For that reason they must be considered within such

a framework, and here they will be considered specifically

within the parameters of ethnic studies in higher education
and as part of the changes taking place in higher education
today.

The literature and research on Puerto Rican Studies at

institutions of higher learning is scarce.

Only sketches

and short articles dealing mostly with ideological aspects
are available.

The review of the extant literature for this dissertation will include the following topics:
1

.

2.

Changes in American higher education from the colonial
to the present time; especially as they affected the
access of non-white minority groups to higher education.

Significant events before 1969 which influenced CUNY
with respect to non-white minorities.
Changes in American Education Affecting
Accessibility to Higher Education

American higher education in colonial times, an outgrowth of the English model at Oxford and Cambridge, was
geared toward cultivating a few selected students.
tion was thus oriented to an elite.

Educa-

However, Brubachor

and Rudy point out that there was opportunity in some

Frederick Rudolph, T he American Col .lege and Univor Inc., 19^1)
Alfred A. Knop.t
(New Yo^k:
sity: A History
~
1

,

pp

!

6 - 20
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instances for poor students to got

o.

college education

•

However, generally speaking, in that early period American

education was not a people’s institution, serving neither

technological nor pragmatic purposes.
The change towards a democratic and pragmatic education

did not come about until 1833

.

At that time Harvard chose

to award an honorary degree to President Andrew Jackson,

who had no formal college education.

By this action the

privileged and exclusive nature of American colleges was
3

challenged.

Americans through Jacksonian democracy had

chosen to put their house in order.

Equality, the concept

that placed Andrew Jackson in the White House and on a

Harvard commencement platform, was the rule of the day.

4

202-3*

This feeling cf equality appears to have helped move forward
the goals of bringing higher education to the poor.

However, society was not yet ready to accept the poor
The nineteenth century was a period of

sympathetically.

"struggle for power and legitimacy between many subcultures"
The struggle in society was also reflected

in the nation.

^John S. Brubacher and Willis Rudy, Higher Education
in Trans 1 1 on An American History. 1636 - 195b ( New York:
Brothers Publishers, 195&)> PP 39-4
Harper
i

:

•

^Rudolph, op
*

Ibid

.

,

p

^Ibld

.

,

pp.

*

.

ci

203

206-7

.

,

pp

.

*

1
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in higher education.

Nineteenth century Americans grouped themselves by occupation, social class, religion,
sex, locality and ethnic background among
other things.
All these groups felt
impelled to set up their own colleges, both
to perpetuate their distinctive subculture
and to give themselves legitimacy in the
large society.
.

.

.

Other changes to note are those which led to the

development of the land-grant colleges through the Morrill
Act and the establishment of Cornell University which

brought together traditional scholarship and vocational

education in one institution, thereby helping pragmatic

education (the land-grant colleges and state universities)
achieve respec ta.b.ility

.

The Morrill Federal Land Act of

1862 served to change the views of people and institutions

and opened new areas of learning geared to the needs of
society.

Morrill as early as 1848 had suggested that
American colleges might well drop off a
portion of the studies established centuries
ago as the mark of European scholarship and
replace the vacancy--by those of a less
He
antique and more practical value.
reform
leading
the
bill
incorporated in his
to
...
notions on technical education
promote the liberal and practical education
.

.

.

^Christopher Jencks and David Riesman, The Academic
Revolution (New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 9 6 8 )
Also see Clark Kerr, "Destiny - Not so Manifest,"
pp. 2-3.
in New Teaciting New Learning ed. by G. Kerry Smith ( San
97 )
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc.,
PP 246-47*
1

,

1

7 Ibid.

p.

3*

1

»

•
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of*
indus t rial classes in "the several
pursuits and professions of life.®

Similarly, the purposes of the Morrill Act were to

provide support to every state to develop at least one
college for the teaching of agriculture and mechanical arts

without limiting or excluding scientific or classical
studies. 9

Here the effects of Federal legislation can be

seen working to bring higher education to the common people;
the combination of political power and Federal funds worked

for the benefit of the masses of people and helped in the

democratization of higher education.
Difficulties in finding adequately prepared students
also affected higher education.

Students at the "common

school level" had to be admitted on an equal basis with

secondary school graduates.

^

Another limiting aspect was

the lack of adequate technical information, textbooks, and

curricula.

American higher education in its scope and diversification was also profoundly affected by the establishment of
Cornell University.

Cornell served the needs of society at

that time by bringing together the practicality of the

land-grant colleges and the theoretical natirre of academic
g
^

Rudolph,

Ibid

.

,

ojd.

pp.

cit

.

,

p.

249

•

252-53*

^Brubacher and Rudy, op

.

cit

.

pp

.

63-64.
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11

scholarship in one institution.
Johns llopkins in Bal t imore
to maintain the exclusive,

on the other hand, served

,

elitist orientation of the

1*

12

German university after which it was modeled.

At German

universities the idea of scholarship was paramount.

Johns

Hopkins looked for eminent faculty and "students who were

sufficiently well prepared to provide the faculty with
challenging and rewarding stimulation."

The feeling

regarding the importance of scholarship is still maintained
today in many institutions of higher learning, especially
as it concerns the nature of scholarship in emerging

disciplines and the acceptance of ethnic studies.

It is

also reflected in college admission policies, especially
as these affect students -who do not meet "standards."

The change which most markedly affected the nature of
the American university was the system of electives

introducted by Eliot at Harvard.

This system, which became

very popular, was soon adopted by other institutions and
served to bring the curriculum closer to the needs of
students and society.

"

.

.

.it was

the instrument that

enabled colleges to become universities

.

.

and permitted

.

See also Lawrence R.
Rudolph o£. cit
pp. 266-67.
(Chicago:
University
Amcjrican
the
of
Emergence
The
Versey,
Si
83
Press,
965 ) PP
University of Chicago
1

.

,

,

1

1

Brubacher and Rudy, op
"'Rudolph,

o£.

cit

.

,

pp.

.

.

•

1

cit

.

,

270-74.

pp

•

i76-7

7*

2?

the American university to enter into a vital partnership

with the society of which it was part.”

1 *4

’

Throughout this developmental period in the nineteenth
century, the educational needs of at least two segments of

American society

— Blacks

and Indians

— were

not even con-

In response to this abject lack of attention,

sidered.

Black colleges seem to have become a necessity.

For while

the South spoke of Jacksonian democracy and the meaning of

equality, Blacks, Indians and other non-whites were not

granted complete freedom, much less opportunities or access
to

higher education.
The development of these institutions was constrained

by American acceptance of social Darwinism, by the lack of
"a national commitment to educational opportunity for

Blackfolk," and by the lack of economic and political power
on the part of non-whites.

1

5

Because Negro colleges existed within a
society dominated by whites, they were
necessarily a reflection of power relations
between the racial groups. ... To Negroes
denied political participation by statute,
business opportunities by lacK of resources
and custom and broad areas of social
^

^

Ibid

.

,

p.

305

•

Winston, "Through the Back Door: Academic
Racism and the Negro Scholar in Historical Perspective,"
Also see Allen B.
Daedalus, Summer 1971, PP 679 - 85
Bal 1 a r d T) o Educati on of Bla c k Fol1y: .._^lP
York: Harper &
Struggle for Knowled ge in White AmoricT (Now
973), PP 9 - 6
Row Publ i sixers Inc

^Michael

R.

•

.

>

,

,

.

,

1

1

.
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expression by segregation, colleges have
been regarded as vehicles of expressing a
variety of interests, many bearing only
slender and tangential relationships to
education as a process of intellectual
development.
the attitudes of whites towards
the education of the Negroes in the United
States have been conditioned by three
powerful and very often conflicting motives:
guilt, fear and sentimental philanthropy.^
.

.

.

.

.

.

With these beginnings, it is no surprise that Blacks
in the United States were receiving such inferior education

that they had to remain dependent upon white liberals and

others for help in developing their institutions.

Indian

education during this period was even worse than that for
Since the opening of the Carlisle Indian

the Blacks.

School, only a few non-reservation boarding schools had

been established..

17

After World War II, there was an additional increasing
demand for higher education by a large segment of society,

namely veterans.

The general belief was that education

would provide opportunities for an individual
1

his or her socio-economic position,

advance in

to

and that technological

education would be the instrument for building a modern

^Ibid.

,

pp.

679-80.

Also see
p. 79*
Brubacher and Rudy, op ci
in
Education
William W. Brickman, "American Higher
Historical Perspective," The Ann a 1 s of klli,—A'lLS! i 333111 r
35-38.
Political and Social Sciences, November 1972, pp
^

«

.

'

,

•

l8

Jeneks and Riesman, ££. cit

.

,

p.

98.
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industrial society. 19

Therefore, people began to demand

technological education more and more.
Because of the high demand for education, community

colleges became an alternative to higher education for
those vho did not meet the "standards" required for entrance
to senior colleges.

To explain the services offered by

community colleges, Jenclcs states that:
There were to be college-style academic
courses for those vho planned eventually
to transfer to a four year college, terminal
general education programs for those vho
only wanted two years beyond high school and
vocational and semi-professional programs
for those vho needed a saleable skill. 20

During this time, children of the middle class had open
access to higher education, as did in many cases, the

children of the poor.

The idea of general higher education
However, standards of

seems to have become a reality.

admission and selective recruitment were developed and used
to maintain the elitist nature of the institutions.

2

1

These became exclusionary methods which led to a meritocracy.
The land-grant colleges

and.

many State universities.

John E. Talbott, "The History of Education Historical
133-55? argues
PP
Studies Today," Daedalus Winter 1971
education and
at
that there is need for historians to look
but in
its changes not from the individual perspective,
get a
collaboration using an interdisciplinary approach to
fuller view of it.
19

>

,

20
2

Jencks and Riesman,

Mallard,

o£.

cit

.

,

o £.

pp

.

cit

p.

.

83 - 85

.

•

481.
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on the other hand, were open to all who graduated from high

school.

But, in many cases, public colleges could admit

only those who had had the opportunity to complete high

school--that is, children from middle class families who
could study in "better schools" rather than children of
the ghetto dwellers, usually Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican,

and poor whites.

meritocracy.

Therefore, the system perpetuated that

22

Throughout the i960’

s

and especially during the last

five years of that decade, it became evident that univer-

sities were not fulfilling the role that some students,

faculty members and communities felt they should.

The

institutions were suspect in the eyes of white radicals,
Blacks, and other non-whites— among whom were the Puerto

Ricans.

Under the existing pressures, the university

campuses exploded.
of authority

The results were:

— manifested

"Political del iance

by the presentation of non-

negotiable demands, blockades, strikes and occupations
of campus buildings."

of these revolts.

^

There are various int erpretationo

Henderson, among others, explains some

of the salient goals expected by all revolutionists:
22

John W. Gardner, Excel l ence: Can We Bg Equal _and
Excellent too? (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers,
1961 ),

pp

.

38 - '-*0

.

Changes
Algo D. Henderson, The Innovative Spud tj
Inc.
Jossey-Bass,
Higher Education ( San Francisco:
Publications, 1970) P*
2

»

in
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The more far-reaching goal is the elimination
of supernationalism, war, competitive goals,
and concentration of power. The second goal,
which merges with the first, is the desire
for true freedom for black people and an end
of racism.
This goal is a rejection of the
melting pot so meaningful for immigrant
minorities, but from which Blacks, Chicanos,
native Americans, and Orientals have been
excluded; in the case of the blacks the goal
is black cultural identity, black selfenhancement and black power. The other
disadvantaged minorities want similar
recognition. These two goals merge at the
university because the university is the
intellectual base for fresh concepts and
because students believe that the university
should lead the way in effecting social
changes 24
.

Barzun, on the other hand, places the nature and the
In his interpreta-

goals of revolt in a different context.

tion, the problems are due to lack of desire of teachers to

He emphasizes the matter of

teach and relate to students.

achievement and stresses the emphasis that is given to
credentials and qualifications instead of "intellectual
revelation.

For him the problem seems to be in the

"

quality of teaching, the accreditation system, the
maintenance of standards, and the outmoded curriculum.

25

Ballard has yet another explanation of the dissension and
defiance of Blacks between 19&5 and 1971*
^4

Ibid

.

,

pp

.

48-49*

25 Jacques Barzun, The American University (New York:
63~b4.
196b), pp
Harper & Row Publishers, Inc.
•

,
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Every one of the dozens of Black stiident
uprisings which occurred during 967 - 70
it seems fair to say, had substantive
justification; yet even the demands
enunciated in the inevitable confrontation
in presidents' conferences rooms, extreme
as many considered then, did not wholly
reflect the students' real grievances and
if accepted would not have alleviated their
anger,
That basic hostility was reinforced by
myriad petty and grand insults paid to Black
youth by the university ^6
1

.

.

,

.

.

He describes the confrontations at Columbia, Cornell

and San Francisco State, and summarizes the demands of the

Black students as follows:
First, the demand for Black-controlled Black
Studios enclave; second, the demand for
dormitories and cultural space for Black
students, third, the demand for additional
admissions quotas for Black students; fourth,
the demand that Black students be given
special Tutorial and financial aid and
academic dispensations ~p
ry

.

The goals and demands of Puerto Ricans, as expressed
by Bonilla and Gonzales, interlock with those of Blacks and
Chic&nos, but in many cases have unique nationalistic and

cultural as well as educational implications.
What needs to be understood is that Puerto
Ricans uniquely stand at a historic intersection of both liberation movement s--the
struggle for autonomy of small territorially
based nations and that of displaced and
overrun ethnic people in the U.S.
26

Ballard, op. cit

p

69

27
.

Ibid

74

2o

Frank Bonilla and Emilio Gonzalez, "New Knowing, New
Dependency
Practice: Puerto Rican Studies, " in Struct ures of
Calif.
ord
anf
ed. by Frank Bonilla and Robert Girling (St
229-30*
Stanford Institute of Political Science, 1973) PP
,

>

•
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Turning to the educational area they express the goals in
this way:

Our struggle in the university is not merely
for a better education for young Puerto
Ricans or for an intellectual base in the
academy or greater tolerance from colleagues.
Not only contrary political projects but
contrary world views (epistemologies) are in
confrontation.
It will perhaps come as a
surprise that so much is in fact at issue
in what they may choose to view as a simple
assault by primitives on an institution
these intruders do not understand.
Were the
matter as simple as some would like, the
sense of threat to the established order of
disciplines, research domains and lines of
organization would, of course, not be so
deeply felt. 29
In order to better understand these forces, we will

look in detail to the events which took place at CUNY.

Increasing Access to CUNY
History

During the twenty years prior to 1969 at City University of New York (and for that matter throughout the

nation), educational democracy and institutional services
to the total, community had markedly deteriorated.

During

that period institutions of higher learning were only

serving one select group.

CUNY's educational services were

almost inaccessible to poor whites and non- whites.

lhis

situation was allowed to develop through a system of

admission and retention practices based on narrow standards

^Ibid.,

p.

230*

and merits that made public institutions operate as if they
were private in nature.

Inasmuch as education is a means for upgrading individuals economically and raising their social status,
failure to allow all students an opportunity for admission

might be interpreted as an undemocratic procedure and as a

way of rendering individuals and communities even more
powerless.

In 1969 in New York City, after the pressure

exerted by students, the community, and some members of
the faculty, the opening of CUNY through a more equitable

system of admissions could then be interpreted as a form
of democratization:

an advance which offered educational

services to the entire community and promoted cultural

pluralism and better understanding.

It was a way of

returning the institution to its original legitimate

purpose--serving society to develop its educational and
economic power.
Recent Innovations
The University of the City of New York traditionally

admitted the majority of its freshman class on the basis
of high school grades and ’academic aptitude' as measured

30

Gardner, on. cit

.

,

p

82

35

by special examinations.

3

1

However, during the 1960's some

recruitment and admission policy changes were instituted by
CUNY with support from Federal and State funds.

These

changes have had a significant effect upon the whole CUNY

They explain the increase in enrollment at the

system.

institution in the early sixties of Black and Puerto Rican
students as well as other bypassed Americans.

Martin Mayer

explains how some of these programs originated:
In 196^ the Economic Opportunity Act made the
recruitment of Blacks a prime goal of the
poverty program, and New York f unded its
The Federal
first College Discovery venture.
government dropped the other shoe in 1965
promulgating the Higher Education Act and a
year later the state funded the Search for
Education, Elevation and Knowledge (SEEK)
Program, by which students from poor
neighborhoods who were not otherwise
eligible for regular admission to City
University four-year colleges were accepted
into and paid to attend special programs run
more or less by colleges and designed to
remedy skills and attitudes. 32

The University Commission on Admissions describes
these as "Special Programs."

"The best known are SEEK

(Search for Education, Elevation and Knowledge), and
33
College Discovery."

University Commission on Admissions: Report and
Recommendations to the Board of Higher Education of the
City of New York, Oct. 7, 1969, P- 5*
3

^

Mayer, "Higher Education for All, the Case of
(To be
Open Admission," Commentary February 1973, P- 36.
published.
3 2 Martin

,

•^University Commission on Admissions,

op.-

£ii*

»

P*

1
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Admission standards
include a high
school diploma or equivalent, under 30 years
of age New York residency, no previous
college attendance (except veterans),
ineligibility for matriculation to a CUNY
regular program, and residency in an
officially designed poverty area for SEEK,
an d family income below a designated level
for College Discovery. 3'*
.

.

.

,

SEEK operates at the senior colleges, and College Discovery
at 2-year colleges.

Another program instituted is the One-Hundred Scholars
Program.

It guarantees admission to a CUNY senior college

for the top 100 students graduating in every public academic

high school.

It also guarantees admission to the top 20

percent of the graduating class in parochial schools.

high school graduates were offered admission

9 000

1969,

In

,

and approximately 6,000 applied and were admitted; of these

approximately 600 did not qualify under "regular" standards.
Other programs were also in operation throughout CUNY

Bmoklyn College had established

prior to open admission:

an Educational Opportunity Program for 200 poverty area

students; Hunter College offered special consideration to

veterans and selected students, and some community colleges

provided other alternatives for students who did not qualify
under regular standards.

35

alone brought approximately
^
^

I6id

33 Ibri d

.

,

p

.

8

SEEK and One-Hundred. Scholars
9

>

000 students to CUNY that

37

year. 36

These changes in admissions and recruitment policies

resulted in an increase of non-white students at CUNY
The Report of the Fall 1972, "Undergraduate Ethnic Census,"

indicates an enrollment of 21,252 in 1968, an enrollment
of 25

*497

.

Black and Puerto Rican students in 1969

an

,

attendance of 57,59^ Black and Puerto Rican students in
1972.

37

A group of these students in the Spring of

1

969

>

led

a revolt and demanded open admission and further structural

changes at CUNY.

The students asked for what Glazer and

others have called the "five demands."

38

In the Spring of 1969 the South Campus at City College

was taken over by radical students, some radical faculty

members, Black and Puerto Rican students, and members of
the community.

One result of that activity was the

establishment of "Open Admissions at CUNY."
36

Nathan Glazer, "City College," pp.
mimeograph.

A salient

(Undated

19-20.

-^Office of Data Collection and Evaluation, the City
bndo.i University of Now York, Report of the lalJ 19<
(Mimeographed.)
graduate Ethnic Census," Table I, p. 2.
These figures are approximations.
1

»

38 Glazer, o£.

Also Ballard, op_. ci_t
the four typos of
p. 74 - who discusses what ho calls
and
He quotes them later on in the discussion
demands.
important of
Mayor, on. cit., p. 39, identifies the most
in enrollthese demands as the one asking for an increase
Students.
ment of Black and Puerto Rican
cit

.

,

p.

26.

.

,

38

point here is that the needs of Black and Puerto Rican

students alone did not make Open Admissions possible.

Mayer explains that an Open Admissions Policy was contingent upon the pressures exerted by the White lower

middle class of New York City.

He cites Frederick L.

Burkhart, then president of the Board of Higher Education,
"

...

saying,

it was the eight- thousand-dollar-a-year Whites
'We pay our taxes.'

irresistible." 39

It was a demand that was

Under the pressures of lower middle class

whites and non-white ethnic rebellion, the Board of Higher

Education yielded to open admissions and moved the date
from around 1975 to the Fall of 1970*

40

Another result of the disruptions at CUNY was the
implementation of Black and Puerto Rican programs whicli
led to throe Puerto Rican Studies departments at CUNY

senior colleges as well as other ethnic programs throughout
the CUNY system.

The stated purpose of Ethnic Studies programs was to

help to reconstruct the cultural

and.

social damages done

to non-white students in the educational process.

The idea

behind Open Admission was to bring to the college the
Mayer, op

.

ci t

.

,

p.

39*

summary of the Open Admissions Policy appears in
Marshak, Problems and Prospects o f an Urban ^
City
Public University: A Report the City College oi the
University of New lork, 19/^, P* 2b.
Z

‘°A
Robert E.

,

39

"by-passed" American students excluded until now.^

1

While Open Admissions and Ethnic Studies still operate,

many faculty members feel threatened and are not convinced
that they will work, since they believe standards will fall

and the bachelor degree will be rendered worthless.

p

These

diehards fail to see that the admission cf students from all
ethnic and social grotips as well as from different socio-

economic levels will help lower tensions in society by

developing leadership programs which will help students in
this process articulate the concerns of people in our inner

cities and in the nation.
Finally, there are at the present time limits which

have profound ramifications in the development of Ethnic
Studies.

They are not nationally accepted as legitimate

areas of study, are not sponsored in their totality by

public funds, and do not have the necessary political power
to obtain the funds to make these studies available to all

students and professionals.

^University Commission on Admissions, op
li

.

cit

.

,

p.

P

3*

Also see Clark Kerr, "Higher Education in the
Ibid
Trouble City," Lowel Lecture Series April 1, 1968, pp 11discusses this concern of faculty for standards as it
13
regards work on local city problems. And while the concerns
he discusses are not perhaps the same as those at CUNY, they
are related to "low quality" work.
.

.

,

,
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CHAPTER III

RATIONALE FOR INCLUDING PUERTO RICAN
STUDIES AT THE UNIVERSITY
Introduction
In chapter two the dilemma of non-whites in regard
to higher education was presented along with specific

information related to the increase in numbers of non-white
students at CUNY.

This dilemma ultimately led to the

establishment of Ethnic Studies at that institution.
This chapter will provide a rationale for including

Puerto Rican Studies in the curriculum of institutions of

higher education.

The argument has

tw'o

prongs:

the fix’st

having to do with a traditional justification for viewing
Puerto Rican Studies as an academic discipline; the second

having to do with the need for preparing and sensitizing
those who interact with the Puerto Rican community.

Traditional Argument for Inclusion
of Ethnic Studies
Definitions
Legitimacy
Academic
of

Tx^adi tional

Established, academic disciplines have usually been

based on coherent bodies of knowledge.

Vhen conceived broadly enough all the disciplines seem to share cex.'tain normative
elements, that is standards or values and
norms that derive from their common grounding

in man's quest for knowledge
natural
phenomena, human behavior, or documents of
cultural heritage in language or stone
should be solidly ground in
[ they j
objective evidence.
.

•

•

.

.

•

1

Thus, academicians asserted that for any area of study to

become

a

valid discipline, it had to have a theoretical

background and a methodology.
In the light of this position a question immediately

comes to
Studies:

in.ind

regarding the validity of Puerto Rican

What arguments can be presented in favor of

making Puerto Rican Studies--an area of study which is now
emerging and needs to be defined--an academic discipline
or an alternative area of study?

Clearly, an answer to this question is that the

theoretical needs of Puerto Rican Studies, as an alternative to more traditional disciplines, may be based on the

premises of the sociology of knowledge.

That assumption

is the basis for the discussion which follows.

Merton, in writing about the sociology of knowledge,

indicates that this "field of social inquiry" has a central

orientation toward the concern of "the relationships
between knowledge and other existential factors in the

"Unity and Diversity in the Modern
Intellectual Disciplines: The Pole of the Social Sciences,
Daedalus, Winter, 19 63 P
'xalcott Parsons,

»

•

•
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society or culture." 2

He warns us, however,

that just to

outline the "main current of the sociology of knowledge is
to do violence to all."

The present discussion, though,

will be limited in scope since it is neither a critical

evaluation nor a thorough discourse of all the factors that
impinge on the topic.

Rather, it is a brief presentation

of the subject as it relates to the needs of Puerto Rican

Studies

Mannheim points out that
sociology of knowledge

]

"...

as a theory [the

seeks to analyze the relationships

between knowledge and existence; as a histoiuco-sociological
research, it seeks to trace the forms which this relationship has taken in the intellectual development of mankind.

3

"The sociology of knowledge further-

Louis Wirth adds that:

more seeks to throw light on the question of how the

interests and purposes of certain social groups come to
find expression in certain theories, doctrines, and

^Robert K. Merton, "Paradigm for the Study of the
Sociology of Knowledge," In The Language of Social Research:
A Reader in the Methodology of Social Research ed. by
Paul F. Lazars f el t and Morris Rosenberg (Glencoe, Illinois:
The Free Press, 1935) P* 498. Merton also warns that the
"term 'knowledge' must be interpreted very broadly since
studies in this area have dealt with virtually the entire
gamut of cultural products (ideas, ideologies, juristic,
and ethnical beliefs, philosophy, science, technology).
,

^Karl Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia: An Introduc tjgon_to
Hare our t Brace and
the Sociology of Knowledge (New Yoiic:
Company
951 )
P* 236
,

,

1

.

>
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intellectual movements."

Merton elaborates on the points expressed by Mannheim
and Wirth:

The sociology of knowledge takes on pertinence
under a definite complex of social and cultural
conditions.
With increasing social conflict
differences in values, attitucies and modes of
thought of groups develop to the point where
the orientation which these groups previously
had in common is overshadowed by incompatible
differences. Not only do these develop
instinct universes of discourse, but the
existence of any one universe challenges the
validity and legitimacy of the others. The
coexistence of these conflicting perspectives
and interpretations within the same society
leads to an active and reciprocal distrust
between groups. 5
Mert on

c ont inue s

Within a context of distrust, one no longer
inquires into the content of beliefs and
assertions to determine whether they are valid
or not, one no longer confronts the assertions
with relevant evidence, but introduces an
entirely new question: how does it happen
that these views are maintained? Thought
becomes functionalized; it is interpreted in
terms of its psychological or economic or
social or racial sources and functions.
In essence, therefore, the standards of the American

academy are a reflection and a product
/j

Ibid

.

,

of

the groups that

Preface, p. xxx.

^Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe,
P* ^57
957 )
The Free Press,
Illinois:
1

^Ibid.

,

p.

457*

•

»

have historically controlled it.

Since these groups have

included many Puerto Ricans or other minority groups
among ohem, these standards cannot reflect the needs of the

community and as the community has become more conscious of
itself, it has naturally developed standards which in some

areas conflict with those of American academicians.

We

therefore have the kind of social conflict that Merton

believes can lead to the collision of two compelling

intellectual universes.

Relationships between Ethnic Studies
and Traditional Disciplines
Puerto Rican Studies are at present undergoing a
struggle to find a place in academia.

The reason for this

struggle is that the Puerto Rican Cornmuni ty--having been

excluded from or denied adequate access to higher education-needs a place where its intellectual energies can be
developed.

From a philosophical point of view, Puerto Rican

Studies appear to be engaged in a process of penetrating the

university so that Puerto Ricans can responsibly address
themselves to the educational needs and aspirations
community.

ol

their

These studies evolved as a joint endeavor of

students, the community and some faculty members who were

looking for

a

place within academia where they could

seriously modify the institution and where they could

legitimize their intellectual constructs.

The basic difference between the traditional disci-

and ethnic studies is that the latter have characteristics, as was to be expected, somewhat foreign to the

traditional approaches.

Academicians in traditional

disciplines have perceived non-white societies as problem
areas; non-white ethnics, on the other hand, are trying to

create a discipline out of the study of non-white societies.

Puerto Ricans and other non-whites are looking for a place

within academia where they can reflect upon their future as
a people, where their intellectual energies can be developed

and where they can reconstruct as well as net only recover

their culture.
Not having had a clear cut scientific model, Etimic

Studies have had to borrow some theoretical assumptions,

premises and methodologies from the social sciences.

At

the same time those involved in Ethnic Studies are looking

for new approaches to research, theory-construction and the

exchange of knowledge and ideas consistent with the needs
of an emerging discipline.

Their intention is not to

eliminate the traditional disciplines but to make them

respond adequately to the uses and transmission of new
knowledge, and to add to their bodies of data and theoiies,
and thus to modify them.

Many people, particularly within the traditional
disciplines

,

believe that there are inconsistencies in this
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new approach.

One often hears such questions as:

If Etlmic

Studies make use of theoretical constructs and methodologies
that are borrowed from the traditional disciplines, isn't
this a duplication of efforts?

Why can't the activities

required be conducted within the established disciplines?
Do Ethnic Studies have the body of knowledge, research and

serious academic development required for this knowledge to
be systematically transmitted?

Such critics miss the crux

of the problem, which is that until now traditional

academicians have claimed that their disciplines are not

ideologically conditioned and, therefore, convey only
objective scientific truths.

However, Charles Hamilton

has agreed that:

—

[Blacks] perceive higher educat ion especially
in the social sciences, history and the
human! ties --as essentially racist xn its
cognitive values, its research, its concluThey are not sanguine that
sion.
present faculty and administrators can lead
this innovation because those are the same
people who were instrumental in developing a
.

.

.

racist curriculum.?

Ethnic Studies in general cannot pretend to possess an

accepted body of fact and theory.

Their recent establish-

ment has been, by and large, the result of confrontations
'and struggles.

In order to serve the community, they must

bo a fusion of theory and practice.

Traditionally

^Charles V. Hamilton, "The Challenge of Black Studies,"
Social Policy July/ August, 1970? P* 7^*
,

theoretical concerns are reflected in the subject matters
taught in the accepted manner.

Practice is represented by

community services which should help to connect the
institutions to the community and to the people whom the

institutions purport to serve.

In this respect Puerto Rican

Studies are closely related to social work.

Students

involved in the struggle for the development of Puerto Rican
Studies programs are, for example, deeply concerned with
the social realities of the urban ghetto.

They demand that

the institutions of higher learning respond openly to its

needs and that they provide the means through which students
and the faculty members involved in this area can become

effectively engaged in programs to develop strategies in

community affairs and services, community organization,
and community development.

They see this process of social

edification as the only way whereby academia can be
"dragged" into the community to serve it effectively and
at the same time fulfill its own educational purposes and

mission.

Phillip

C.

Ritterbush, discusses these goals:

Our restless era is now giving rise to an
educational aspiration of a new kind--one
that seems capable of leading a third
generation of institutional arrangements for
higher education. The new aspiration is
It includes
centered upon social experience.
students
leads
that
community
a quest for
into living experiments wherein they learn
mainly from one another. It includes an urge
to serve the disadvantaged that leads
students to volunteer to assist service
It seeks
organizations and their clients.
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out unsolved social problems, aiming for
exposures that will generate and lead to
skills that will allow students to play
useful future roles in human affairs. The
new aspiration responds to charges that the
classical concept is irrelevant ecological
and socicil catastrophe.
It seeks to take
advantage of learning resources beyond the
campus in order to pursue a higher aim-- the
redemption of a social system that seems
incapable to raising above its failing
without just a change in education.

Puerto Rican Studies do not merely

among the traditional domains.

w'ish to be

included

Their interest goes further.

They seek not only legitimacy but serious modification of
the institution.

Ritterbush is again one of the few

writers who seems to understand the expectations of students
who are searching for institutional changes:

The term institutional changes does not
embrace change of any degree in just any
indicator of institutional performance.
It implies reorientation or the establishment
Change of this fundaof new institutions.
mental kind can only be brought about by the
response of the members of institutions of
It may be advanced by a
new aspirations.
studied awareness within institutions of the
objectives they serve, and the extent to
which the everyday function they perform
But change cannot
fulfill those objectives.
be planned from the top down; its true
location is in the human mind and heart
throughout the system of institutions of
their social setting.
"Campus and Community: An
^Phillip C. Ritterbush, ed.
Institutional Transformation," in Let th e Entire ComnnnnLy.
Books,
Become Our University (Washington, D.C.: Acropolis
,

Ltd.,

1972), PP- 9-10.

^Ibld

.

p

.

11.
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Tlie

point s discussed so far are some of the issues to

which Puerto Rican Studies address themselves in order to
come to grips with the attitudes they confront in academia.

What is most important, and needs to be emphasized in terms
of the social work alternative just discussed, is that

Puerto Rican Studies evolve as a joint endeavor of students,

community and faculty members, working together to set an

institutional base within the university to accomplish
their goals.
To sum up the discussion on the level of knowledge and

theory in Puerto Rican Studios, it must be categorically
stated that Puerto Rican Studies encompass a different

programmatic approach to the uses and interpretations of
knowledge.

This does not negate the fact that at certain

levels theories and some methodologies from the traditional

disciplines may be borrowed to interpret the phenomena
encountered in this emerging area; an

ai'ea

which is inter-

disciplinary in nature and has not yet developed a coherent
body of knowledge and theory.
N eed for Cross-Cultural Perspectives
.

In Scholarly Work

The perspective provided by the sociology of knowledge

may help to provide a further explanation of the need for
Puerto Rican Studies at institutions of higher education.
First,

there is ample evidence to prove that false
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assumptions and ideological orthodoxies have been used by
"Euro-American" scientists who claim to use value-free

approaches in investigating the behavior and characteristics
of non-white ethnic minority groups.

A clear case of

imwarranted assumptions is cited by Luis Nieves Falcon,
a Puerto Rican sociologist:

"a.

sociologist writing on

Puerto Rico in 19^6 concluded that 'more happened in the
first two decades of American life in the island than in
the four centuries of Spanish occupation,' and that 'aside

from any questions as to the merit of the language as such,
the persistence of Spanish is a serious barrier to fruitful

contacts.'"

1

He points out several other cases of the

"subjective, personal opinion of social scientists" in

their conclusions regarding the social and cultural aspects
of the Puerto Rican.

1

1

Cultural bias is also reflected in faulty experimental
designs which lead to unreliable results.
is Oscar Lewis’ La Vida

,

A good example

a book about the culture of poverty

in Puerto Rico and N ew York.

1

2

The findings have been

of
(paperSciences"
Behavioral
of
Transcul turai Application
read at Louisiana University, Department of Psychology,
Mardi Gras Symposium: Behavioral Science and Human Values,

^Luis Nieves Falcon, "Puerto Rico: A Case Study

Thursday, February

^ Ibid.

,

pp

.

12,

1970), p.

3-

(Mimeographed.)

3-8.

_iji_th£
Os car Lewis, La Vida: A Puerto Rican Famil y
Culture of Poverty, San Juan and New York (New York:
Random House, Inc., 1906).
12
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criticized by several social scientists on the grounds that
the sample chosen was not representative of the general

population.

In criticizing the book, Charles A. Valentine

states
there are some indications that the
subjects of La Vi da were chosen, not because
of their representativeness, but on the
contrary because they manifested deviant
extremes.
When one compares the
abstract conception of poverty culture with
concrete descriptions of the local community, what appears in La V i da to be straightforward contradictions immediately arise. 13
.

.

.

.

.

.

Such publications have worked against Pue:rto Ricans in the

United States because the prestige of their authors has
given credence to their statements.

Although there are innumerable examples in the social
sciences of false assumptions and cultural bias, those

used here should be sufficient to support certain basic
theoretical concepts regarding the need for Puerto Rican
Studies in institutions of higher learning.

Therefore,

within the perspectives of the sociology of knowledge,
Puerto Rican Studies will broaden the area of social and

educational research problems and historico-cul tura
studies, so as to counteract the seemingly narrow approach

based on selective perceptions and inadequate tools used by
have
some social scientists who, wittingly or unwittingly,

Charles A. Valentine, Culture and Poverty (Chicago:
pp. 53-5^*
970 )
The University of Chicago Press,
1

1

,
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tended to concentrate on the negative aspects of a
population or group.

Moreover, Puerto Rican Studies will give

attention to relevant fields of study and new approaches
which for different reasons, have not been explored by
social scientists interested in ethnic groups.

Ethnic

Studies should give priority to producing new knowledge
as well as to finding new interpretations of theories and

doctrines to satisfy its academic needs.
In Training Professionals

While the need for Ethnic Studies at the institutions
of higher learning has been examined above focusing on how

behavioral scientists have made use of the wrong assumptions, the cases which will be described below indicate

clearly why cross-cultural and interdisciplinary training
of professionals is needed.

False assumptions and cultural misunderstanding are
said to be responsible in some ways for the abnormally
"high rate of hospitalization due to mental illness and

disorders among the Puerto Rican in New York State."

1

4

Undoubtedly, psychiatrists and other practioners may have

^"Hospitalization Rate of Puerto Ricans for Mental
Disorders Said to Be High," New York Times March 26, 1970,
A Broader discussion related to this area can be
p. 36
seen in Derek L. Phillips, Knowledge from What?; Theories and
Methods in Social Research (Chicago: Rand McNally and
Company,
97 )
PP 40-46
1

,

.

1

1

»

•
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been misguided by American cultural patterns in making
their
diagnoses
Recently, it has also been pointed out that the concept,

"culture of poverty" [is used by some social
scientists] as a supposed explanation for the
myriad problems to be found among the poor,
a practice which served to mask the crucial
issue of social and economic injustice that
out society must face.
The major assumption made by many
"culture of poverty" theorists is that a
virtually autonomous subculture exists among
the poor, one which is self-perpetuating and
self-defeating. This subculture, it is
argued, involves a sense of resignation or
fatalism and an inability to put off the
satisfaction of immediate desires in order
to plan for the future.
[these] have contributed to
distorted characteristics of the poor, and
especially the black poor. "*5
.

.

.

.

.

.

Evidently, institutions of higher learning when dealing

with the area of culture have done so only on an academic
and intellectual level--and a distorted one at that--in the

training of professionals who will be working with minorities.

These institutions have failed to see how the

absence of cross-cultural and interdisciplinary training

prevents professionals from delivering the best type of
services free of bias.

This situation has been critical

not only in the sciences but in education where cultural

imperialism has been practiced on minorities.

Examples of

cultural imperialism are the cases of the Puerto Rican,

^Eleanor Burke Leacock, ed. The Culture of Poverty:
1970)
Simon and Schuster, Inc.
A Critique (New York:
1

,

,

pp. 7-11.

Chicano and other linguistic minorities, on whom the use
of English has been imposed on by educational and social

systems
The development of learning skills and cognitive tools
in school by Puerto Rican and Chicano children has been

considerably curtailed (in Puerto Rico as well as in
continental United States in the Puerto Rican case) by
the use of English in the classroom and by a lack of

adequate textbooks.

Moreover, a great deal of the materials

used are culturally exotic and biased.

Mari-Luci Jaramillo

presents this point of view candidly:
Language gives cues to the feelings of people.
It also lets us know from what perspective the
speaker views phenomena. We "feel" and view
things distinctly when we are raised in
different cultures. The same word in one
language will often not produce the same
reaction when translated into another
language.
Even some concepts aren't accepted
in the same manner because we have been
conditioned to feel differently about many
things
.

1

Lately some attempts to correct the situation by

translating materials have been made by departments of
education.

But they are still culturally-bound and thus

inadequate

^Mari-Luci Jaramillo, "Cultural Differences Revealed
through Language," N CRIEEO

,

Tipsheet

,

No

.

8

,

May 1972, p

.

1
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Training Educators to Meet the
Educational Needs of Puerto Ricans
These facts have also been brought out in the Coleman
report, according to which Puerto Rican students appear to

perform below all students in reading and mathematics.
Many reasons have been offered for the failure of Puerto

Rican children to achieve better performance in school.
Some are related to adjustment problems due to cultural

differences.

Elam explains this in terms of acculturation:

When the culture process is interrupted or
suddenly changed, learning seems to cea.se.
The new setting often destroys the foundation
The Puerto Rican child is
of security.
thus caught between the two cultures, that of
his people and the one which he must meet
Sometimes he must
everyday in the school.
respond to one that contradicts his own. ?
.

.

.

1

Other reasons for failure in schools are attributed to
"language disabilities."

If one agrees that speaking

Spanish is a disability, then one can accept the validity
of explanations such as these.

In 1953> when Puerto Ricans

were arriving in the United States in large numbers

language "problems" were already evident.

Even then the

New York City public school system was unable to cope with
•the pressures exerted by the newcomers.

There were

approximately ^0,096 non-English speaking children in the
of
Sophie Elam, "Acculturation and Learning Problems
Puerto Rican Children," in Puerto Rican Children IIL
Buccluonx
Schools, ed. by Francesco Cordasco and Eugene
1968), pp
Scarecrow Press
(Metuchon, N.J.:
17

,
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system, and they, like other immigrants, were expected to

become “American" as soon as possible.

This meant for-

getting their native language and culture— a demand which
Puerto Ricans refused to accept readily.

Because of the large numbers of non-English speaking

children

,

a massive study was undertaken in 1953 by the

Board of Education of the City of New York.

The study was

undertaken to determine how the schools could learn to cope
with the so-called "problem"; that is, the fact that schools
were being "invaded" by students who could not speak English
and behaved differently.

Unfortunately, most of the

findings of that study were never accepted by school
authorities.

1

This rejection of the study's results led

the school system to adopt methods of teaching English as
a second language which were so unsuccessful with Spanish-

speaking students that by 1970 there were "105,483 Spanishspeaking children

.

.

.

with language difficulty

which 46,277 had severe language difficulties."

1

.

^

.

.

of

(At

that time the total Puerto Rican school population was
l8

Cayce Morrison, The Puerto Rican Study 953-19 57,
Board of Education City of New York, 1958, p. 168.
J.

1

Jenkins, "Bilingual Education in New York City,"
a report prepared for the Program of Recruitment and
Training of Spanish— speaking Teachers, Board of Education
City of New York, Office of Personnel, June 1971, P* 2 '*
(Mimeographed.
1

^ Mary

260, 0^0.)

20

The proportionate number of children with

"English disabilities" is statistically significant.

Other factors leading to handicaps in Puerto Rican
students have been identified, as poor teacher attitudes
and the racist biases of administrators and teachers.

These factors, in reference to Puerto Ricans, are

generalized from work done with other disadvantaged
Puerto Rican children, who generally live undei

children.

the same conditions as other non-whites,

suffer the same

educational maladies as they.
Teachers’ perceptions of and attitudes toward

disadvantaged children lead them to believe that such
children are inferior.

Clark, referring to the attitudes

and behaviors of teachers and administrators in ghetto
schools, comments that

while there were some outstanding
exceptions--individual principals and teachers
who resj)Octed the human dignity and potentials
of their students-- tho overwhelming majority
of these teachers and their supervisors
rejected these children and looked upon them
as inherently inferior. 21
.

.

.

He goes on to state that teachers and administrators look

'

'^United States Commission on Civil Rights. Staff
Report Public Education for Puerto Rican Children in New
York City, February 1972, p. 1.
21

Kenneth B. Clark, "Educational Stimulation of
Racially Disadvantaged Children," in Education in De press
Collog
Areas, ed. by A. Harry Passow (Now York: Teachers
Press,

1963)> P*

1^8.
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upon ghetto children as "unteachable

22
.

Rosenthal and

Jacobson, in their study based on the "self-fulfillment

prophecy of non-attainment" in the South San Francisco
area, point out that the attitudes of teachers can have

substantial positive or negative effect upon children. 2 ^

Many other references to this effect could be cited.

Most

educators appear to agree that racism and teachers' negative

attitudes handicap children by affecting negatively the

teaching-learning process.
Other specific areas where schooling has affected

Puerto Rican children negatively include the curriculum and
the methods and materials which community members believe

are inadequate and irrelevant to children in the Barrios
To sum up:

2k
.

unless the public (elementary-secondary)

school system and the higher education institutions work

together to implement the necessary steps toward change,
Puerto Ricans will not be able to enter college, even if
"open admissions" is available, because they will not
22

York:

Clark, D ark Ghetto: Dilemmas of Social Power (New
129-36.
Harper & Row,
9^5 )
PP
1

2

>

•

"Teachers
American
Scientific
authors deal with this
the Classroom T eachot
Development (New York:

'^Robert Rosenthal and Leanore P. Jacobson,

Expectations for the Disadvantaged,"
CCXVIII (April, 1968 ), 23* The same
matter in more depth in Pygmalion in
Expectation and Pupils' Intellectual"
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1968)
2

,

:

^Ba rrio is a term used by Puerto Ricans to denote
their neighborhoods in the United States.
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complete secondary school.

Deprivation of higher education

vill continue to affect their opportunities in employment

and income, and will maintain the powerlessness of the

community and perpetuate the present inequities.
The need for cross-disciplinary training for jxrofes-

sionals and practitioners has clearly been affirmed.

Obstacles in Gaining Legitimate
Status at the University
Because Ethnic Studies in many cases make use of new

expertise and new knowledge in what may be considered a

different manner from the traditional, they are at times

perceived as anti-intellectual and as undermining the
traditional disciplines; as a result, they are rejected by
them

The rejection of a new discipline in academia is not
a new phenomenon and should surprise no one.

Some of the

now established traditional social science disciplines have
also felt the pangs of rejection at their inception.
one to look at the beginnings

,

Were

growth and development of

sociology as an academic discipline, for example, one would

very quickly become aware of this.

According to Nisbet:

Like the Alger hero of old, sociology reveals
to us a face that was always honest but for
a 1 oug time poor and at the bottom of the
social-academic ladder. A struggle for
prestige and secure status has charac t ei ized
all the non-classical academic disciplines
in the modern world, but in none, I think,
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has the struggle been at once more galling
and more actually directive than in the field
of sociology.
Sociology manifested,
after its first grudging acceptance in the
university, a good many of the qualities we
generally sum up in the term n marginality
Regarded by others in the academic hierarchy
as a kind of interloper, as a threatening
poacher, as, at best a dubious rival, it was
necessary for sociology to justify itself
to the older disciplines.
It could do this
obviously, not by proving that in sociology
there lay an insight and method, a subject
matter and objective, that no other existing
discipline contained. ^5
.

.

.

.

Nisbet is speaking about European sociology, but notes that
the same conditions prevailed in the United States, where,
in general the universities looked to Germany for their

model
What is suggested here is that sociology as well as
ethnic studies, have been perceived negatively in academia,

and while the struggles for acceptance may be similar,

Puerto Rican Studies does not only wish to be legitimized
as an academic area of study but to go beyond that and

modify the academic institution.

Another problem Puerto Rican Studi es faces is the
context within which Ethnic Studies have been developed.
Ethnic Studies are considered to be part of the social
sciences, which also include social work and sociology.

However, Puerto Rican Studies should include practical
A. Nisbet, "Sociology in the Academy," m
Socio logy and C o ntemporary Education eu. by Charles H

^Robert

,

Page (New York:

Random House,

19^7)

>

PP

•

68-71*
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training as veil as theoretical teaching.
Clearly

,

non-whites have always been tangential to the

main stream of American cultural life and society, and

therefore have been studied as special cases under the

shadow of institutional racism.

They have always been in

a marginal position prevented from adequate access to all

the benefits of this society.

University models concerning

the study of non-white ethnics were thus developed within

an inferior social stratum in the traditional social

sciences.

Examples of this are found in some of the

studies of culture, racial, and ethnic relations, where

non-white ethnics are frequently depicted as if they were

pathological entities, a view which is usually substantiated
through census data, statistical analyses and other
"scientific'' measures;

e.g., they are said to have a higher

incidence of crime, to suffer more family disorganization,
to have a lover academic achievement, a lower I.Q. than

whites, ad nauseam

.

These "conclusions" are used many times

to indicate their inferiority.

The best example of this

iniquity is the case of Blacks in American society.
Most of the comparative research on race has
been done within a normative framework with
the behavior of whites being the norm from
which blacks deviate. ^6
2b

Miller and Ralph Mason Drcgor, eds
Compara l i o Studios o f Blacks and Whites in th e United
Seminar Press, 1973) P
States (New York:
Kent

S.

.

»

•

1

•
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Puei to Ricans in the United States, in many aspects, are

in a similar situation.

During 1969, non-white ethnics--Blacks

,

Puerto Ricans

and Chicanos--challenged the ideological nature of the

research carried on by social scientists.

They decided to

confront the situation and to explain the need for research

methods which took into account their realities and needs.
As a result, ethnic studies gained strength in American

universities
The first reaction of those involved in the search
for new ways of doing things was to reject the traditional

approaches-- the perceptions and the models which had been

developed previously.

A new perception of self and a

desire to make sure that positive images were developed
about them brought about conflict between the traditional

disciplines and the new programs.
It is not surprising that some of the same people at

the universities who had failed to do relevant scholarly

work related to non-white ethnic minorities were often
those who most ardently resisted independent ethnic studies
at the university level.

They opposed the new approaches

and new perspectives on the ground that these studies
lacked a theoretical base and a methodology.

Clearly,

those who made this claim completely ignored the implica-

tions of the sociology of knowledge:

that their own

Co

stereotyped conceptualizations, rooted in their class

position and cultural bias, disqualified them from judging

honestly the virtues and defects of the new programs of
ethnic studies.
In conclusion, the evidence presented above clearly

demonstrates the need for Ethnic Studies (of which Puerto
Rican Studies is one) as an alternative to traditional

disciplines in academia.

The sociology of knowledge

explains the theoretical basis for these needs and points
out the direction of change.
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CHAPTER IV

Higher education in the United States is entering
a great climac teria--a period of uncertainty, of
conflict, of confusion, of potential change.
Its
present health is in doubt; its future fortunes
are obscure; its fundamental constitution is
being challenged.
--Clark Kerr

INCEPTION AND ESTABLISHMENT OF PUERTO RICAN
STUDIES AT TWO COLLEGES
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to describe and examine
the more important events which led to the inception and

the establishment of Puerto Rican Studies departments at the

City College and at Herbert H. Lehman College.
In order to accomplish this endeavor, the presentation

will he divided into three sections.

The first section

presents a brief history of the City University and the
two colleges mentioned above.

The second contains a

presentation of some of the general circumstances and
factors which existed during the 1960's in New York City
that affected the activities on the campuses at CUNY.

The

third examines the internal politics which specifically

Clark Kerr, "Destiny - Not so Manifest," in New
Teachi ng New Learning ed. by G. Kerry Smith San Francisco:
97 )
P* 2-45*
Jos sey- Bass, Inc.,
^

(

,

1

1

>
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led to the proposal and the establishment of the Departments
of Puerto Rican Studies at City College and Horbort H.

Lehman College.
In a concluding section there will be a brief discus-

sion about an administrative model which grew out of the

CUNY experience.

Background Information on CUNY
H istorical Development
of the City University

City College and Herbert H. Lehman College are part of
the City University of New York, an institution created in
1961 by the State Legislature of New York.

At that time,

CUNY consisted of four senior colleges and three community
colleges with a total enrollment in the Fall of 1961 of
97 984 students.
»

Its senior colleges offered two-year,

3
four-year, and master's degree programs.

In

1

973

,

CUNY comprised ten senior colleges, eight

community colleges, and the graduate school and university
center.

^

The senior and community college campuses are

scattered throught the City.
2

The Board of Higher Education, New York City, A Long1962, p. 42.
Range Plan for the City of New York 1961-75
,

^

Ibid

.

,

pp.

57-58.

^Board of Higher Education, The City University of
New York, 1972 Master Plan July 1972, pp. 9-10*
,
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The budget for the University comes from five
sourcesthe State of New York, the City of Now York,

Government

,

the Federal

alumni gifts, and fees from its students.

1967~68 the State provided for

4l

In

percent of the budget,

the City provided 44.5 percent and the remainding 14.}

percent came from instructional and non-instruc tional foes.

J

Free tuition is provided for baccalaureate students and

associate degree students who are qualified residents of
the City.

Tuition fees are paid by all other students.

The City College
The City College is the oldest of all the Senior

colleges at CUNY.

In 1969

,

when the events leading to the

establi sliment of the Ethnic Studies departments took place,
it was 122 years old.

Through the years, this public institution had become

highly selective and had developed a high reputation
scholarship and academic accoinplisliment s

.

fox'

Information

indicates that for the number of its graduates who entered
Ph.D. Programs during the period 1920-70, it ranked second

(after Berkeley) in the number of its graduates who went on
to earn a Ph.D.

6

^Board of Higher Education, The City of New York,
1968 Master Plan July I, 1968, p. 171
•

,

Marshak, "A Model for an Urban Public
(Mimeographed.)
University," 197*1, P- 3.
^ Robert E.
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The College occupies 30 acres of land between 133 rd
Street and

1

AOth Street on both sides of Convent Avenue in

New York City.

This location has on its west side Black

Harlem and on its east side a very large Hispanic community.
Yet, the Black and Puerto Rican students combined made

up only 3 percent of the total student population of the

College in 1969.

The percentage of Black or Puerto Rican

faculty members was probably even less.

Indeed, most of

its very few minority faculty, it is suspected, came via

the SEEK Program.

In reviewing the college catalog for

1

968-69 it was

clear that there were no courses either in the Black or the

Puerto Rican heritages or in the experience of these groups
in the United States.

According to a study done by

Professor Wilfred Cartey, only thirty-four courses in the
College of Liberal Arts and Science catalog related to the

community and the city. 7
Furthermore, the pattern of ethnic succession that had
taken place in the history of the college, whereby one group
of immigrants had succeeded another in the educational

arena, did not seem to be repeating itself by 1969 for

Blacks and Puerto Ricans.
In terms of admissions to the College during the 1960

^Wilfred Cartey, "A Proposal for a School of Regional
(Mimeographed.)
and Community Affairs,” May, 1969.

's
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the City College had become a highly selective institution.

President Marshak's assessment of the sixties was that:
[The College] could argue that it was performing its historical social mission by
keeping its doors open to anyone whose
combined high school average and SAT score
exceeded 80$> (or whatever was the cutoff
point in any particular year) and by
completely disregarding any criterion other
than grades— such factors, for example, as
race, economic status, high school attended,
rank in class, "academic promise," and so
on. 8

These were some of the characteristics of the City

College in 19 ^ 9

when the non-white students actually

?

mounted an attack on it to demand access and relevant
education for Blacks and Puerto Bicans.
The Herbert H. Lehman College

The Herbert H. Lehman College had a somewhat different
history.

It had only been a separate four year senior

college of CUNY since 1968 after many years of being the

Uptown Campus of Hunter College.

During the years previous

to its separation it had depended for faculty, administra-

tion and curricula on the Hunter Campus downtown.

It had

not developed a scholarly reputation.
On March 28

,

1969,

the campus was formally dedicated

to the name of Herbert H.

Lehman, four times governor of

^Marshak, Problems and Prospects of an Urban Public
University: A Report (Now York: The City College of New
York, 1973 ), P- iT.
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New York State, and one of New York City's greatest statesmen.

At the time of its dedication it served 5,400 full-

time students at the undergraduate level.

The campus is located in the Bronx adjacent to the

Jerome Reservoir at Bedford Park, Boulevard West and Paul
Avenue.

It occupies 38 acres of land.

In the academic year

1

968- 969 it did not have a single
1

Puerto Rican faculty member according to an article which

appeared in the Meridian

,

the campus newspaper.

To its

credit, however, Lehman College had, with the help of Black

and Puerto Rican students, considered offering courses in
these two areas to serve students taking courses in the

Department of Education.
These brief sketches of the two colleges, hopefully,
give an idea of their contrast.

On the one hand one sees

a College with more than 120 year's of existence, with a

superb tradition.

On the other, one finds a small college

that had been geared to training in education, did not have

its own faculty until 1968, and, for many years, depended

for administration and curricula on another college.

These are two of the colleges of CUNY where departments
of Puerto Rican Studies have been instituted.

The third

senior college where such a department was established is

Brooklyn College.

However, this department is not discussed

herein due to the difficulties encountered in gathering
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sufficient information.

Political and Educationa l Circumstances in
tiie
960 s that Affected the Situation
on the Campuses at CUNT
1

1

The incidents which took place at CUNY were influenced
by factors such as the War in Southeast Asia, the military

draft, and White and Black militant movements within the

institutions of higher learning. 9

In addition, CUNY was

affected by the multitudinous problems of its immediate
surroundings.

New York City was beset by inadequacies in

its educational system.
i

960

s

1

Non-white communities by the early

had seen how the bureaucratic quagmire prevented

their children from receiving an adequate education, and

blamed the bureaucracy for their children’s inadequacies.
Expressed differently, non-whites had realized that due to
the poor education which their children were receiving,

non-white students were dropping out in alarming numbers.
Similarly, those

wlio

graduated could not compete on even

terms w ith students who had attended high schools where
r

they had been given the necessary skills that would make
them successful in meeting the admissions criteria of the

senior colleges of CUNY.

So that to talk about the idea of

complete outline of what had been happening in
terms of protests throughout the nation appears in "Student
Protest Issue," Urban Crisis Monitor II, No. 10, March 21,
,

1969

.
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free public college education for the poor of New York City

was at best misleading, and at worst a farce.

City College had become so selective that there were

hardly any Black or Puerto Rican students in its undergraduate day session, except for the special program
students who were admitted under a special criterion.

Therefore, students who were being admitted were those who
had, by and large, attended the better high schools.

The difficulties of the poor in these communities in
the early 19^0'

s

was compounded by teachers and adminis-

trators who were unable and/or unwilling to help poor

children in the task of education.

Teachers and adminis-

trators, who seldom had any knowledge about the communities
in which they worked, blamed, parents for being unresponsive

and irresponsible for their apparent lack of concern for
their children and for many other conditions and problems

their children suffered.

Around the middle of the sixties, studies were
conducted by Black educators in some of the areas affected
by low reading scores and poor academic skills.

They found

that much of what was happening was due to the negative

attitudes and destructive behavior of some teachers and
administrators.

These studies also began to expose the

deleterious conditions that existed in urban inner-city
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schools
It is important to note that during the 1960's teachers

too, were already developing their power through a strong

labor movement which eventually led to the formation of the

United Federation of Teachers, Local

2.

During the early

sixties the teachers' union did not carry much political
clout, but when it flexed its muscles during the strikes in
1967 and. 1968

,

it demonstrated a mighty weapon.

In the

1968 strike teachers were joined by administrators and

custodians.

Thus, it was inconceivable that they could

lose that strike, especially when the strong voices of some

white communities were added to the protest.

The United

Federation of Teachers under Albert Shanker had by then
become a powerful labor union and was ready to buck the
system to prove its power.
The opportunity to show the union's strength arose

when teachers in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville Demonstration

Decentralization Project^ were locked out by the local

decentralized board, and the City Board of Education was
10

These facts are found in the study done by HARYOU-ACT,
Youth in the Ghet to: A Study of the Consequences of Power
1964, and in Kenneth
les sness and a Blue Print for Change
Power (New York:
Social
of
Dilemmas
Clark, Dark Ghetto:
Harper and Row Publishers, 1965 )
,

A discussion of the whole dispute among the union,
in
the Board of Education and this district are contained
Ocean
of
Maurice Berube and Mary 1 in Git tell, Confrontation
Hill-Prown sv-i 1 lo The New York School Strik e ol 1968 (New
Frederick A. Praegor Publishers, 1969 )
York
^

^

:

•
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asked to transfer those teachers out of their districts.
The UFT strike of the fall of 1968 set in motion a series
of waves and repercussions which awakened the City to the

realities that existed and which until then had boon sub
rosa

.

There was anger on both sides--community and

teachers— who blamed each other for the existing conditions.
Charges of racism and anti-semitism were one of the outcomes
of that strike.

A great deal of anger and suspicion

lingered on both sides.
During this time the decentralization of the Public
School System of New York City had become the motto of

salvation for the System.

In 1967, Mayor Lindsay had

empaneled a group of citizens to develop a plan whereby
the Public School system could be decentralized.

The goal

was to make the system more manageable and to allow local

communities to have more voice in the education of their
children.

Local communities would then be able to exert

more decision-making power.

The panel was called the

Decentralization Panel or the Bundy Panel, headed by
MoGeorge Bundy of the Ford Foundation.

This panel sounded

another voice of warning regarding the failings of the
school system:

unfortunate that there has been
some tension between the union and some oJ
But the root causes
the city communities.
them are the decline
between
distance
of the
the lack oi
and
in pupil achievement
effective channels through which both could

It is

.

.

.
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influence policies that would modernize the
schools ^
1

This statement was made by the panel only a few months

before the UFT had flexed its muscles in the fall of 1968,
and brought the schools to a stand still, city-wide.
Fears by white teachers and administrators, at the
elementary, high school and college level, made the educa-

tion arena extremely tense.

especially The Campus

,

In the City College press,

the impact was noted in an advertise-

ment regarding the situation at Ocean Hill-Brownsville

1

'X

This advertisement although seemingly harmless, alerted the
students and the faculty to the difficulties and tensions

attendant upon educators in that community.
All these educational and political happenings created

mutual suspicion between non-white students and white
teachers who doubted the validity of radical non-white
students' good faith in dealing with college faculty and

administrators.

Another source of suspicion was the fact

that there were hardly any professors of Puerto Rican back-

ground at City College and none, according to the campus
press, at Herbert H. Lehman College.

Regarding relevant

courses in the experience or heritage of the Puerto Rican

Reconnection for Learning: A Community School System
for New York City, A Report of the Mayor's Advisory Panel on
Decentralization of the New York. City Schools, 19W P
1

,

^"Support the Teachers and Genuine Educational
Reform," The Campus

,

October 30,

1968.
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or the Black, there were none at City College and
only two

were being planned at Lehman College.
Events Leading to the Devel opment of
Puerto Rican Studies at City College
and at Herbert. H. Lehman College
Events Leading to Puerto
Rj.can Studies at CCNY
Events before

1

969 --Although the salient circumstances
.

affecting the feelings of discontent of Black and Hispanic
Students at City College are usually traced to the years
1968 and 1969

,

as early as the Fall of 1962 there are

antecedents at CCNY regarding a need for a Department of
Puerto Rican Studies.
that in 1962

,

In looking through records one finds

some groups in the Puerto Rican community and

some students within campus were already challenging City

College.

In a letter dated August 16,

1962, addressed to

President Gallagher and circulated on campus, a group

charged discrimination against Hispanic intellectuals by
the Romance Languages Department.

1

4

In reviewing the campus press from September to

November 1962, one finds that members of several organizations in the Puerto Rican community charged the Romance

Languages Department of being biased and as a result

picketed the institution to demonstrate their disgust.
The picketing was held during November,
1

1962

.

^Copy of this letter appears in Appendix

C.
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In an editorial of El Diiario de Nueva York
dated

November

19,

i9b2,

the Hispanic community was made aware

of the situation inside the college.

The outcome of these

activities was a response from President Gallagher

vigorously denying the charges.
In March 19b3, there was a report on discrimination

written by a Committee for the Creation of a Hispanic
Department.
on

and.

This report was circulated to organizations

off campus.

It is interesting to note that in the

opening remarks of President Gallagher at the Charter Day
observance ceremonies on May

9.

1963

,

he announced that

he had received a detailed program for the creation of

Latin American Area Studies which had been developed as a
result of careful studies that had taken place more than

eighteen months before.
The situation, however, remained latent until 1965 when
a group called "The Committee for the Creation of a Hispanic

Study Department at City College" lodged a formal complaint

with the Executive Department's State Commission of Human
Rights, State of New York.

After this complaint the

committee disbanded since the commission ruled that they
did not have a case against the College.

During 1967 and 1968, again one finds the campus press
1j

Fress Release of the City College of New York,
Public Relations Office, May 9, 1963, 11:30 A.M. p. 9*
(Mimeographed.) Copy of announcement appears in Appendix
,

C.
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venting the dissatisfaction of non-whites at CCNY.
campus press of April 25,

In the

1968, in an article entitled,

"Pickets Criticize Gallagher on SEEK," 16 a demonstration
was held on Tuesday of that week against "alleged racism
at the college and cutback in the SEEK Program."

While the

initiative does not seem to have emanated from Black and
Puerto Rican organizations, there is indication that Blacks

might have been involved in it.

This organized protest,

however, was held by three white radical groups.

groups had already been making demands.

These

Even though no

Puerto Rican or Black groups were mentioned, Black groups
were already seemingly active, trying to generate a base
for student action.

November 20, 1968

In The Campus of November 7th

1

1

and

there was some indication that the

Puerto Ricans had at least two organizations on campus.
This article dealt with cultural and ethnic units among

Puerto Ricans at the City College.

mentioned was called Azabache

1

9

.

One of the organizations

In the November 20th

article, the second Puerto Rican organization on campus

The Campus
1

1

968

'

p

,

1

Campus

April 25,

1968.

"The PR’s Get into their Bag," The Campus
.

,

November

7,

8

8 "Gallagher
,

,

Considering Anti-Racism Petition," The

November 20,

1968, p.

11.

^Azabache is a blackstone which is supposed to have
it.
the power to save from the evil eye the person who wears
1
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was mentioned as The Puerto Rican Institute for Puerto
Rican

Action (PRISA)

.

The essence of this article was a discus-

sion of the petition mentioned before.

The article also

indicated that this organization had joined the DuBois Club
in pressing President Gallagher to end alleged racism in
the college.

By the end oi the year, President Gallagher denied the

charges of racism which had been leveled by the white left

groups and the Black and Puerto Rican students at City
College.

(While the white radicals were making demands in

the names of Black and Puerto Rican students, it seems that

they were doing so without the consent of these groups.)

The article of November 20th reveals the strategies used
by the President in dealing with the issues, including his

candid acceptance that he agreed with some of the demands
of students regarding campus governance and decision-making.

These events comprised the preliminary steps of a

drama which would unfold at the City University at large,
and preceded the changes which took place at City College

during the Spring of 1969.
Events during the Spring

1

969 --Event s accelerated
»

their pace and there was a sit-in held on Februa 2"y 28th
to dramatize the situation of non-whites at CCNY

.

Un-

fortunately the sit-in did not accomplish what the students
expected because the administration did not respond to
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their needs immediately.
On April 15

,

President Gallagher invited the Black and

Puerto Rican Student Community (BPRSC) to Aronov Auditorium
to
1

.

discuss the demands.

These demands were

i

A separate degree-granting School of Black and Puerto
Rican Studies.

2.

A separate freshmen orientation program for Blacks and
Puerto Ricans.

3.

A voice for students in the setting of all guidelines
for the SEEK Program, including the hiring and firing
of all personnel.

4.

An increase in the proportion of non-whites in the
freshmen classes, which reflected the Black and Puerto
Rican population of New York City Schools.

5.

A requirement that all education majors take Black and
Puerto Rican history and the Spanish language.

These had been handed to him previously in February, but he

claimed that a fruitful dialogue had failed to take place.
On the next day, President Gallagher met with students

and reaffirmed his original "affirmative" position on the
five demands.

However, he evaded giving categorical answers

They wanted yes or no

to students who questioned him.

answers.

It is claimed by

trie

campus press and persons

interviewed that Gallagher walked
to deal with the situation.

o\it

of the meeting unable

Students interpreted thar

action as a '’fruitless dialogue."

According to one of the

participants, students went back to discuss whether they
should call a strike and close down the college.

They

wanted to provoke a confrontation in order to lorce some
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action to be taken on their demands.

Through April 20,

each member of the Committee of Ton

discussed the course

action that should be taken if President Gallagher did
not set up a procedure for negotiations.
tvo members of the faculty

economist

— the

—a

With the help of

black scientist, and

a

white

students examined and analyzed the options

which were open in order to deal with the impending strike.
Each member of the Committee of Ten then reported back to
their family

2

1

the decisions that had been made by them.

On April 2 1st, the BPRSC definitely decided to call a strike
on April 22nd.

During the preceding Sunday, they discussed

plans on how the "families" would be placed on campus to

carry out the takeover.
In trying to clarify the events during those few days,
a student who was interviewed told the researcher that by

April 20th, "war had been declared and there was no way to
stop the action that had been planned.

"

The drama unfolded

completely when on April 22nd, the BPRSC began by seizing
the south campus of CCNY, and went on to rename it, two

days later, Harlem University, due to its location.

From the position where they had arrayed their forces,
2

^The Committee of Ten was composed of ten Black and
Puerto Rican students.
21

A family as explained by one of the interviewers
consisted of 20 to 30 students whose leader was one of the
members of the Committee of ten. Thus, there were around
300 students involved in the subsequent events.
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on April 22nd

the High School of Music and Art, the

Nicholas Terrace area, Convent Avenue and so forth

St.
7

1

55 A.M. students moved on and closed and chained all

the gates preventing, therefore, the entrance of all

students who were not in sympathy with their action.

The

militants, however, made a decision that no Black or Puerto

Rican worker would be kept off of campus because they did
not want to place their jobs in jeopardy or have them lose
pay.

Information also indicates that the Burns guards, the
college internal police, did not take any kind of action
against BPRSC.

While these events were taking place, militant white
students, having been accustomed to being in the forefront
of activities on campus (but with different interests),

rallied at the Great Hall in support of the BPRSC demands
and later seized Klapper Hall from where they were later

displaced.

The BPRSC throughout this time made it clear

that at no time would the white militants be permitted to
be speakers for Puerto Ricans and Blacks.

However, they

were informed by the leadership on south campus that they

could take whatever action they felt necessary to satisfy
their needs, but that at no time would there be a joint or
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collective merging of the two groups. 22
It was not until after the takeover of south campus

that the Black faculty and staff in the SEEK Program

their support to the students who were undertaking

these activities. 23

In the Black and Puerto Rican

community no one, except for individuals in some of the
churches, where meetings took place prior to the activities
of the 22nd, had been closely involved, because the

students had not sought their support nor requested their

involvement in the activities.

Therefore, they did not

participate in the takeover at first.
After having been informed through personal contacts
Walter P. Metzger, "The Crisis of Academic Authority
in Rights and Responsibilities: The University Dilemma,"
Daedalus Summer 1970> pp. 589-90.
In discussing the reactions of Black students
regarding white radicals, at Columbia University, Metzger
expresses some of the feelings that prevailed among some
non-white radicals at City College:
,

the world of
"To many black students
chokingly
white:
was
already
the campus
.

.

.

the courses in western civilization were
courses in white western civilization, the
leadership of the campus was white leaderTheir putative allies, the revoluship.
tionary fraction in the SDS, professed
disdain for those courses and that leadership, but theirs was a white disdain, in
which could be read a patronizing concert.
Nor was the strain simply brought about by
the Black students
color consciousness:
wanted to process an area, a program, a
reach of decisional power that would be
entirely their own."

flyer with their statement appears in Appendix

C.
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and the mass media, the community gave its strong
support
in money, food and legal services.

The striking students

were also receiving help from the Harlem community and
f 1 om people in the nearby Puerto Rican community
who were

mobilized by the mother of one of the Puerto Rican
participants in the takeover.
On April 23rd, classes were cancelled.

The college

faculty met to decide what action should be taken and
President Gallagher announced that negotiations would begin

with the BPRSC.

The Black and Puerto Rican Student

Community (BPRSC) had also met to decide the strategies
they would use in negotiations and to decide who would

represent each one of the constituencies

— students,

faculty, administrators, Board of Higher Education (BHE)

and others.
A student participant, who also was in the team of

negotiators, indicated to the writer that it was interesting
to note that on the first day of negotiations, President

Gallagher had taken out and displayed all his African
statues, figurines and other decorations to make the room,

where they were going to meet "African looking.

"

"He

felt," the student said, "this would make us feel

comfortable and at home."

However, some of the seven

student members of the BPRSC who were inside on the

negotiating team felt this was an insult since tney were
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not there to talk about African culture
but about the

problems being faced by the students and the
college at
that moment.
According to a source consulted,

"The indi-

viduals present at this meeting were:

President Gallagher,

representing the administration, Professor Joseph Copeland,
who later during the month of May became Acting President,

representing the faculty, and the Committee of Ten, seven
of whom were inside the room, and three who always remained

outside acting as guards."
there were about

1

According to the same sources,

50 students still on campus of the 300

who had started the takeover the day before.

The majority

those students were Black, or at least there was a ratio
of 3 Black students to each Puerto Rican student.
that moment on until May

5 th,

From

when the college was re-

opened, the negotiators met daily

— sometimes

until very

late in the night-- trying to iron out their differences.

Reactions to the closing of the City College Campus

.

-

Some of the numerous and varied reactions to the student

demands are presented here to give the reader a feeling of
the encounter between the negotiating team, the faculty and
the outside community.

In addition, presentation is also

made of the salient decisions made by the Board of Higher

Education while the action leading to the re-opening of the
campus was taking place.
oh
~ Selected

24

documents appear in Appendix

C.
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Indeed, the closing of the institution in
order to

resolve the internal problems was a very serious
administrative step, for it evoked a myriad of reactions
from

within and from outside the college, some based on educational preoccupations, others on political attitudes
and
yet others from citizens who felt that standards they

considered positive at City College, the paramount of free
P u kJ-i- c higher education, would be destroyed.

These people

while not directly involved with the college felt

threatened by what they considered a gang of destructive,
educationally-di sint eres t ed

,

dissatisfied students.

In a press release dated April 22,

1969

,

and

circulated throughout the campus, one discovers that a

number of Black and Puerto Rican faculty who called
themselves "The Executive Committee of the Group"

expressed openly the feeling that they had stood powerless
in the light of the events, prior to the beginning of the

open revolt.

In fact, they stated:

Recognizing that we have stood powerlessly
by while the City and our College are engulfed in dissention and confrontation whose
resolution will determine the lives of our
people, [we J do hereby state our determination to participate in decisions affecting
our people, and to this end organize ourselves 25
.

Furthermore, giving their full support to the five
25

See Appendix

C.
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demands, unequivocally they stated:
In this moment of crisis, we expect to be
included in all negotiations relating to
these demands.
Furthermore we will not
remain passive in the face of attempts to
minimize or ignore our role.^6
,

Taking the opposite view was a group of white faculty
and administrators who expressed their views several
days

after the takeover in an article written by Israel Shenker
in the New lork Times

.

The following are several view

points
Julius A. Elias, Chairman of the
Philosophy Department--! wrould be in favor
of closing a whole lot more if I could only
think of some other way of baby-sitting
vast numbers of youths who are in our
colleges for the wrong reasons:
Some
because "everybody " goes to college; others
to avoid the draft; most beeaxise changes in
technology and productivity have made people
unemployable until they are about 25. Why
shouldn't the Blacks and Puerto Ricans have
a piece of the action?
If all they want,
though, is black studies, we might as well
stay closed, at City we are geared to
excellence and can equip the vast talent
in Harlem with objective knowledge and
skills.
If the blacks follow the white
middle class view of protracting adolescence
indefinitely on nonsense courses, the
serious faculty will take its business
elsewhere.
It will be easier to talk this
out if we can get the place open--the sooner
the better.

Professor Joseph J. Copeland, Professor
Biol.ogy--We are dealing with two types of

^Israel Shenker, "City College Professors Express
their View's on the Campus Shutdown,"
April 30
1969, P» 28.
»

Nov/ "York

Times

,
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—

student dissidents.
One group the black
and Puerto Rican students comes from a
background in which there are extraordinary
and very real problems. They have come to
us with a rational program, and have disP^- a y eci restraint in their conduct.
There
has been no vandalism, no intentional
destruction of college property. With this
group, I am willing to negotiate.
The
second group of students comes from
comfortable environments, and only a
rebellious, revolutionary, and destructive
attitude marks their conduct. They have no
coherent program to promote. They have been
destructive to property and have engaged in
meaningless vandalism. With this group, I
would neither negotiate nor compromise.
They should be treated as the mad dogs and
criminals which they are. 2 ^

—

These are only two of the reactions.
f erred to a copy of

The reader is

the article in the Appendix for

further comments by other faculty.
On April 25th, the Dean of the School of Engineering

defied the closing order of the College. 29

In a resolution

adopted unanimously by the faculty of Engineering at a
special meeting on April 29th, they deplored the temporary-

closing of the entire college and "[noted] with sorrow that
the President of the college [was] obliged to negotiate

under the threat of violence in an atmosphere of intiinidation.

"

30

28

In the resolution, they requested the President

Ibid.

29

"Engineers Defy Closing Order as Talks on Take Over
Continues," The Campus April 25 1969 p*
,

30

See Appendix C.

»

>

1
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to devise an interim procedure whereby
engineering students

could receive instruction.
In addition to the reaction of faculty, other groups

within the college community expressed their concern for
the activities which were taking place.

The B'nai B'r.ith

Hillel Foundation through its executive council, while

agreeing with some of the demands, "emphatically deplores
the use of the lockout as a strike tactic and further

states that we refuse to be victim of the obstruction of
our education or be prevented from exercising our rights
to disagree by attending classes if we wish to do so."^ 1

In what seems to be a sarcastic approach to the

resolution of the internal problems that seemed to be
splintering the faculty in dealing with this critical
situation, a member of the faculty presented a resolution
to purportedly deal with the problems.

The resolution may

bo said to add flavor to what obviously was an unresolved

where everybody seemed to be talking to himself but

issiie,

could not come upon a solution.

32

In an article in the New York Times

,

one finds an

external collective reaction:
3

1

To all members of the City College Community,
See Appendix C.
(Mimeographed.)
April 23, 1969
*

^Resolution introduced by Edward Sagarin.
(Mimeographed.)

See Appendix C.
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Students and faculty representatives from
about a dozen campus groups in the
metropolitan area organized themselves
.
into a regional coalition opposed
to coercive or violent tactics in
American colleges. This coalition called
for the immediate re-opening of City
College. ... 33
.

.

From the outside community, pressures had already been
mounting, and scores of letters were sent to President

Gallagher during February asking him not to yield to
student pressures.
By May 5th, the pressures from within and from without
the college had risen to such a degree that even politicians

were beginning to take advantage of the situation at the

college to use it as a spring board for the mayoralty

election soon to be held in New York City.

Re-cpening the campus

From April 30th to May 2nd,

legal actions were taken by individuals, public officials

and an organization to reopen the campus of City College.
The show cause orders bore the following names:
The Jewish Defense League, Inc. and Wilfred
Fuentes vs. Board of Higher Education,
Buell G. Gallagher and Albert Bawker.

Donald Lucas et al vs. Buell G. Gallagher
and the Board of Higher Education of the
City of New York.
.

33 "Group Opposes Campus Violence
April 28, 1969 p. 20.
,

"

New York Times,
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Mario Procacino, individually and as
controller of the City of New York and
Francis X. Smith, individually and as
President of the City Council of the City
of New York vs. Dr. Buell G. Gallagher
et al
These legal actions are the primary reason
for
the

re-opening of the campus.

The campus was re-opened by a

resolution of the Board of Higher Education of the
City of
New York dated May 4 1969. In the resolution, the

students

,

were asked to vacate the campus on the
face penalties.

5 th

of May,

1969, or

The students realizing the consequences

vacated the South Campus.
While this was happening and under the pressures

discussed above, President Gallagher submitted his
resignation to the Board of Higher Education effective

May

12

,

1969.

In an article in the New York Times of May 10

,

President Gallagher of City College is quoted:
My own functions as a reconciler of
differences and a catalyst for constructive
change have become increasingly difficult
to carry out.
And with the intrusion of
politically motivated outside forces in
recent days, it has become impossible to
carry on the processes of reason and
persuasion
Confronted today with the final impasse,
I must relinquish my post to another man,
possibly one of different temperament. The
City of New York and its great college
deserve a future which it had been my hope
But when the
to help realize more fully.
stern represrebellion
and
of
angry
forces
sion clash, the irrepressible conflict is
joined.

1
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A man of peace, a reconciler, a man of
compassion must stand aside for a time and
await the moment when sanity returns and
brotherhood based on justice becomes a
possibility 3*+
.

R eactions to Preside n t Gallagher's resignation

One

of the campus newspapers referring to Dr.
Gallagher's

resignation, states:

President Buell G. Gallagher did not
resign because a building burned, or students
x ought
or cops occupied the campus.
In
fact, he did not resign.
He was virtually
,

fired.
City comptroller Mario Procaccino and
Board of Higher Education chancellor Albert
Bowker, specifically, forced Gallagher to
leave, just when negotiations were at a
critical point— as the Black and Puerto Rican
Student Community (BPRSC) and the Administration were reaching a consensus about the
racial proportion of the freshman class.
President Gallagher actually reached
the point of being counter productive.
Bowker told students last Friday. Negotiating
with Gallagher (the BPRSC) was negotiating
with themselves. He had already agreed with
all of their demands.
Gallagher could do no
more now. 35
.

.

.

On the other hand the Senate on May 9th, passed tho

following resolution:
The Faculty Senate deplores the conditions
that have led to President Gallagher's
decision to resign, and is shocked and
saddened by that decision. Furthermore, we
wish to express our appreciation for his
forceful and compassionate leadership during
3 Z|

Murray Schuinaclc, "Gallagher Quits: Cites 'Intrusion
1*
in CCNY Dispute,'" New York Times May 10, 1969> P
,

•

^^"All Night Bout: Bowker Knocks Gallagher Out,"
Observation Post May 12, 9 6 9 p 3
,

1

»

•
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the present crisis, and for his long years
of
dedicated service to the City College. 36

The Executive Committee of the Board of Higher Education of the CUNY, at a meeting held on May

10,

1969

,

approved a resolution accepting the resignation of President

Gallagher as president of the City College effective May

12,

During the same meeting, Professor Joseph Copeland,

1969.

who had been one of the negotiators, was appointed Acting

President of City College.
Events between May 1969 and 1971 at CCNY

After the

campus was re-opened negotiation continued over those

demands which had not been agreed upon.

The most difficult

demand to be dealt with was the one asking for admissions
quotas because it made faculty, alumni and the white

community react extremely negatively.
When President Copeland assumed the presidency of
the college On May 12,

1969

?

several severe and violent

incidents had taken place a few days before.

In a reaction

to these activities Dr. Gallagher had summoned the Tactical

Police Force to campus only to "specifically" keep open the
Oo

gate to south campus.

In an article in the New York Times

^Minutes of the Faculty Senate of the City College for
May

9,

1969*

^

^Minutes of the Executive Committee of the Board of
Higher Education, May 10, 1969
*

-^Timothy Lee, "Bloddy Race Clash Shuts CCNY," New York
Dally Post May 7, 1969, P* 11*
,

,
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Mayor Lindsay further stated that he had ordered the police
to campus at the request of Dr. Gallagher,

to guarantee the

safety of all students and faculty members 39

The campus

.

had been shut down again briefly because of a clash between
Blacks and conservative white students on the south campus.
The day before President Copeland took over presi-

dential responsibilities, on May 11, 1969

returned to normal.
campus.

,

things had

However, the police were still on

An article in the New York Times describes the

campus atmosphere:

Few classes were scheduled and the police
outnumbered the students. Police were
stationed outside all of the twenty-two
college buildings and other policemen
patrolled the campus on motor scooters.^®
The important factors to be understood at this time,
however, are that the campus remained open except for a few

hours between May

5

and May 12, while the Black and Puerto

Rican faculty, the BPRSC, faculty, administration and
others met to continue negotiations over the demands which

had not been agreed upon.

During May the eighty-seven

members of the Faculty Senate met to deal with the demand
39 Sylvan Fox,

"CCNY Shut Down, then Racial Clash
1969 P*
York Times May 8
New
Injures 7 Whites,"
by the police
clubbed
were
people
several
1969
On May 9
Damaged
Building
according to Sylvan Fox's article, "CCNY
in
See article
by Fire; New Fights Erupt," p. 1.
Appendix C.
,

»

,

*

1

*

*

^ "Copeland

Chosen Interim President for City College
New York Times, May 11, 19^9, p. 1.

"
,
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for a School of Black and Puerto Rican Studies
and with the
demand on admission's quotas. During the end of the
month
a resolution whereby an institutional structure for
Ethnic

Studies could be established at the City College had been

agreed upon by the Faculty Senate.
to Open Admissions

.

— In

the outside community

during this period, all political candidates, seeking
elections as mayor of the City of New York, expressed

themselves in regard to the possibility of accepting the

demand about Open Admissions, criticizing the possibility
of dual admissions at City College. 2+1

The only candidate

who defended the dual admission plan, with reservation, was

Norman Mailer.

Mailer noted:

-

It's awful that the city must pay that
terrible price that the jewel of free higher
education must be engaged in this problem,
but it may be the price we have to pay for
our complacency through the years. Those
candidates who scream for law and order and
then oppose this policy are the worst kind
of hypocrites

Similarly, some of the CCNY alumni reflected uneasiness

over the proposed admission plan.

Among those were:

Dr. Jonas Salk, Dr. Robert Hofstader, Mr.

Zero Mostel,

4

Sylvan Fox, "City College Faculty Endorses Black
Studies and Recruiting of the Poor," New York Times May
,

1969, p.

1

1.

42

Bill Kovach, "Mailer Defends Dual Admissions Plan,
New York Times, May 30 1969> P* 25*
,

ti

3
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Dr. Arthur Kornberg, Dr. Alfred Kazin,
and others.

**

3

Again, as in February, scores of letters and
cable-

grams were sent to the President and to the Faculty
Senate

by lay community persons who opposed student quotas
and

other programs which were being negotiated.

One of these

telegiams representing a very important community group is

quoted below.

The President of the New York Chapter,

American Jewish Committee in a telegram to the Chairman
of the Faculty Senate said:
We strongly urge rejection of the
tentative agreement on dual admissions
to City College and firm adherence to the
Board of Higher Education's resolution of
May 4th, opposing racial and ethnic quotas.
Acceptance of the tentative agreement
means substitution of group standards based
on race and economic condition for individual achievement and promise.
It means
instituting discrimination against numbers
of students whose individual, accomplishments
and promise qualify them for admission.
The lower standards of education that will
follow must result in two types of education
and two types of degrees.
Black and Puerto
Rican graduates will be assumed by employers
and others to have been admitted without
the academic qualifications demanded of
whites and to have received an inferior
education.
In effect, City College will
become an apartheid institution grant
different degrees to Blacks and Whites and
will be setting a disastrous pattern in this
country.
The tentative plan, if accepted,
will be destructive to City College, its
faculty and students and to the entire
community.
We must vigorously urge you to
reject it.^^
4^

New York Times article in Apjjendix

44

CCNY Cohen Library Archives.
,

.

C.
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Another reaction, in a letter, states:
As an alumni of City College, I'd
like
to add my voice in protest to the
proposed
new admissions plan and to urge you to
reject it.
The plan is clearly discriminatory on
the basis of economics and race and the
principle of re-establishing a quota system
at any college is abhorrent.
Considering all the strife and bitterness in the city, it would be a public
service to defeat the plan, and thus remove
it as an election issue. 45

These two reactions reflect some of the feelings with

which the faculty and administration had to deal, aside
from their own feelings of frustration in dealing with the
students' demand referring to quotas in admission and to
the School of Black and Puerto Rican Studies.

Some faculty reactions to the demands during this

period can also be seen in the New York Times of May 27,
1969.

46

In examining the minutes of the Faculty Senate of the

month of May one begins to understand the ambiguous and
ambivalent feelings of the Faculty.

Motions and resolutions

were introduced in the Senate trying to deal with the two
most critical students' demands--the creation of a Black
and Puerto Rican Studies Program and the instituting of a

quota system which would provide that non-white students
45
46

CCNY Cohen Library Archives.

Israel Shenkor, "City College Faculty is Divided
over Dual Admissions," New York Times May 27, 1969, P* 30.
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comprise 50 percent of the admissions.

While many faculty

were in favor of opening the college
to more non-whites,
they did not seem able to officially
accept a plan which

would be identified as a quota.

The proposed plan, as

noted earlier, evoked strong reactions from
alumni and
other outside community members as well as

from politicians.

While this happened on campus, on May

9,

1969

,

the

Executive Committee of the Board of Higher Education,

acting on behalf of the Board, officially had already

adopted the following resolution:

"Resolved, that Black

and Puerto Rican History, and the Spanish language be a

requirement for all Education Majors.

This had been one

of the earliest demands approved by the School of Education
at CCNY.

According to the Dean and some members of the

faculty of that School, plans had already been designed to
prepare the necessary courses in this area.
The creation of UES

:

the precursor of the Department

of Puerto Rican Studios --During the summer of
.

1
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most students were away from campus, several important

actions by the Board of Higher Education took place.

These

markedly affected the development of the demand for Black
and Puerto Rican Studies as well as the matter of admissions
by quotas to City College.
k7

A document from the Board of

Minutes of the Executive Committee of the Board of
Higher Education of the City of New York, May 9? 1969*
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Higher Education states that

:

On July 9, the Board of Higher
Education
approved an historic resolution advancing
the target date for Open Admissions
from
1975 (as stated in our 1964 Master Plan)
to September 1970, subject to the
provision
of sufficient funds -by the City and state
governments to finance this major move. * 8
1

In that document, a plan was submitted regarding
the action
to be taken on this matter.

On July 22,

19&9,

the Board of Higher Education took

action regarding the demand for the establishment of a
School of Black and Puerto Rican Studies by instituting a

Department of Urban and Ethnic Studies.

The item in which

the matter is discussed is cited below:^
NO.

16.
Department of Urban and Ethnic
Studies - The City College: Resolved, That
a Department of Urban and Ethnic Studies at
the City College be established, effective
September 1969
Explanation: The proposal for a Department
of Urban and Ethnic Studies to offer basic
courses in these areas and to prescribe the
interdisciplinary requirements of students
majoring in the department was adopted by
the Executive Committee of the Faculty
Senate.
The department will subsequently
provide advanced courses when these are not
available in other departments.
The purpose of the department is to provide
excellent instruction and promote substantial
research in both urban and ethnic studies.
The initial course offerings include:
Fall 1969
Afro-American Culture (3 credits)
Hi spano-American Culture (3 credits)
*

Minutes of The Board of Higher Education, November
1969

.

49

1969

.

Minutes of The Board of Higher Education, July 22,

12,
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iLis action was taken since the Board
in a resolution

dated July

9,

1969, had adopted guidelines regarding Black

and Puerto Rican Studies.

The resolution states

The following guidelines shall govern the
implementation of this Goal:
(a) Programs at the senior colleges may be
established as interdisciplinary degree
programs, institutions or departments,
or in some other structure as may be
desii'able at any college in view of its
present programs, special strengths, or
other factors peculiar to its operations.
(b) Programs at the community colleges maybe established as course seouences
program options, or electives.
(c) The University will establish as quickly
as possible Institutes for Research in
Black and Puerto Rican Studies.
(d) Black and Puerto Rican studies shall not
be organized as separate degree-grant ing
schools within colleges until, such time
as the Board is satisfied that this is
warranted by the attainment of such
faculty and program strength as would
deserve such status at any college
within the University.
(e) All Black and Puerto Rican Studies
programs however organized, shall be
subject to appropriate faculty and
administrative control as provided for
in the Bylaws of the Board. 50
,

The Board had under this policy directed the Faculty

Senate of City College to begin immediately to prepare a

proposal for Black and Puerto Rican Studies consistent with
the outline cited above, and to be transmitted to the Board

through the President not later than August
50

1969

15,

19&9*

Minutes of The Board of Higher Education, July

.

5 Ibid.

5

I

9,
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The resolution cited before also had
a statement of
policy regarding the orientation of Black
and Puerto Rican
students and guidelines for the SEEK Program
and Open
Admissions policy as well as other matters
which seemed to
take care of the five demands that had been
the cause of
the revolt during the Spring semester, although
not

completely in the form in which the students had
presented
them.

Through this resolution the Board of Higher Education
had also taken the decision away from Faculty at the City
Therefore, in the final analysis, the establish-

ment of the Black and Puerto Rican program was not made by
that Faculty.

Their involvement at the end only required

that the Executive Committee of the College Senate prepare

an adequate proposal to be submitted to the Board of

Education
The events and activities which took place during the

Spring session at the City College are complex and have not

been covered completely because the intention was to
describe only a profile which would give the reader a sense
of the important events and not a detailed chronology.

During the Summer of 1969? two professors were selected
to offer the two courses which had been approved by the

Board of Higher Education to be the beginning curriculum
-''"Ibid.
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for the Department of Urban and
Ethnic Studies (u.E.S.)
at CCNY.
They were a Black professor and a
Puerto Rican
professor. The first was named chairman
of the new
department

When the students returned to college in
September,
they found that in the structuring of
the new department
and the appointment of the two professors,
students had not
been consulted. The Black and Puerto Rican

Faculty, one of

the groups of negotiators at the CCNY during
the Spring of
1969, invited the new chairman of U.E.S. department to a

private discussion with them at that time.

This group

apparently was not happy with the selection made by
President Copeland and approved by the Board of Higher
Education, but were trying to establish some fruitful

dialogue with the chairman.

The Puerto Rican professor

was later invited to present his views regarding the direc"tion

of the department.

Questions were asked pertaining

to administration, program and faculty selection.

This

short interaction indicated that there was some lack of

communication between the two selected members of the
department and one of the groups which had made the demands
for Black and Puerto Rican Studies.
The basic problems facing the Department of Urban and

Ethnic Studies lay in the fact that having been conceived

quickly and not having clearly defined programmatic
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objectives, it had had to struggle to develop
an adequate
curriculum and materials to support the teaching
aspect.

This was done without strong support of
faculty and

researchers and without the benefit of previous
experience
in this field.

During the following eighteen months the Urban and
Ethnic Studies Department of CCNY was able to get
approval
for only six courses in the Puerto Rican Studies area.

The Black area will not be discussed here for it is not

germane to the discussion that follows.

Some of the

reasons why courses were not readily available were:

the

resistance on the part of the "legitimate academic departments" to allow the Urban and Ethnic Studies Department to

have courses in areas which these departments felt were in
their domain as well as what were considered the lack of

adequate bibliographies to accompany the syllabi 53
.

The

resistance and negative perceptions towards the newly-

developed department is well illustrated in the fact that
courses related to History and Literature, approved by the

Curriculum and Teaching Committee of the Faculty Council,
were opposed by the History and Romance Languages Departments.

These two departments were the departments which

would be most affected by the courses to be offered by the
53

In the Puerto Rican area most bibliographies were
These were not acceptable to the Curriculum
in Spanish.
and Teaching Committee for the courses proposed.
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Puerto Rican Studies Program in the
U.E.S. Department.
These departments, while not offering the
courses proposed
by the U.E.S. and relevant to the Puerto
Rican experience,

opposed having U.E.S. offer them.
The d em i
merrt

.

e_

_ol

the Urban and Ethnic Studios Depart-

--The Urban and Ethnic Studies (U.E.S.) Department

was considered by students unable to generate enough

institutional power to obtain approval of courses or
influence and change the institution.

Generally speaking,

Puerto Rican students interpreted the lack of adequate
courses as "symptomatic of the malaise affecting the

institutions of higher education in contemporary America."

Iheir concein specifically was whether City College would
respond creatively to the challenges presented by the needs
of the Puerto Rican population of New York City, and whether
the administration would support the development of a strong

Puerto Rican Studies sequence within the College of Liberal
x\rts

and Science at CCNY.

They were sure that circumstances would remain difficult if the Puerto Rican Studies sequence remained housed
in the Urban and Ethnic Studies Department.

The dissatis-

faction with the circumstances was translated into con-

frontations and disruptive activity.

The first action taken

by the Puerto Rican students was against the History

Department at City College.

It concerned a course on

Puerto Rican History that was bein
e offered in this department, which Puerto Rican militant
students
felt was not

relevant to their needs.

This activity unfortunately was

addressed against the professor teaching
the course and not
against the institution and its limitations.
From the Fall of 19&9 through the Spring
of 1971, the
Urban and Ethnic Studies Department struggled
for

survival—

saddled with a tenured faculty committee who
monitored

everything in the department as well as constricted
by the
actions of the Curriculum and Teaching Committee of the

Faculty Council which seemed to be upholding traditional
department imperatives by not allowing any duplication of
courses.

Courses had to be delineated only within the

ethnic element or clearly directed to it.

Consequently the

department was programmed for failure if these imperatives
were to remain in effect.

Unable to draw enough faculty,

without provision for time alloted

for'

research and

investigation, and curtailed by the lack of didactic

materials readily available, the department struggled on
a bare survival course.

Faculty was another acute problem.

In the Puerto Rican

area there was only one full time teacher during the fall

semester of 19^9*

An adjunct professor was added to teach

one course later.

The full-time person was supposed to

have a full load of twelve hours, counsel students and
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develop curricula.

This left no time for research and

investigation nor for other academic inputs.
Puerto Rican students looking at these
circumstances
were not satisfied with the Urban and Ethnic
Studies

Department and less so with the course which had
been

approved by the Board of Higher Education in July,

1

969

,

which was not on Puerto Rican Heritage but on HispanoHeritage, although everyone knew that the course in
its

essence should be geared to the Puerto Rican experience.
Therefore, they felt that steps had to be taken to rectify
these problems.

Pressures from the students began to mount

again and the students’ dissatisfaction became evident
through radical action beginning in the Fall of 1970.

During that fall and early spring of

1

97

1

Puerto Rican

students disrupted the History of Puerto class to indicate
that they were not happy with it and later demanded the

firing of an instructor in the Romance Languages Department.

They also asked for the creation of a committee "to
investigate anti-Puerto Rican attitudes existing within
the Department

.

54

The charges of racism leveled against the instructor

emanated from a list of words that the instructor called
"Puerto Rican New Yorkism,

"

which were offensive to the

5k

"Puerto Rican Students Demand Dismissal of Spanish
Lecturer," Observation Post, December 4, 1970> pp 1» 8).
•
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Puerto Rican students and some Puerto Rican faculty
within
the Program of Puerto Rican Studies.
Students' activities

during that month included taking over the classes
of the

instructor and declaring a boycott of the classes by the
Puerto Rican Student Union. 55
On December 22,

1970, in a campus newspaper, there were

indications that tensions were continuing to build.

By now

the President of the College had intervened and had begun
to negotiate with the Puerto Rican Student Union.

Under

these pressures Professor Aquino-Bermudez was appointed

director of the Puerto Rican Studies Program within the

Urban and Ethnic Studies (U.E.S.) Department.

It was

also made public that Aquino -Bermudez would have responsi-

bilities in recommending curriculum and staffing to the

Chairman of the Urban and Ethnic Studies Department.

The

Student Union, however, was now demanding a separate

Department of Puerto Rican Studies, not merely input into
the U.E.S. Department.

On February

1

97

1

j

several activities took place which

indicated that the Puerto Rican Student Union was ready to
mount another demonstration, this time to demand the

establishment of a separate department.
Jc c

These activities

"Demonstrators Disrupt Classes over 'Offensive
Vocabulary List," Ob s e rva 1 1 on Post December 11, 1970,
7
pp
1

,

.

1

,

56 t

.

,

Ibrd
.
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coincided with other activities on the campus in
which white
radicals and non-whites took part.

During the first session of the History 85 course
(History of Puerto Rico), a group of Puerto Rican students

and sympathizers walked into class to ask students taking
that course to enroll in UES-

1

1

(Puerto Rican Heritage)

which by now they felt "offered a fuller treatment of
Puerto Rican culture as well as history.

In another

action on February 18th, members of the Puerto Rican
Students Union (PRSU) staged a sit-in in the Romance

Languages Department until 3:30 P.M. when they left after
a lengthy discussion with President Marshak and the Dean

of the College of Liberal Arts, Chavarria-Aquilar

President Marshak at that time was quoted as telling
students that he had received a report from

faculty

a.

member who had been asked to prepare a plan.'

9

President

Marshak was referring to a proposal for a Department of
Puerto Rican Studies which had been presented to him by the

director of the Puerto Rican Studies sequence in the U.E.S.
department
To make things more tense, an article appeared in
"P.R. S .U. Demands New Teacher in Puerto Rican
History Class," O bservation Post February 4 1971 P
"> 1

,

,

^ "Puerto

>

•

3

-

Rican Students Occupy CCNY Offices for Six
February 19, 1971, P 28.
Hours," Now Yo rk Ti m o
,

59

Ibid.

•
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The Paper

another campus newspaper which in
essence stated
that four courses had been rejected by
the Curriculum
,

and

Teaching Committee.

This action was another which had made

temper of the Puerto Rican students flare
since out of the
four courses rejected two were in the area of
Puerto Rican
Studies
.

While these highly visible activities were taking
place, a great deal of political activity geared to
the

creation of separate departments of ethnic studies was

going on in the background.
The writer does not know whether political or educa-

tional reasons caused the President to favor disbanding
the Urban and Ethnic Studies Department and replacing it

with several Ethnic Studies Departments.

In an interview

with President Marshak last year regarding this matter, he
stated
The department established here was an Urban
and Ethnic Studies and that department
encompassed both Black and Puerto Rican
Studies with most of the activity on the
Black area.
In addition, the department
wanted somehow to get vaguely involved in
Urban Studies. When I became aware of the
larger objectives of an Ethnic Studies
Department, to pretty much encompass all the
urban problems, and realized that the Black
and Puerto Rican groups really wanted to
have their own departments, particularly the
Puerto Rican group, because one of the
reasons for an Ethnic Studies department is
60

"Six More Courses in UES Four Rejects Cause Static,"
The Paper February 17, 1971 P- 2 .
,

,
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xo have a sense of cultural and
ethnic
identity, I soon favored the creation
of
separate Department 6
.

A factor which people feel affected the
situation was
the pressure that Jewish students and some
faculty
were

applying for the development of their own
department of
Jewish Studies. This fact, according to some people,
explains how the creation of the departments at that
time
could be successful.

The Jewish students and faculty had

more power and were better organized in the academic
community.

Subsequent to and as a consequence of these developments, a committee of the Faculty Council, consisting of
five members appointed by the President, was formed to

prepare a proposal to create separate departments of Ethnic
Studies to be presented to the Faculty Council.

This was

after the proposal for a Puerto Rican Studies Department

had been presented to President Marshak in February of 1971.
In order to be able to handle the proposal negotiation,

there was need of a person with great ability, to practice

careful diplomacy for it was indeed difficult to get

acceptance of the proposal to create the separate departments of Ethnic Studies.

This difficulty was based on the

fact that the whole issue would be tantamount to reliving
6

Tape of interview with President Robert
of CCNY in the possession of the writer.

E.

Marshak,

1

and reminding faculty of the events
in

,
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President

Marshak showed his ability when he
convinced faculty to go
along with plans in spite of strong
opposition which had
been expressed before.
Central to the disbandment of U.E.S. was
the

President's creation of several committees in
the fall
and spring of 1970-71 to study the situation in
the Urban
and Ethnic Studies Department and the situation
regarding
the establishment of the Jewish Department.

He had asked

the committees to come up with recommendations and

proposals.

The writer, with several professors, students,

and a member of the community, was one of the members in
the Puerto Rican area; Professor Charles Hamilton of

Columbia and Professor Harold Cruse of the University of

Michigan wei

e

on the Black Studies Committee and Professor

Emeritus Salo Baron of Columbia University represented

Jewish Studies.
The activities and the drama behind doors during the
time the committees were studying the situation, was quite

tense since students had mobilized again, and were ready
to have a confrontation in order to get a School of Third

World Studies composed of Asian, Black and Puerto Rican
Studies.

In order to prevent the flare up, President

Marshak again worked quite effectively in negotiations
which "cooled" the air.

10

As the drama unfolded,

the Black scholars opposed

disbanding the Urban and Ethnic Studies
Department two
days before the Faculty Council was to take
62
action.
On the other hand, the Puerto Rican Committee
several

months before had brought in an extensive proposal
asking
for a Department of Puerto Rican Studies.

The Jewish

Committee had done likewi.se.
The committee of five appointed by the President to
the proposal for the establishment of separate

departments of Ethnic Studies to be presented to the

Faculty Council, on which the writer served, continued to
meet and tinder the impression that the Black scholars

would be in agreement with disbanding the Urban and Ethnic
Studies Department

,

they prepared a strong recommendation

to form separate departments.

The Creation of the Department of
Puerto Riccin Studies at CCNY
In its April 1971 meeting the Faculty Council of the

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences voted the creation of
four new department s--Asian Studies, Black Studies, Jewish
Studies, and Puerto Rican Studies--

Jewish Studies

6P

'"Memorandum to Dean 0. L. Chavarria- Aquilar from
Charles Hamilton and Harold Cruse, March 28, 1971* See
Appendix C.

^Minutes of the Faculty Council of April

1,

1971*

immediately opted for being placed
in the Division of the
Humanities. The other three
departments remained in a
"symbiotic relationship" to the
College of Liberal Arts
and Science.
They were to work together for
three years
towards a School of Ethnic Studies.
The writer believes
that the action by the Faculty
Council was a victory
for

Puerto Rican students.

For the President it was a triumph because
he was
instrumental in realizing the hopes, aspirations,
and

ambitions of the Puerto Rican students, and the
community;
and by implication, a sensitive situation was
solved.

The resolution by the BHE which officially created
th

Department of Puerto Rican Studies at the City College
is
cited below:

DEPARTMENT OF PUERTO RICAN STUDIES:
RESOLVED: That a Department of Puerto Rican
Studies be established at the City College
effective September, 1971*
Explanation: This new department will develop
and offer courses in Puerto Rican Studies.
This curriculum is designed to prepare
students to enter professional careers and
enter graduate studies.
The curriculum will
offer students the opportunity to learn
about the culture, history and folklore of
Puerto Rico and its relations to America.
Expanded innovative ideas have been proposed
in order to meet the demands of the community.
This program, will also develop special
projects integrated with study and research
trips to Puerto Rico. 64
64
1971

.

Minutes of The Board of Higher Education, May 24,
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Events Leading to the
Creation of Puerto Rican
Studies at Lelunan College

—^££.2X2—L2il2*

There were very few political

antecedents in the spring of 1969 at Lehman
College
regarding Puerto Ricans' needs at that
college.

This

possibly may have been due to the fact that
Lehman was a
small college traditionally geared to
teacher training and
somewhat secluded in the Upper Bronx.
During the fall of 1968, however, there is some
evidence of the dissatisfaction of the Black and
Puerto

Rican students on campus.

The white radicals at Lehman

College did not seem inclined to join non-whites in their
cause.

Nevertheless, a perusal through the campus news-

papers does indicate that there was some SDS political

activity

.

However, these activities were comparatively

low-keyed and did not seem to arouse the concern of
students. 65

Moreover, there is no evidence that they were

linked in any way to any of the Black or Puerto Rican
students' needs or their demands.
In October

1

968

,

an article quoted the Dean of

Faculties, James R» Krewzer, as stating that he realized
there was a need for Afro-American studies, describing
them

cts

65

part of the "educational mission of liberal arts
"SDS Plans Guerrilla Army,

1968, p. 7.

"

Mori dian

,

October

1

1

college

He contended that students
should direct their
demands for these types of studies
to those departments

which should logically be offering
such courses.
During November 1968, there were

indications of dif-

ficulties between white and non-white
students in their
perceptions of each other. The editorial
in the Meridian
of November 8, 1968, spoke about
these tensions and the

poor dialogue between the two groups.

It went on to

suggest ways in which the two groups could
work together.
"Frank, open dealings in matter of race,
cultural enlightenment and attendant emotional empathy are what
we will strive
for." The article ended by stating:
"Finally a directive
for our times:

'Don’t hate the Black

-

Don't hate the

White; If you get bit, just hate the Bite."' 67

This is

important to know because the campus press could be influential in providing a positive view regarding the needs
of non-whites on campus.

During negotiations between the

Education Department, SEEK, Kubanbanya and UNICA 68 Black
,

and Spanish- speaking students had not been able to reach
66

"African-History Offered," Meridian, October

1968, p.

67

68

Editorial, Meridian
.

11,

2.
,

November

8,

1968.

Kubanbanya was a Black organization. UNICA was an
organization of Spanish- speaking students, the leadership,
however, was Puerto Rican.
SEEK, Search for Elevation of
Education and Knowledge, is a program which was opened by
CUNY in order to bring more minority students to the campus.

"5
an agreement with the department
regarding courses dealing
with Afro-American History, Puerto
Rican History, Human
Relations and other related disciplines. 69
But by
the end

of November, an agreement had been reached
between the
Department of Education and the Black and
Puerto Rican
students regarding these courses. Nonetheless,
there
seemed to be some disagreement regarding who
would be

teaching the courses.

UNICA proposed that it must be

Blacks and Puerto Ricans because they "can fully
understand
and relate the culture, history and expression of Black
and

Puerto Rican people.

.

.

The insistence on the part

.

of Puerto Rican and Black students resulted in hiring of

Puerto Rican faculty by the Department of Education to

teach the proposed courses during the Spring of 1969.

Nothing else of a very serious political nature

regarding Blacks and Puerto Ricans on campus seemed to be

happening at this time, except for the pressures that the
three non-white groups were exerting upon the Department
of Education.
In December of 1968, however, an issue was made public

regarding the lack of Puerto Rican faculty at the college.
In the campus press a reporter stated that he had been
69

"Kubanbanya, SEEK and UNICA Fail Accord with Education Department," Meridian November 8, 1968, p.
1

,

70
1

968

,

p

"Minority Groups Get Courses,
.

1

"

Meridian

,

.

November

2

,

interviewing department chairmen and
discovered that there
were no Puerto Ricans on the faculty
and that the chairmen
were apparently doing nothing to rectify
the situation. 71
The article also indicated that it was
very difficult to
find any other Puerto Rican person on the
staff at the
college.

Furthermore, the number of SEEK students on

campus seemed to be more conspicuous by their
absence than
by their presence.
In fact, Professor Benjamin
Lapkin,

the Director, indicated that there were only about
thirty

Puerto Rican students being helped through the SEEK Program.
The chairman of the English Department, referring to the

ma in obstacle to a successful college education for the
Spanish- speaking stated that he believed it was due to the

language barrier of many bright, intelligent Puerto Ricans
and if more Puerto Rican students enrolled in English 001
(a non-credit course for students whose language is not

English), their chances of doing well in college would be
better. 72

In order to increase the number of Puerto

students, which, rather than the language barrier, seemed
to be the most immediate problem, UN3ICA helped with college

recruitment through information centers in the community.
It also helped to search for qualified Puerto Rican
7

1

"No Puerto Rican Teachers on Lehman, Faculty
Chairmen Unaware or Unconcerned," Meridian December
,

1

968

,

p

72

.

1

.

ib±d.

1

3

teachers.

Thxs article revealed the many
problems re G ardin C
Puerto Rican students and faculty
recruitment which existed
on campus.
The problem was basic, yet faculty
and administrators failed to see it. Puerto
Ricans did not even have
one faculty member on campus
An interesting aspect which came to
light in this
edition of the Meridian was the comment of
the Assistant
Dean of Education who suggested that the
courses in AfroAmerican and Puerto Rican History should be made
mandatory
for all potential teachers.

The events which took place during the fall of
1968 at
Lehman were more subdued than those the writer found
at

CCNY.

The efforts of students at Lehman had been directed

toward a single department (the Department of Education)
where their proposals were received relatively well.

It

appears that there was no strong opposition on the part of

administration or faculty to what students wanted.

The

attitude was one of disdain or apathy.
Events during the spring

College

.

— During

1

969 at Herbert H. Lehman

the month of February there was evidence

from the campus newspaper and other sources that there

remained unresolved issues between students and administration in spite of the fact that courses in the Black and

Puerto Rican areas were being offered in the Department of

Education

An example of dissatisfaction
was evident during a
basketball game between Southern
Connecticut State College
and Lehman which was held on
January 28 1969. Flyers were
handed out by members of Kubanbanya
which stated Black
student demands for having courses
in "The Afro-American
xn America's Educational System"
(Edu 212) and "The Puerto
Rxcan in the New York City Urban
School Setting"
,

(Edu 21 3)

mandatory for Education students. 73

The Meridian reported

that Black students had also mentioned
their desire to have
a Black Studies Department as a
separate unit in the

college, and that this department should
"serve the

interest of Black students."
the right to

"

.

.

Black students also demanded

screen prospective instructors for

.

teaching jobs related to Black Studies; and make
recommenda
tions to academic departments on curriculum affecting
black
on campus." 74

lhere were no indications at this point that Puerto

Rican students were demanding a department of their own.
The editorial in Meridian on February

5,

1

969

,

supported

Kunbanbanya and the Department of Education proposals for
Edu

2 12

and Edu

1

3

to be mandatory for all students,

but

rejected the idea of an independent department of Black
73

"Kunbanbanya Broadcasts 'Grievance to Ball Crowd,'"
Meridian February 5 1969, p. 5.
,

74

Ibid.

,

1

19

Studies
The students' dissatisfaction
was again reported on
the March 7, 196 9 edition of
Meridian where reference was
made to the fact that the President,
the Dean of Faculties
and the Dean of Students had been
sent a ditto
,

sheet

requesting that courses in Black and Puerto
Rican area
be made mandatory for students in
Education. ^
To the public, Puerto Rican students seemed
to be

inactive for they were seldom mentioned in the
campus
newspaper.

Yet, they were planning their demands during

January and February.
The last day of February at twelve noon, Black and

Puerto Rican students partially prevented students from

leaving or entering several Lehman buildings.

There were

approximately 250 students standing in front of chained
doors. 76

Other reports cited incidents that day which were

all of a non-violent nature.

One example of this was that

of a Puerto Rican young lady lowering the Lehman flag,

tearing it off, rolling it and walking off campus with it.

During this time the college administration did not
seem to be responding to the students' actions.

However

on March 7> in a letter printed in tho Meridian President
75 "Kunbanbanya 'Grievances
Mailed to Administration,'"

Meridian
76

Ibid

,

March

7>
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,

p.

1.

"Protestors Bar Doorways: Action Called 'Symbolic,'"

120

Lief replied to the Black demands.

(Puerto Rican students

were at this time preparing their own
demands but had not
made them public.)
The demands as they appeared in the newspaper
were:
1

.

2.

3«

4.

That the Black student body of this
campus represent 10 percent of the
entire student body of this campus;
That the present director of SEEK be
immediately removed and replaced by
a Black Director;
That there be the creation of an
Independent Department of Black Studies
with a Black Chairman and Dean of Black
Students on this campus;
That the Faculty Council resolution
concerning the academic standing of
SEEK students be immediately
rescinded. 77

President L.ief's public letter to Faculty. Staff and
students of Lehman College explained some of the things

which had been done in terms of admissions at Lehman
College.

It stated that Faculty Council had created a

special "Committee to review and accelerate the development
of curricula for the interest and needs of ethnic groups"
on campus.

The letter clarified that, by a resolution of

Faculty Council

,

SEEK students were protected through their

entire attendance at the College from fixed or arbitrary
rules of retention.

It also made clear that the Director

of the SEEK Program would not be removed immediately.

President Lief made quite clear that no one at the College
77

"Black Demands Follow Demonstration," Ibid

.

,

p.

3*
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would "be removed from his assignment
because of his race
or religion " Finally, i n the tone
of the letter there
seemed to be an indication that the Faculty
.

Council would

work closely with all members of the campus
community to
build "Academic noteworthy Lehman College."
Unfortunately,
this type of reaction to non-white students'
needs was
-i-^-'-^icat

ive of administrative f oot — dragging

On March 11,

1969

,

the Student Council had gone on

record asking that administration take immediate action
in regards to Black Students Association's demands.

Student Council indicated that

5

The

"It overwhelmingly

supported the establishment of Ethnic Studies Programs
In regards to Puerto Rican students, on March 18,

President Lief notified the faculty of a proposal he had
received from the Puerto Rican Student Movement.

He wanted

to discuss the proposal at the upcoming Faculty Council

meeting of March

19

79
.

The matter of admitting greater numbers of Puerto

Rican students at Lehman College seemed to be dealt with
by President Lief by citing a letter he had received from

Associate Dean Lester Baily.
78

1969

A detailed account of what

"Student Council Petitions Lief," Meridian

,

March

.

79 Memorandum from President Leonai’d Lief to the
Faculty Council with attachments, March 11, 19^9* See
selected documents in Appendix C.

l4,
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was being done at the Office of
Admission at CUNY was
spelled out.
It ended with a statement that
"this office
could not justify admissions based on
quotas." The gist
of this letter indicated that President
Lief had raised the
issue of admitting Puerto Rican students
to Lehman.
But he
had received an unsatisfactory response from
the Admissions

Office
The matter of admissions based on quotas was indeed
a
difficult one throughout the CUNY system. Quotas and

Ethnic Studies were tied together in all students' demands.
The last overt activity of non-white students during
the spring of

1

969 happened at a meeting of the Faculty

Council, called for March 19

.

Members of the Black Students

Association and members of the Puerto Rican Stiident Movement
blockaded and interrupted it. 80
The Creation of Puerto Rican Studies
at Herbert H. Lehman College
On March 21

,

19&9j

at a Special Meeting of the Faculty

Council the following motion creating a Black and a Puerto

Rican Departments was approved:
PUERTO RICAN STUDIES DEPARTMENT
this department will embody the Sociological,
Psychological, History, Political Science,
Literature, Art, Music— expressions of Puerto
80

"Black Blockage of Vest Lounge Causes Faculty Council
to Adjourn: Blacks Repeat Previous Demands," Meridian
March 21
19^9, p. 1
,

,
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mainl * nd ^perience, and the
essence
?nH°’
nd substance of the creative efforts
of
the
people within the frame of the
historical
development of its civilizationthe department will be directed'
personnel
who should respond to the needs by
of the Puerto
Hr can students on campus, and in
the Puerto
Rican community in regard to education;
that Faculty Council approves the
establishment on the College campus of a University
Puerto Rican Research Center, and urges the
Administration of the College to consult as
soon as possible with the Chancellor to
secure funding for the Center.
,

The other points in the proposal regarding an
increase in
Puerto Rican student admission to Lehman, Bilingual
Instruction, Urban Experiences and Family Studies were not

approved by the Faculty Council.

The last item of the

motion (a University Puerto Rican Research Center on the
Lehman Campus) led to the present Center for Puerto Rican
Studies at CUNY.

More will be said about this Center in

chapter five.
The BHE motion which officially established the

department is cited below:

ESTABLISHMENT OF DEPARTMENTS
HERBERT H. LEHMAN COLLEGE:
Upon motion duly made, seconds and carried,
the following resolution was adopted.
RESOLVED, That there be established at the
Herbert H. Lehman College the following
departments, effective September, I960.
Department of Black Studies
Department of Puerto Rican Studies. g
Note:
The complete outline of these
departments is on file in the office of the
Secretary of the Board.
1

O

1969

.

-j

Minutes of The Board of Higher Education, June 30
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On March 23

,

1969,

the Faculty Council appointed
a

committee of three Faculty members to
work with students
on an Advisory Council on Puerto
Rican Studies. Although
they were without a clear mandate, they
met with students
82
of UNICA,
the Puerto Rican organization on
campus, and

proceeded to start a nation-wide search for a
Chairman of
the Puerto Rican Studies Department.
During the summer 1969, after extensive search,
the
committee recommended

a

distinguished Puerto Rican scholar,

who became the first head of the department.

Having

completed its assignment task the committee disbanded.
Student leaders in the committee, however, remained as

advisors to the new department head until the department
was completely established in the fall 1969.

Some of these

students remained in an advisory capacity until they

graduated.

When the writer came to the Lehman Campus to help
develop and to teach a course in the Puerto Rican Urban
Experience, he found that there was a small but very

articulate group of Puerto Rican young men and women (the

majority of whom were women) who belonged to UNICA,

a

Latin organization mainly composed of Puerto Rican students

including some from the SEEK Program.
82

In an interview with two members of the committee
they made the point that they had not been given any other
directions.
A tape of the interview is in possession of
the writer.

>25

These Puerto Rican students were,
at the beginning of
the spring 1969, extremely
involved in
all things Puerto

Rican at the institution.

They were especially involved

in activities occurring in the Department
of Education,
where they had already established excellent
relationships
with some faculty. Throughout the spring,
they received
encouragement from a group of faculty and an
administrator
who supported many of their requests.

Puerto Rican students at Lehman were also involved
in
a city wide movement trying to collect funds
for the FUPI 83
.

This money was to be used to help Puerto Rican students
at
the University of Puerto Rico who had been jailed and
who
the New York students felt were persecuted by the adminis-

tration of the University of Puerto Rico.

This activity

provided Puerto Rican students with a strong bridge between
the students in Puerto Rico and the students in the

continental United States.
While Puerto Rican students were demanding the

establishment of a department of Puerto Rican Studies at
Herbert H. Lehman College, none existed at the University
of Puerto Rico, nor to the writer's knowledge anywhere else
83

FUPI, Federacion de Univorsi tarios Pro-Indepencia
A group of college students in Puerto Rico whose political
ideology is the liberation of Puerto Rico from the United
States
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in any American College in the
United States. 84

m

asking

for the creation of a Puerto Rican
Studies Department,
students were seeking something which
did not exist within
any institution of higher learning at
that time.
These
students were very astute politically and
had a nationalistic
ideology.
The commitment which Puerto Rican students
had

regarding Puerto Rican Studies was later seen when
students
from New York City went to Puerto Rico, where a
conference
on Puerto Rican Studies was being held. 8 ^

They made clear

ohat their ideas would have to be considered before
anything

was done regarding Puerto Rican Studies in the United
States.

The same situation occurred in 1971 at a Conference

held at Princeton University where hundreds of Puerto Rican
College students mostly from CUNY took over the conference

and continued it under their leadership, following their
commitment to bringing about Puerto Rican Studies which

reflected their needs. 86
The University of Puerto Rico, Undergraduate Program,
Liberal Arts, Rio Piedras Campus, Catalog 1968-69 does not
show that a Department of Puerto Rican Studies existed
there
85

This conference w as held during November 12th, 13th,
and l^th, 1970, in Puerto Rico, sponsored by the Puerto Rico
Junior College Foundation; the writer was a participant.
86

This conference was held at Princeton University
during November 5> 6, 7
sponsored by College Entrance
97
Examination Board. The writer attended.
*

1

1

»
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Internal and External
Reactions at Lehman College

Non-white students at Lehman College exercised
a great
deal of control and restraint in their demands
during
spring 1969.

Puerto Ricans in UNICA were committed to the

academic as well as the political agenda.

This fact was

verified by the writer in his contact with students
during
1969 and it can be appreciated when one looks at the

Proposal presented to President Lief, and partially

approved by the Faculty Council.
The only evidence that the writer could find of Puerto

Rican Community involvement was contained in two telegrams
sent to President Lief during the middle of March.

O

r*f

One

states
We understand you are personally considering
the changes in your education curriculum so
that it becomes more relevant to the needs
of the Urban teachers of Puerto Rican children.
We strongly urge a reconsideration
and evaluation of your Languages Department
and Social Sciences Department in all those
courses that would equip the establishment
of a new Department of Puerto Rican Studies
that will focus on meeting these needs.
Amalia V. Betanzos,
President National Association
for Puerto Rican Civil Rights.

The other states:

United Bronx Parents is in full support of
the Puerto Rican students demands for a
87
'These telegrams appear with cop i e s of the Minutes of
the Faculty Council in the Herbert H. Lehman Library records.
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Puerto Rican Study Department and
educational
reform
Evelina Antonetty
Executive Director
United Bronx Parents
Some of the Lehman faculty were slightly
resistant

towards the demands of Puerto Rican Students,
while others
indeed were very sympathetic to students. A
statement made
to the writer by one of the members of the
Search Committee

typifies the faculty reaction, "once the Black Studies

Department had been voted in, the Faculty's attitude was,

why not vote for a Puerto Rican Studies Department too."
In an interview with President Lief, his own perception

regarding the establishment of the department was expressed
as follows:

In favor of the establishment? Events went
so quickly it was hard to be either in favor
or against it.
Let me put the matter as
frankly as I can.
There was no
question in my mind, none whatsoever that
something had to be done to overcome what was
a glaring short-coming in our system.
We
either had to establish a department or we
had to establish a program. From the
administrator's point of view it would have
been far easier and I think on the whole
more effective to begin with a program, and
move into a department but simply there was
no time.
And the pressures that had been
built up were ready to explode, and it seemed
to me in the face of that
in the face
of the fact that we had tried other experiments I took the position--why not try this.
Departments should not spring up overnight.
I say this about any department
.

.

.

.

.

.

Interview with President Leonard Lief and Dean
James B. Miller. A tape of the interview is in the possession of the writer.
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What

been stated should not be construed
to indicate animosity among the faculty
although there were faculty
members who felt uncomfortable with
what they saw
lias

happening.

Because they did not accept the studentspolitical goals,
faculty were unable to understand why
students should

be so

passionate in trying to establish

a

department.

Similarly,

they could understand even less why students
were so vehement
in demanding that only Puerto Rican faculty
teach
the

suggested courses.
However, the administration, even though in some

disagreement with the procedures, was able to accept the
rhetoric and realized that some of the department

could be positive.

'

s

functions

Dean Miller and President Lief expressed

these views candidly in answers to questions posed by the

writer regarding the functions or roles that the department
could fulfill.

Dean Miller stated:

I honestly feel that Puerto Rican Studies,
Black Studies could provide an avenue for
legitimate exploration of knowledge.
Whatever regards
any ethnic group,
the literature of that group and economics
of that group or whatever, I think is a
legitimate area for academic exploration ^9
.

.

.

.

While President Lief noted:
In creating Black and Puerto Rican Studies
Departments, we were making an effort to
give the students a base of self-identification of knowledge of the self, of feeling
89

Interview with President: Lief and Dean Miller. A
tape of the interview is in the possession of the writer.
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secure in an academic environment
I think
a
the greatest defense of the program,
that!'L
they have given the students who take
courses a sense of belonging to an
institution. ... 90

^

So far we have discussed the events
leading to the

establishment of a Puerto Rican Studies Department,
but no
mention has been made as to the exact nature of such
a
department.

In this concluding section, we will propose

an administrative model for Puerto Rican Studies
Department.
A Model for Puerto Rican Studies

The model 9

of Puerto Rican Studies which emerged at

the City University of New York is eclectic.

It is based

on core courses in the social sciences and the humanities,

with social work inputs.
The Puerto Rican Studies Departments at CUNY offer all

courses related to the Puerto Rican experience, yet in some

instances they crosslist relevant courses in other departments.

But,

in those cases where they crosslist they try

to maintain control over those courses, in order to insure

that they remain relevant to the needs of Puerto Rican
90

Interview with President Lief and Dean Miller. A
tape of the interview is in the possession of the writer.
9

The term Model is used in this sttidy not in the sense
in which the social sciences use it--as something which has
taken years to develop in a theoretical conceptual manner
or representing a strict paradigm- -but more simply as a
preliminary representation of what may serve as a plan to
follow, or as a prototype in ethnic studies.
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students
The administrative strategies in the
model must take
into consideration the interdepartmental
politics, institutional decision-making mechanism, the CUNY
power structure
and many other factors. For reasons
of ideology 92 and
political power, the department structure
seems to be the

strongest of all administrative options,
because it allows
for some freedom for experimentation,
selection

of faculty,

budget control and other important programmatic
parameters.
Inkenberry and Friedman discuss such aspects of
control:

Departments continue to exert the principal
force in the operational goals and purposes
of the university.' they largely control
faculty reward mechanisms; they are through
both formal and informal mechanisms the
primary focus of institutional progress
and academic achievement 93
.

To ask for less than a department in Ethnic Studies would
be to hamper the progress of the program.

"Ideology: A system of interdependent ideas (belief,
traditions, principles and myths) held by a social group or
society, which reflects, rationalizes, and defends its
particular social, moral, religions, political and economic
institutional interest and commitments." Taken from
George and Achilles Theordorson, A Moder n D.i ct ionary of
Soc q] ogy The Concepts and Terminology of S oci oto gy a n
Related Disciplines (New York: Thomas Y. Cromwell Co.,
:

1969, p.

195.

93 Stanley

0. Inkenberry and Rene C. Friedman, Beyond
Academic Departments San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc.,
'

1971), p.

83

(
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Program Content
The courses offered in the
department run the gamut of
those in the traditional
disciplines. They also include
practicuras, in which students are
placed in the community
in health service, social work,
and bilingual experiences.
The courses include the political,
sociological and
psychological factors influencing all Puerto
Ricans.
Problems of socialization and self-actualization
are basic
aspects of most courses. An attempt is made
to understand

how community organization and development take
place in
the lay community.

Students are thus encouraged to spend

a portion of their free time working in the
community to

make their study more relevant.

This involvement offers

them an opportunity to put theory and concepts which they

have learned in the classroom into practice in a

x'eal

situation
The department of Puerto Rican Studies developed in
1971

3

"t

City College, building upon the experience at

Lehman and Brooklyn College, was structured to serve as a
model for such programs.
.

The department has three goals

which guide the development of its curriculum:
The provision of knowledge
Tha t is,
( 1 )
the opportunity to study the Puerto Rican
experience .in Puerto Rico and in the United
States.
Some questions which are raised
in this domain are:
¥hat is its cultural
heritage, its historical evaluation? ¥hat
forces mold its national and ethnic
:
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character? What forms of social
occur between them? What roles dointercourse
family
women and men play? What economic
factors
mold that environment? How does the
community build and maintain its self-respect
a d
tS feelin
° r relevance to other people
2 the world? S
of
What role should education
and other institutions play in this develop^
ment?

^

The pr ovision of a social philosophy
( 2 )
The studies must provide opportunities to
explore contemporary ideas and ideologies.
In these courses the student can effectively
test his own personal philosophy of life and
his goals as a member of the human family,
and his responsibility as a Puerto Rican in
the United States.
Responsibility and
social conscience must be the outcome of
this endeavor.
:

The provision of an organization
( 3 )
experience This perhaps is the most difficult of the goals and objectives. Here is
where the department becomes a vehicle for
leadership development, not simply within
the academic community but in the world
environments
The dilemma (and perhaps the danger)
becomes immediately evident. As the
department and its students move into
conflict roles and conflict issues, the
pressure from the institution as well as
the political establishment will be to
curtail activities in the department 9^
:

.

The model takes into account criteria for the selection
of faculty.

A faculty member should ideally come close to

what Marvin Dressier calls the educationist:

Both the sociologist and educationist bring
to the study of education a series of shared
epistemological convictions, values

Federico Aquino- Bermudez "Proposal for Department
of Puerto Rican Studies (The City College, February 18,
(Mimeographed.)
29-30.
1971 )» PP
,

•

pei’spective and prescriptions for
action
that together constitute a ’'party line"
or
in Galbraith felicitous phrase, "the
conventional wisdom" of the field. The conventional wisdom of any field is a set of
organized standard solutions to Kant's
haunting queries:
"What can I know? What
should I do? What may I hope?" It is
established by a consensus that arises and
it is often dominated by a mood that is
dogmatic, rigid, polemical, and partisan.
,

-i-S
pure distillate minus bureaucratic
3realism and human frailty. 95

The commitment of faculty to community and students

will usually be significant in the success of these programs
At the present time, the prototype suggested here is

evaluated at CCNY.

One of the most important factors

to be considered in this evaluation is the lack of

established models in this area.

Standards must be applied

with the awareness that Puerto Rican Studies is an emerging
discipline.

Hence, indices for evaluation may need to be

changed as the process of development takes place.
95 Marvin

Bressler, "The Conventional Wisdom of Education and Sociology," in Sociology and Contemporary Educa tion, ed. by Charles H. Page (New York:
Random House, Inc.,
1964), pp. 78-79.
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CHAPTER V

Nov at a crossroads, the university faces a
classic dilemma. Because it is out of phase
with external realities, the university has
established internal structures and procedures
that are as resistant to change as those
established by an advanced schizophrenic as
a defense against the threats of reality.
The geography, the logistics, the normative
behavior, the tolerance of ways of life, the
admissions politics, the evaluative systems,
the content and sequence of courses, the hiring
practices, the promotion system, the access to
funds, the financial support of students, the
administrative apparatus, the relationship of
students with employers and recruiters, the
"experimental innovations" all mechanisms to
insulate the university from outside influences,
regardless of their urgency.
--Irving Kristol

—

CURRENT STATUS AND OPERATION
OF THE TWO DEPARTMENTS
Introduction

Chapter five will contain two sections.

The first

section will report on the growth which has taken place in
the departments during the past two years, by examining

their current status in terms of such things as faculty,
.

curriculum, budget and other growth indices.

The second

section will review some of the forces with which the two

Irving Kristol, "What Business Is a University in?,"
in John Martin Rich, Conflict and Decision: Analyzing
Educational Issues (New York: Harper and Row Publishers,
Inc.,

1972, p.

142.
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departments must contend.
Value s and Goals Expressed in the
Philosoohv
of Puerto Rican Studio s

**

The present status of the departments
must be put in
context of their stated goals and philosophy.

The salient values and goals of Puerto
Rican Studies
are as follows:

to gain knowledge of self;

and to gain

an appreciation of one's culture, history and
language.

Expressed differently, the main goal is to develop
an
appreciation and respect for one's heritage.

Seda-Bonilia

expresses what ethnic education and bilingualism provides
students

Ethnic education and bilingualism are
instrumentalities to reverse the causes of
injustices perpetuated by the dominant
society on ethnic studies. This approach
attempts to strengthen their self-respect
by making them aware of their history, their
culture, their literature, and their outstanding ligures and by teaching them in the
language which does not alienate them from
their ethnic community.^
The philosophy includes helping non-Puerto Ricans,

especially those involved in Education and in the Health
and Social Service areas, to acquire an understanding and

knowledge about the Puerto Rican.

Another aim of Puerto

Madelone D. Stent, William R. Hazard, and Harry
Rivlin, Cultural Pluralism in Education: A Mandate for
Change
(New York:
Appleton-Century-Crof ts Inc., 1973)
,

p.

121.
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Rican Studies is to help students to
develop into responsible
and sensitive professionals by working
in meaningful community activities where they can apply their
knowledge.
The philosophy and the goals expressed
must be the
guidelines for program planning and development.

If the

goals can be effectively implemented, for the
Puerto Rican
at least, they will provide an opportunity for
self-

actualization and self-fulfillment.
For many scholars, some of these goals may seem un-

acceptable as part of a college curriculum.

Callahan points out, that

”...

They feel, as

the university can create

a neutral framework for the pursuit of facts and the

espousal of value.

..."

In dissenting from the position

of some academicians, Callahan states that:
It is only when the neutrality of the framework
is measured against the broader, nonacademic
society as a whole that its inherent biases
begin to manifest themselves. The predominance
of one race (white) and one class (middle)
means that; the facts sought are those which
interest that race and class; the facts that
would interest those not represented are
scanted.
Moreover, the values espoused are
values which contribute to the welfare of the

dominant group.
In order to implement the philosophy and goals and maintain
3

Daniel Callahan, "Facts, Values and Commitments," in
Identity Crisis in Higher Education ed. by Harold L.
Hodgkinson and Myron B. Bloy, Jr., eds. ( San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1973)> p.
,

4

Ibid

.

,

p.

15.
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the values which arc implicit
in them, there has to be a
strong and deep commitment on the
part of the institution.

Anything short of that allows only for
a transitory life
space, which may be preempted as soon
as the
academic

community develops its "rejection factors"
and has the
strength to expel the new elements.
Department's Location in
the College Hierarchy

During the academic year 1973.74, the Department
of
Puerto Rican Studies at the City College was a part of
the
College of Liberal Arts and Science.

In looking at the

organizational chart of the college^ it becomes evident
that the department is included among Asian Studies, Black

Studies, and Special Programs (SEEK).

Administratively' it

is responsible to the Dean of the College of Liberal Arts

and Sciences.
At the present time, the College of Liberal Arts and

Sciences is being reorganized.

departments will have

a.n

In the near future,

option to select their location

from among four divisions that have been approved by the

Faculty Council.

These divisions are:

the Division of

Science, the Division of Humanities, the Division of Social

Sciences, and a Division of Ethnic Studies.
5

See Appendix B.
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Although the department is directly under
the administration and supervision of the Dean of the
College of

Liberal Arts and Sciences, informal administrative
and
communication relationships exists between the

Chairman,

and the Provost, President and other administrative
officers.

This process allows for some flexibility in the

bureaucratic structure of the college and to a degree
m ^-^iS a tes the depersonalization characteristic of a

bureaucracy
Until the fall of 1973

>

the Department of Puerto Rican

Studies at Lehman College was located under the adminis-

trative jurisdiction of the Provost.

organizational chart of the college.
the college has taken place.

into three divisions:

This is shown in the
c

A restructuring of

The college will be organized

the Humanities,

the Social Sciences,

and the Sciences, each one headed by a Dean.

In the New

plan the Department of Puerto Rican Studies falls in the

Humanities Division.
The Department’s Internal Organization
At City College, the department operates under a set

of bylaws which are ratified by two thirds vote of all

department members of faculty rank.

The bylaws must be

consistent with the Charter of Governance and the Bylaws
^Ibi.d

of the Board of Higher Education.

The Puerto Rican Studies Department at City
College,
as stipulated by the Department bylaws, is
governed by an

Executive Committee.

The Executive Committee during the

fall semester of 1973 consisted of the Department
Chairman

and three faculty members selected by the department
faculty
to serve a three year term.

In addition, an outside faculty

member plus two student members were elected from the
department majors to serve with voice and vote for one

year terms.
The Executive Committee considers all matters related
to appointments to the instructional staff, applications

for sabbaticals and other leaves, and Department budget.^
It also communicates with the Faculty Council Committee on

Curriculum and Teaching in matters within that Committee’s
purview.
At Lehman College,

the department structure includes

a Personnel and Budget Committee whose function is similar

to that of the Executive Committee.

Students participate

in meetings of all departmental committees, but only on an

advisory capacity.
At City College "The department Chairman is

.

.

.

^Bylaws of the Department of Puerto Rican Studies at
CCNY,

1973'
g

See Ajopendix D.

Documents of Governance, The Herbert
College, 1972-73*

H.

Lehman

elected by a secret ballot for a term of
three years by a
majority vote of those members of the
department
who are

eligible to vote."

The responsibilities of the chairman

are enumerated in the Board of Higher Education
Bylaws as
follows

THE DEPARTMENT CHAIRMAN
The department chairman shall be the executive
°f the department elected by a secret
ballot for a term of three years by a majority
vote of those members of the department who
are eligible to vote. The responsibilities of
the Chairman are enumerated in the BHE Bylaws
as follows:
The Chairman shall
1
Be responsible for departmental correspondence and departmental records;
2.
Assign courses to and arrange programs
of instructional staff members of the
department
Initiate policy and action concerning
3*
departmental affairs subject to the powers
delegated by the Bylaws to the staff of
the department in regard to educational
policy, and to the appropriate departmental committees in the matter of promotions and appointments;
k.
Represent the department before the
Faculty Council or Faculty Senate, the
faculty and the Board of Higher Education;
Preside at meetings of the department;
3*
6.
Prepare the tentative departmental budget,
subject to the approval by the department’s Executive Committee;
Transmit the tentative departmental
7
budget, to the president with his own
recommendations
8.
Arrange for careful observation and
guidance of the department's non-tenured
instructional staff members;
Make a full report to the president and
9.
to the College Committee on Faculty
Personnel and Budget of the action by the
department's Executive Committee when
recommending an appointee for tenure on
.

•

1*42

the following:

Teaching qualifications and classroom
work
b.
Relationship with his students and
colleagues
c.
Professional and creative work;
Generally supervise and administer the
department
a.

10.

.

Nearly the same procedures apply at Lehman College.
At the City College and similarly at Lehman College,
the Puerto Rican Studies Department faculty meets
as a body

on a regular monthly schedule.

At these meetings all

faculty members are eligible to vote on all undergraduate

matters concerning the Department.

At City College, two

department majors who are members of the Executive Committee
also attend Faculty Meetings.

They serve in this capacity

with voice and vote.
At Lehman College students attend meetings but, in an

advisory capacity only.
In both Puerto Rican Studies departments, the faculty

makes decisions on matters dealing with curriculum design,
approval of courses, teaching methods, special activities,
and similar affairs.

When courses are designed at the

Department of Puerto Rican Studies at City College, these
are subsequently submitted to the Committee on Curriculum

and Teaching of the Faculty Council for approval and then

ratified at the Faculty Council meetings before they are
o

Faculty Handbook and Library Guide, The City College,

1973-7^, p.

18.

1
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sent to the Board of Higher Education
(BHE) for final

approval
'The

Department of Puerto Rican Studies at Herbert

Lehman follows a similar procedure.

H.

10

Both at City College and Lehman College, the
faculty
members are expected to assist the chairman of
the

Department in his responsibilities.

In this connection,

each faculty member is expected to assume his share
of

committee assignments, both departmental and universitywide

.

At the Department of Puerto Rican Studies at City

College, the following faculty committees existed during
the fall semester of
1

•

1

973

The Executive Committe e. The composition of the
Executive Committee is as follows: Department Chairman,
three faculty members from the department and one from
outside the department, and two students who are
Department majors,

2.

Budget Committee
This committee consists of two
faculty members, charged with the responsibility of
approving disbursement of City College funds.

3

Curriculum and Teaching Committee
Composed of four
professors, charged with course development, course
evaluation and other pertinent matters.

*

4,

.

.

Graduate Program Committee
Composed of four professors,
charged with taking steps to develop graduate courses
leading to a Master Program.
.

At Lehman College, the faculty meets as a body

Statement by Chairman and from memorandum of the
Chairman of Committee on Curriculum to Chairman of the
Department of Puerto Rican Studies.
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according to CUNY bylaws, similar to those
described at
City College.
Cooper ation With Other Departme nts

During 1973 and 197

;

4,

the department at CCNY cooperated

with other college departments, thus extending its
influence.

With the School of Education an attempt is being

made to work out a formal agreement to establish
procedures

whereby students may have a major in Puerto Rican Studies
and at the same time receive credits for a teacher license
by doing their student-t eaching through the Elementary

Division.

In addition, there are close ties between the

bi lingual -bi cultural areas in the School of Education and
the Department of Puerto Rican Studies.

A second area of cooperation is with Latin American
Studies.

During

1

97 3

>

the Department of Puerto Rican

Studies was influential in attempting to strengthen course

offerings in Latin American Studies.

Puerto Rican Studies

is now one of the members of the committee to develop a

major in the Latin American Studies area.
Several other areas for cross-campus cooperation have

been explored.

These include cross-listing of courses and

sharing of faculty

.

Among the departments or programs where

this has been possible are History, Medicine, Health and

Society, and Political Science.

At the Herbert H. Lehman College,
a very important

innovation has been developing since
1970

.

At that College

it is now possible for Puerto Rican
and other Spanish-

speaking students to take courses with credit
in traditional
disciplines via their Spanish vernacular. This
is an

important step forward.

grown since 1970

,

The program has continuously

when it was established, and information

gathered indicates that courses in Spanish are being
taught
in twenty-seven traditional areas.
Curriculum

Courses Offered

During the Fall of 1973, the Department of Puerto
Studies at City College offered sixteen undergraduate

courses during the day session.

Fourteen of these courses

were offered as specialization courses for majors and

students in other related disciplines.

A listing of these

courses including titles, course enrollment, and student
of Hispanic background, appear in Table

2

,

on page

1

46

The Department of Puerto Rican Studies (PRST) at

Lehman College offered eleven undergraduate courses for

specialization to its majors during the Fall semester 1973*
A table listing course titles, enrollment figures, and

students of Hispanic background appears on Table

3,

148.

As an illustration of course content, a sample

page
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TABLE

2

COURSES, COURSE ENROLLMENT STUDENTS
SECTIONS AND STUDENTS WITH HISPANIC NUMBER OF
BACKGROUND
CITY COLLEGE

Course Enrollment

Courses

Sections Total

Students
with
Hispanic
Background

Core Courses
1

P.R. Heritage: A Historico-

Cultural Approach

( 1 1

.

1

,

11.2)

246

13
13

Education Courses
P.R. Child in his Urban
Setting (l3)
Field Work Experience in

Bilingual Environment (34 q)

4

4

65

49
190

70

9
7

8
6

1

2

1

16

2
16

1

13
18

13
18

1

30

1

5

1

5

Elective Courses
Survey of Social Science in
P.R. Studies (7W)
Puerto Rican Community (l2T)
Research Seminar in 20th P.R.
Social, Economic and
Political Development (l 6 )
Puerto Rican Folklore (19)
The Impact of P.R.
Literature of Protest (20)
The Puerto Rican Short Story (35)
The P.R. Contemporary
P.R. Family (46)
The P.R. Political and Economic
Development Under the U.S. (48)
The Administration of Justice (49)
The Sociological and Psychological
Impact of Colonialism ( 6 l)

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

12

9

I

20

19

1
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TABLE 2- -Continued

Course Enrollment

Courses

Elective Courses

(

Sections

Cont H
'

Culture and Health (llO)
Creative Research in Urban
and Ethnic Studies ( 9 9
1

TOTAL
Source:

syU^-foiis

Total

Students
with
Hispanic
Background

4

4

12

T57

TO"

30

810

460

1

Teachers Grade Report
Department of Puerto Rican Studies
The City College
Fall 1973

appears in Appendix D.

The sample syllabus is for

a course offered in conjunction with the Department of

Political Science in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences
Before discussing the courses required for majors in

PRST it should be made clear that at CCNY besides the core
courses in heritage, which education majors are required to
take, a course was designed by the Puerto Rj.can Studies

Department to meet the professional needs of students

majoring in elementary education.

(A similar course has

been taught in the Department of Education at Herbert

Lehman College since the Spring of 1969.)

H.

In addition, the
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1

TABLE

3

COURSES COURSE ENROLLMENT STUDENTS
SECTIONS AND STUDENTS WITH HISPANIC NUMBER OF
BACKGROUND
LEHMAN COLLEGE
,

Course Enrollment

Courses
Sections

Total

Spanish
Surname

Core Courses

History of Puerto Rico
(PRS 101)
PRS 102)
Puerto Rican Culture (PRS 201
(

8

255
hS

199
12S

12

403

324

2

45
25

45
23

1

27

26

1

10

8

1

1

J±

1

Elective Courses

Community Field Work (PRS 202)
Puerto Rican Music (PRS 206
Social History of Puerto Rico
1897-present (PRS 300)
Puerto Rican Literature I (PRS 302)
Puerto Rican Literature of
Protest ( PRS 304)
Afro- Antillean Poetry (PRS 305 )
Legal System (PRS 306 )
Government of Puerto Rico (PRS 309)
Vernacular Language of
Puerto Rico (PRS 400)
TOTAL
Source:

1

1
1

13
15

1

25

1

14
1

1

13

25

19

19

10

193

184

22

596

308

Program Information
Department of Puerto Rican Studies
Lehman College
Fall 1973
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Puerto Rican Studies Department
is designing courses dealing
with the Hispanic Caribbean. In
this regard the curriculum
development begins to reflect the needs
of Dominican
students. Accordingly, Dominican
heritage and literature
are part of the curricular areas being
explored.

Community Involvemen t
At the City College community involvement
has been

normally accomplished through three courses offered
in the
department.
In two of these courses students are
placed

m

educational and social service agencies which serve the

Puerto Rican community.

A third means of community contact

has been established through the Program in Health,

Medicine and Society.
-A-"t

Herbert H. Lehman College contact with the community

is accomplished through one course which involves field

work.

Other than this, there is no effective articulation

between the community and the college.
Courses Required for the
Majors in Puerto Rican Studies
The department of Puerto Rican Studies at City College

must conform with the requirements established by the

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences for degree granting
purposes.

The process at Lehman College, although not an

exact duplicate, follows similar patterns.
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Two courses of the Department of
Puerto Rican Studies
at CCNY which are part of the
distribution requirements

of

the College of Liberal Arts and Science,
must be selected
by all prospective majors: Puerto Rican
Heritage (Pre-

Columbian to 1898) (PRST 11.1), and Puerto Rican
Heritage
(Prom 1898 to the Present)

(PRST 11.2).

One of these

courses is required of students from the School
of Education,
who must take Liberal Arts courses to fulfill their
con-

centration in Liberal Arts courses.
College

,

At Herbert H. Lehman

three courses are required for the major in PRST:

History of Puerto Rico I (PRST 101-102), Puerto Rican
Culture II

(

PRST 201

),

and Puerto Rican Community Field

Work (PRST 202).
In order to comply with the requirements for a major
in Puerto Rican Studies at City College, students are

required to take forty additional credits above the two
core courses:

a minimum of twenty-eight credits taken

above the core courses and twelve additional credits taken
in other related courses in the Social Sciences, Education,
the Humanities, or the Physical Sciences; and eight credits
in either Black Studies and/or Asian Studies.

The non-departmental course requirements insure that

students majoring in Puerto Rican Studies get a substantial
input from traditional disciplines.

Students wishing to

pursue graduate studies will appreciate having exposure to
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a traditional discipline-,

since there are very few graduate

programs in Puerto Rican Studies leading to
the Master's
Degree and none to the Ph.D.
At Herbert H. Lehman College the requirements
are

similar.

There, twenty-four credits are taken within

Puerto Rican Studies and twelve credits fall into
related

disciplines

Curriculum Materials
Didactic material included in the presentation of
course content is usually selected from two sources.
is traditional-commercial, in English or Spanish;

source is social-ideological and political.

One

the other

Because of a

dearth of appropriate material in English for some of the

ideological/political courses, translation is necessary and

usually is prepared at the department level at City College.
The bilingual-bi cultural aspects of the program in

Puerto Rican Studies require that pedagogical materials be
in both Spanish and English.

Much of the material that is used in the Departments
of Puerto Rican Studies at the present time is written by

Puerto Ricans or academicians who have substantial knowledge
of the social and cultural realities of Puerto Rico.

The

tendency at City College has been to select Third World

authors to prepare materials supplemented with other
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educational materials or studies based on
the Puerto Rican
realities in Puerto Rico and in the United
States.

Personnel

The present faculty of the Departments of Puerto
Rican
Studies at City College and at Herbert H. Lehman College,

with the exception of the Bilingual Area at Lehman College,
are native born, raised and schooled Puerto Ricans.

There-

fore, their cultural perspectives and educational ideology

usually those of

.the island.

Several faculty members

have had several years of experience at City University.
This exposure has allowed them to break away pariially from
the traditional orientation which they learned in Puerto

Rican universities.
There is a large number of young faculty who are

inclined towards activism and involvement in pro-independence
movements, liberation ideology, and other radical views.
On the other hand, there are some who have only intellectual

interest, and are extremely traditional; they would prefer
to model the Departments of Puerto Rican Studies after the

traditionally oriented disciplines.
The feelings of the faculty of the Department of Puerto

Rican Studies at City College fall between sympathy for the
independence of Puerto Rico and activism in the movement
towards the independence of Puerto Rico.

At Lehman College
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we have been informed that the young
faculty is heavily
inclined towards activism and involvement in
pro-indopendonco
movements 02? liberation ideologies.

Because of the difficulties in finding individuals
with
interdisciplinary academic background, faculty has been
selected, many times, on the premise that they could
develop

expertise "on the job" in several areas.

Faculty with a

social work or social science background might be asked to

teach history or culture.

Unfortunately not much has been

done systematically to help faculty acquire new competencies.

The faculty of the Departments of Puerto Rican Studies
at City College in the 1973 fall semester consisted of

eight full-time and three part-time members; while at

Lehman College, it consisted of nine full-time and three
part-time members.
At City College, this means that faculty has more than

doubled from 1971 to 1973*

Rican Studies at

Lelirnan

Also at the Department of Puerto

College (excluding those in the

bilingual area), it has more than doubled since 1970*
indicates a rapid rato of growth in both department s

indicated in Table

k,

,

This
as

on page 15^*

It should be noted that at City College only one

faculty member held, in 1973 _ 7^ no degree beyond the

Bachelor of Arts; one holds an Educational Doctorate.
At Lehman College two faculty members held only the Bachelor
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1

TABLE

4

INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF, FALL SEMESTERS
1969 TO 1971
CITY COLLEGE AND LEHMAN COLLEGE
Department of
Puerto Rican Studies

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

CITY COLLEGE

Full-Time Teachers

1

Part-Time Teachers

1

4

1

Total

3

6

8

4

3

3

—

—

—

2

5

7

4

8

8

8

—

—

—

—

3

3

4

1

1

1

LEHMAN COLLEGE

Full-Time Teachers

1

Part-Time Teachers

2

Total
Source:

3

1

3

1

1

Staff and Teaching Load Report,
Office of the Registrar,
The City College,
Fall 1971, 1972, 1973
(Day Undergraduate Session)

Information provided by the Executive VicePresident of Lehman College and the Department
Chairman
Fall 1971, 1972, 1973
(Day Undergraduate Session)
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of Arts degrees.

All other members at both departments

have a master’s or a Ph.D. degree.

At CCNY faculty members

who have a master's degree are encouraged
to pursue the
doctorate and are given assistance for that
purpose.
The

distribution of faculty by academic rank and academic
degree
appears in Table 5, page 56
Finally, the faculty
1

of

.

professorial rank in the Department of Puerto Rican
Studies
at City College during the year 1973-197*+, served
on the

following academic bodies and committees:

the Faculty

Council of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; the

Faculty Senate; Committee on Curriculum and Teaching of the

Faculty Council; the Ethnic-Concern Committee; College
Recruitment Committee; Grievance Committee; Committee for
the Reorganization of CLAS; Planning Committee on Latin

American Studies; Inter-Ethnic Affairs Committee; Auxiliary
Committee to College-Resources; University Committee on
Research; Executive Committee of the Senate; President's

Advisory Committee; Admission Committee of Bio-medical
Center; Summer High School Enrichment Program Research

Committee; and others.

At Lehman College faculty in

professorial ranks were also involved in College wide
Committees
This involvement in college wide service can be said
to be an index of the commitment of faculty to the institu-

tion.

It also indicates a recognition by the institution
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the anility of faculty of
the Department of Puerto
Rican
Studies to perform adequately
in institutional roles.

Finally, i„ terms of research,
neither department has
produced a substantial amount of
publishable materials.

Individually some faculty members have
published at both
departments but these are their personal
accomplishment
and not the collective wisdom of the
faculty producing the
materials

Students

Students talcing courses at the Department of
Puerto

Rican Studies at City College may be placed into
several
categories:

majors in Puerto Rican Studies, majors in

Education, students in the College of Liberal Arts and

Science who take core courses in the area of the social
sciences, and students from other schools within the

college who are interested, in understanding the realities
Puerto Rican people.

The latter include majors in

architecture, engineering, nursing, sciences, and since
last year students in the bio-medical program.

Students taking courses at Lehman College may be

categorized as follows:

(l)

the majors in the department,

including students in the Bilingual Program;

(2)

students

majoring in other departments who are required to take
a course in either Black or Puerto Rican Studies;

and
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students taking courses in order to
understand the
realities of the Puerto Rican people.
(3)

In respect to serving students, it
must be understood
that the departments of Puerto Rican
Studies, in contrast
with other departments, have a very different
and interesting

situation-- they have an ethnic constituency
to which to
answer. More specifically, many of the Puerto
Rican and

Hispanic students in the colleges have a feeling of

identification with the departments, which leads them
to
call the Departments to account.

This attitude by and large

emanates from the feeling of solidarity, which does not

preclude an acute critical attitude, that usually exists
as an identifying factor among individuals who feel uprooted,

or whose cultural and emotional needs are not being met by
the larger society.

In addition, since the students

pressured the institutions to create the departments, they
feel responsible for maintaining their integrity.

The total course enrollment in the Department of Puerto

Rican Studies at City College for the fall 1973 was 89 ^.
Out of this total, 38 percent were of Spanish surname; at

Lehman the course enrollment in the Puerto Rican ^Studies
area was 672

;

of this total 86 percent were students with

a Spanish surname.

In the fall of 1973* thirty students had declared a

major in Puerto Rican Studies at City College.

According
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to records submitted by the
Department of Puerto Rican
Studies at Lehman College, eighty-five
students were

majoring in the area during the same
period.
The growth of the two departments in
reference to
courses offered, course enrollments,
and department majors
is contained in Table 6 in page
160.
The data there show
that the number of courses offered at the
Department of

Puerto Rican Studies at City College has almost
tripled
since 1971, and has been steadily rising at
Lehman

College.

Course enrollment almost doubled at City College
and

increased steadily at Herbert

H.

Lehman College between

the periods fall 1970 and fall 1973

.

It should also be mentioned here that the number of

majors in the Department of Puerto Rican Studies at CCNY
appears small in comparison with Lehman College.

This is

not surprising because the founders of Puerto Rican Studies
at CCNY never intended to have a large number of majors,

but hoped to offer cultural, historical and socio-political

courses to as many students as possible.
Budget

Budgeting appropriations are divided into two categories:

personnel services and other expenditures

(equipment

— educational

and office, and supplies).

The

budget allocation for personnel services is based on FTE's.

1

TABLE

60

6

COURSES, SECTIONS, COURSE ENROLLMENT
STUDENTS
STUDENT CREDITS AND DEPARTMENT MAJORS,
CITY COLLEGE AND LEHMAN COLLEGE
FALL SEMESTER 1971-1973

Department of
Puerto Rican Studies

1

969

a
1

970

a

1971

1972

1973

CITY COLLEGE

Courses Offered

Sections

Course Enrollment Students
Student Credits

Department Majors

1

5

7

16

22

4

9

10

33

36

90

250

454

834

894

-

-

1529

2752

2959

-

-

-

3

30

LEHMAN COLLEGE
Courses Offered

5

7

Sections

6

Course Enrollment Students
Student Credits

Department Majors

1

NA

1

15

23

NA

26

139

333

481

NA

672

44

1065

1539

NA

2151

-

-

55

NA

85

4

The Department of Puerto Rican Studies at City College
was established in the year 1971-72.
From 1969 to 1970 the
courses in the Puerto Rican sequence were lodged as part of
the Urban and Ethnic Studies Department.
,

b

Estimated figures from data supplied by the Department.

NA

-

not available.

Source:

Staff and Teaching Load Report
Office of the Registrar
The City College
Fall 1971-73 (day and evening)

Teachers Grade Reports
Lehman College
Fall 1971-73 (day and evening)

1

6

The number of Puerto Rican Studies
faculty has been
inadequate to meet students' needs. While
courses and
sections have been increasing, increase
in faculty has not
followed thxs trend at the same rate. The
outcome

of this,

then, has been an increase in class size,
in order to meet

the demands of students.

Yet, while this has taken place

the department has subsidized other departments
of the

college.

Evidence of this is the high number of student

credit hours per full time equivalent (FTE) faculty an
the

Department of Puerto Rican Studies at CCNY as compared with
the Division of Humanities and Social Science, Department of

Romance Languages and the School of Education.

Comparative

figures for the fall 1973 are shown on Table

page

7,

'

62

.

figures for Herbert H. Lehman College were not available
at the time the dissertation was being written.

At City

College, in the last two years the funds for non-salary

expenses have decreased.

This condition has been due,

according to the administration, to budgetary constrictions
in the CUNY system.

The effect of this constriction in a

growing department is to decrease the supportive services
at the operational and administrative levels.

This also

affects the instructional quality because in departments
where educational materials are duplicated for classroom
use, insufficient funds can affect the curriculum.
At City College, the total operating budget for the
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TABLE

7

NUMBER OF STUDENT CREDIT HOURS PER
FULL TIME
equivalent faculty, city college and
LEHMAN COLLEGE, FALL SEMESTER 1973

Student
Credit
Hours

Full Time
Equivalent

Faculty

Student Credit
Hours per Full
Time Equivalent
Faculty

City College

Department of Puerto
Rican Studies
Humanities

2,659

9.3

285

47,213

286.2

165

Social Sciences

4o 267
,

Romance Languages
Education

7,593
8,852

1

50

268

.

43.

1

176

52.3

168

9.6

200

Lehman College

Department of Puerto
Rican Studies 3
-

1,926

Estimated figures
Source:

Staff and Teaching Load Report
Office of the Registrar
The City College
Fall 1971-73
(Day undergraduate session)

Information provided by the Department
Chairman of Lehman College
(Day Undergraduate session)
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fiscal year 1971-72, 1972-73 and
1973-7'., including both
personnel services and other expenses, is
shown in Table 8
page 164. In addition, City College funds have
been added

,

to supplement operation and although they
have been

substantial, they are temporary funds.
In the Department of Puerto Rican Studies at Lehman

College, the data for personnel services were unavailable.

For office supplies and equipment the figures can be seen
in Table 9, page 165

.

Physical Space

During the fall of 1971, when the Department of Puerto

Rican Studies was established at City College, it was
assigned four offices for faculty use.

Two of these offices

were assigned to the department chairman.
1972 when new faculty were added,

In the fall of

space was increased.

At

that time, three additional rooms were assigned to the

department for faculty use.
In 1971 at the City College, one large classroom was

assigned to accommodate the department's courses.

In 1973,

an additional half-time classroom was added, and for the

program year 1973 - 197

^+

a total of two and three quarters

classrooms were assigned for the use of the program courses.
Two of these classrooms were assigned from 8:00 A.M. to

6:00 P.M.

The third room was assigned from 8:00 A.M. to
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TABLE

8

BUDGETARY EXPENDITURES, FISCAL YEARS
1971-72,

1972-73,

1973-74,

CITY COLLEGE
Object of Expenditure

Personnel Services
Sub-Total

1971-72

1972-73

$

59,025

$

116,946

*

174,984

$

59,025

$

116,946

$

174,984

,000
,000

$

,000
,000

$

800

2,000

$

$

800‘

Other Expenses
Supplies
Equipment

$

1
1

Sub-Total

$

Total

$ 61

,025

1
1

$

2,000

1

a

18,946

$

175,784

In addition to this amount the department was
allocated extra funds from the City College Fund.
,

Source:

2:00 P.M.

Office of The Assistant Business
Manager in Charge of Fiscal Planning
The City College

Inadequate space has reduced flexibility, thereby

curtailing innovation.
At Herbert H. Lehman College the data regarding the

first year of operation was not available.
1971,

During the year

the department had four classrooms and seven faculty

offices assigned to it.

There have been no additional

offices or classrooms assigned through the years, despite
the fact that there has been an upward enrollment trend.
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TABLE

9

BUDGETARY EXPENDITURES FOR OTHER EXPENSES
FISCAL YEARS 1970-71, 1971 - 72 1972-73
LEHMAN COLLEGE
,

Object of
Expenditures

1970-71

1971-72

1972 -73

1973-74

Other Expenses
Supplies

$

Equipment

$

700

Total

$

Source:

Tlie

200

900

200

250

$

800
$

1,000

800
$

1

,

550

$
1

050

$

,000

1,550

Department of Puerto Rican Studies
Office Files

chairman did not indicate that space was a problem for

his department.
At present City College does not have adequate space

for lounging and study and for informal student-faculty
contact.

This is a problem for commuter students and for

those who come from homes where studying facilities are

usually unavailable and at best limited.
The data, then, indicate that there has been significant positive change from 1969 through 1973 at the

Department of Puerto Rican Studies at the Herbert

K.

Lehman

College and from 1971 through 1973 at City College in terms
of faculty, curriculum, and students.
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Press ure s and Circumstances ^i c h
Affect
P u r t ° Rj.can Studios Dc'pa r tnuvn t
s

While the foregoing analysis of the
current status of
tne two departments may give the
impression of stability
and predictable growth, the reality is that
day-to-day
pressures, both internal and external, make the
department's
situation rather precarious. The following section
reviews
some of the forces with which the two departments
must

contend.

Internal Pressures
One of the internal pressures facing the departments
is the existence of the Community College Programs in

Puerto Rican Studies.

Many of the community colleges are

generating a large number of Puerto Rican Studies courses.
This affects transfer students from Community Colleges.

Clearly students who transfer can apply their courses
towards their major at senior colleges.

This means that a

student who has taken a large number of courses in Puerto

Ric&n Studies at the community college level has relatively
less need to take such courses when he arrives at senior

college
The basic problem is that the Departments of Puerto

Rican Studies at the Senior College, while granting transfer
credit for the courses taken at the Community College, have
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no input into the work students have done.

Coordination

between the community college and the senior college is
therefore needed in order to serve students while strengthening the departments.
At the Senior Colleges there have been problems when
the traditional departments offer courses related to Puerto

Rican Studies, or vice versa.

At City College the situation

has been most difficult with the departments of Romance

Languages and History.

In Sociology and Political Science,

the problem is not as critical.

Conflict arises because

there is strong competition for students, and this naturally

brings the Department of PRST in conflict with departments
whose enrollments are declining.

However, the problem also

is based on legitimate academic concerns.

always raised:

The question is

Where do the courses legitimately belong?

This question leads to others which are still more critical:

Are the courses offered in Puerto Rican Studies as serious
in academic content as those offered in traditional

disciplines?

Will the departments in competition with

Puerto Rican Studies accept those courses; and will the

courses later be accepted for graduate work?
In resolving these questions, one of two approaches
is usually taken;

one is to accept the traditional depart-

ment as the sole legitimate source of credit, and the

other is to try to force the Department of Puerto Rj-can

1

68

Studies to conform to traditional
standards.
In addition to pressures from
traditionalists there

are internal pressures vhich come from
two other sources.
The first of these sources is the Puerto
Rican student

groups on campus, the militant-activists who
feel determined
to be involved in all departmental decision-making.

Since the departments in 1969 and in 1971 were

established as a result of student demand, students

legitimately feel a responsibility and a concern for
department."

^freir

Yet, because of administrative

constraints, sometimes it is impossible to satisfy these

demands
At City College there are two distinct Puerto Rican

student groups, each of which would like all courses and
all teachers to represent its political ideology.

writer

,

as chairman,

flexible attitudes.

The

is at times beseiged by their in-

The chairman has to insure that no

single Prierto Rican group or ideology dominates the

department.

At Lehman College during 1971-1972, the

pressures and difficulties led to the resignation of the
first chairperson in Puerto Rican Studies.

1

1

Student pressures, which stem from student needs, have
to be contended with.
1

These pressures can have positive

1

"Ethnic Studies Heads Resign Chairmanships,"
Meridian February 25, 1972, p. 1. Also, "Students Pressure
Key in Latin Studies Ouster," Meridian March 17, 1972, p. 9*
,

,
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effects.

When students and departments can articulate
their
needs satisfactorily two things happen which
are positive

in

nature:

(l)

the students develop a base from where they
can

operate legitimately; and

(

2

)

the department feels that it

is meeting its obligations and responsibilities
towards the

students without losing integrity or working against the
institution.

And by implication, it is developing strong

community support.
The second source of internal pressure is the over-

lapping responsibilities with other offices
programs.

,

institutes and

A central problem seems to be the confusion as

to what roles should be played by various administrators,

and this confusion sometimes engender conflict.

An example

is the Bilingual Program at Lehman College where there is a

Chairman of the Department of Puerto Rican Studies and also
a Director of a Bilingual Program within the same unit.

This sometimes causes confusion.

Though the Chairman is

the executive officer of the department, the title Director
in itself sometimes confuses faculty,

administrators.

students and even

At Brooklyn College (although it is not

one of the departments under study) there is a similar

problem.

There an Institute of Puerto Rican Studies is

attached to the Department of Puerto Rican Studies.
At City College the Office of Puerto Rican Program and

Planning was created in 1971 to articulate the needs of the
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community and the college.

This office at the same time

was to serve a Public Relations
function with the Puerto
Rican Community. When it was created
in 1971, it was to be
headed by a Community Affairs Officer
who would work closely
with the community and would handle student
recruitment,

community programs, and special social work
activities.
An immediate problem emanates from its title.

The name

of the office itself seems to imply that it
is involved in

curricular and pedagogical matters, which of course is
not
the case.

This at times confuses students, community,

faculty and administrators.
It should be clarified that curriculum design and

development in the Puerto Rican studies area and in part
in the bilingual-bicul tural area are the responsibility of
the Department of Puerto Rican Studies.

Social work,

student recruitment and community interaction were to be
in the domain oi the Office of Puerto Rican Planning and

Development.

This office was created to better intergroup

relations wi ill the Puerto Rican community.

Here is a clear

case where bureaucracy created a body for one purpose, but

allowed it to work toward a different purpose.

This it

seems was possible because the roles and functions of the

office were not clearly defined.
The writer will now examine two additional sources of

pressure which are in part internal and in part external in
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nature and which are very
important forces in the developmental process of the departments.

Semi-Internal Pressures
The first is bureaucracy; City
University being a large
scale organization, almost every
decision requires extensive
administrative arrangements. Stroup, in
discussing bureaucracy offers the following definition:

bureaucracy will be defined as a largescale organization with a complex, but definite
social function.
It consists, moreover, of a
specialized personnel and is guided by a
system of rules and procedures.
In addition,
a carefully contrived hierarchy of authority
exists by which the social function of the
bureaucracy is carried out impersonally
.

.

.

5

.

1

It is not difiicult to see how the departments are

affected by CUNY's bureaucratic nature.
admissions

,

Activities such as

curriculum development, teacher evaluations,

faculty recruitment, re3.ations.hips with other departments
and schools, requests for materials and equipment and many

other operational matters are constrained by impersonal
rules and procedures, excessive control, red-tape and other

bureaucratic concepts.
Herbert Stroup, Bureaucracy in Higher Education
(New York:
The Free Press; London:
Collier-MacMillan Ltd,
(According to Stroup the above definition is
1966), p.
4.
not entirely original.
In fact--he says-- "Its main lines
are borrowed from the German sociologist and historian, Max
Weber.
To some extent it also is shaped by the views of
others such as: Gaetano, Mosca, Leonard White, Herman
Finder, Robert Merton, Arnold Brecht, Peter Blau, Carl
Friedrich."), p. 14.
1

,
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The second semi-internal source of pressure

.is

that

coming from the Center for Puerto Rican
Studies (CPRS) in
CUNY.
This organization was established in
as a
1973

result

of faculty, student and community demands.

The important aspects to be noticed here, are the
goals

and objectives of the Center.

These are summarized as

follows
A.

B.

C.

D.

To provide for the development and coordination of resources for new and
established Puerto Rican Studies program.
To organize and direct research on
relevant issues for the Puerto Rican
Studies Programs and the community they
serve
To develop the facilities and resources
for the training of students and faculty.
To establish effective means of communication and coordination between the
Puerto Rican community and CUNY. '3

The Center has been operating since February 1973-

Therefore, it is too early to evaluate properly its effects.

This organization has the potential to benefit Puerto Rican
Studies Departments.

On the other hand, there are also,

dangers in the fact that it has been tending to control and

centralize Puerto Rican Studies in New York City and it
seems, as one professor pointed out, to be representing a
•

single ideology.

Overcentralization could stifle creativity and
Proposal for A Center for Puerto Rican Studies and
Research at the City University Graduate Center, 19 72. p. 9*
(Mimeographed.
1
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innovation at the department level
in the different colleges.
In addition, it would seem as
if the Center were usurping
the authority of the colleges
to determine research
priorities. The Center does not have
to be preoccupied
about producing PTE's and because
it is not as controlled
bureaucratically as the departments are
(because the greater
part of its operating funds are from
outside CUNY),
it is a

powerful organization with which to compete.
External Pressures
In addition to the forces and circumstances
which have

been discussed so far there are external political
pressures

stemming from the Puerto Rican independence movement which

many times affect students and faculty in New York City.
Evidence of this can be seen in the conferences and meetings
that are held through programs sponsored by Puerto Rican

Studies areas, where the essence of the proceedings is

highly political.

A copy of an invitation to a Puerto Rican

Studies Conference held at Hunter College in March is

included in Appendix

C.

Professors who attended it reported

it was controlled by only one ideology.

Summary
The intention of this chapter has not been to present
an in-depth analysis.

The data which have been examined
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indicate that the two departments have
experienced substantial growth during the years,
1971-1974.
They also
indicate that there are many operational
difficulties which
need to be dealt with in the future. These
are related to
the program indices which were described,
and to the

pressures and factors examined.

This brief examination

clearly indicates that much remains to be done.
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CHAPTER VI

EVALUATING THE DEPARTMENTS
Introduction
The main purpose of this chapter is to report on the

perceptions of various constituencies served by the two
departments as to how they see the departments functioning.

Questionnaires were administered in the Spring of 1974 to

faculty and administrators at the City College and at
Herbert H. Lehman College, who had been on Campus in the
Spring of 1969*

A similar questionnaire was admini s t ered

in 197^ to Puerto Rican students who had been on those two

campuses in the Spring of 1969*

In addition, a questionnaire

was administered in 197^ to Puerto Rican community leaders
who would have knowledge of the activities on these two

campuses in the Spring of 19^9*

Supplementing this evaluation are the results of

a

study which was conducted in late 1973 by the Departments
of Puerto Rican Studies.

This study is described in the

last section of this chapter.

The study surveyed student

opinion on their perceptions of the way in which the

departments were meeting the students' needs.

The data

are included because they provide additional information

by which the overall success of the Puerto Rican Studies
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program may be evaluated.
While the study did not set out to
prove hypotheses or
assumptions of any kind, it did explore
several underlying
premises.
The first was that the amount of awareness
and
knowledge that people (especially the subjects
in
this

study) had of the departments and the way
they were func-

tioning, and the amount of support they
indicated they

would gJve, would be a measure of the development
and the
stability that might be expected in the future. The

second

premise was that

if

the departments were perceived

positively by all the cons tituencies

,

they would have a

better opportunity to develop and become firmly institutionalized.

On the other hand, if they wore not perceived

positively by students, faculty and administrators, they
would at best move on a survival course, having to depend
on students continuously exerting pressure on the colleges.

This would be unfortunate for the departments as well as for
the colleges.

Before presenting the data, there are several limitations inherent in this type of survey which must be

mentioned.
itself.

The first is the nature of the instrument

The questions were not completely pre-tested and

were in some cases imprecise if not ambiguous.

Irrespec tive

of this, the data appear to indicate clearly that there is

an awareness of the departments.

Thus, if a more rigorous
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approach were used, it is the opinion of
the writer that
similar results would have been obtained.
This opinion is
based on his experience in the field; namely,
several years
of interaction with students, faculty,
administrators
and

community leaders.

The second limitation is the difficulty

in finding subjects who are willing to answer
the question-

naires and who, once they are found, can recall events

which happened some time ago.
do with the writer himself.

The third limitation had to
He is a Puerto Rican and

chairman of one of the two departments.

Therefore, he is

not sure if the responses are valid; partly because he is

involved and perhaps biased, and partly because of the

non-anonymity of the respondents.
In spite of these limitations, the writer took the

opportunity to gather the data; for if he had waited, the
subjects would probably no longer be available or accessible.

Perceptions of Faculty, Administrators
and Puerto Rican Students at CCNY
Since it was assumed that the degree of familiarity

which faculty, administrators and Puerto Rican students
have with the departments would be an index of their
support in a crisis, respondents were asked whether they
were familiar with the department or not.

More than half

of the faculty indicated that they were familiar with the

department; while an overwhelming majority of students
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indicated that they were familiar
with it.
presents these data.
TABLE

Table

10

10

FAMILIARITY WITH DEPARTMENT; FACULTY
STUDENTS, CITY COLLEGE
-

Are you familiar with the present
Department of Puerto Rican
Studies at City College?
Yes
No

Familiarity with Department
Response Category
F'amiliar

Not Familiar
No Response

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students
2k

17

17

3

9

1

They were then asked whether they saw any difference

between the Puerto Rican Studies department and other
departments, and if so, to explain these differences.

Almost half of the faculty did not respond to the question
raised; but of those who responded, less than two-thirds
felt that there was

a

difference.

In the response to the

open-ended part of the question the majority of the faculty
felt that the department is more concerned with the self-

image and ideology of students, and less concerned with

academic work.

A minority of the faculty and administrators

felt that the department lacked full acceptance by all fac-

tions of the college community.

The majority of the students
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felt that the rapport between
the faculty and the students
in the department was better and
a minority felt that the
department was providin e a sense of
consciousness to Puerto
Rican students.

Table

11

presents these data; Table

12

and Table 13

present a summary of the responses to the
open-ended part
of the question.

TABLE

1

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DEPARTMENT OF PUERTO RICAN
STUDIES AND OTHER DEPARTMENTS; FACULTY,
STUDENTS CITY COLLEGE
,

Do you feel the present Department of Puerto Rican
Studies
differs from other departments? (i.e., in organization,
academic standing, student-faculty interrelationships, etc.)
Yes
No
'

Differences Between Departments
Response Category

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students

Difference felt (yes)

16

12

Difference not felt (no)

10

4

No Response

24

5

Faculty and administrators and students were asked
•

what functions they felt the department could play in

helping students adjust to the college.

A majority of the

faculty pointed to assistance in the academic, social and
emotional areas.

.Students generally agreed with these

perceptions of the faculty.

Table

14

presents these data.
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TABLE

12

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO DIFFERENCES;
FACULTY, CITY COLLEGE
Do you feel the present Department of Puerto Rican
Studies
differs from other departments? (i.e., in organization,
academic standing, student-faculty interrelationships,
etc.)

Summary of Response
to Differences

Frequency of Responses
Faculty

It is more concerned with students

self-image, self-development,
ideology and identity; less
concerned with academic work.

6

Have no reason to believe it is
different from other departments.
Contacts with department have
been positive.

3

More sense of unity and
communication between faculty and
students than other departments.

3

Full acceptance by all factions
of the college community still
lacking

2

A corollary to the question raised above attempted to
determine which services offered by the department were

perceived as the most significant.

Table 15 presents the

responses given by faculty who, in the majority, felt that
the most significant services provided were:

widening the

academic scope of the college and creating a socio-political
consciousness.

Students felt that the most significant
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TABLE 13
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO DIFFERENCESSTUDENTS, CITY COLLEGE
Do y°u feel the present Department
of
differs from other departments? (i.e.,Puerto Rican Studies
in organization
academic standing, student-faculty
interrelationships, etc.)

Summary of Response
to Differences

Frequency of Responses
Students

Strongly believe rapport between
students and faculty in our
departments is better than any
other.
Students feel freer to
discuss personal as well as
academic issues with faculty.

7

Organization and link with other
departments through course is
positive. Has variety of courses
in all areas relevant to students.

3

Feel it provides sense of
consciousness to Puerto Ricans.

2

services offered were:

helping students develop a better

self-image, creating a socio-political consciousness and

helping the community get more professionals.
Another issue which the writer wished to explore was
whether or not the constituencies felt that the department
has been influential in bringing about changes of any type
in the college.

questions asked.

Half of the faculty did not respond to the
Of those who responded, approximately

two-thirds thought that the department had been influential.
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TABLE

14

ASSISTANCE OFFERED BY DEPARTMENTS TO STUDENT
ADJUSTMENT: FACULTY, STUDENTS, CITY COLLEGE
function, in terms of student adjustment
to the
college, do you think the department can
play'?
Other
^
J
specify.

Wliat

Type of Assistance
Response Category

’

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students

Academic

38

19

35

1

Professional

29

12

Emotional

32

12

Social

Other (explain) specify 21
No Response

1

1

9

2

One faculty member felt it would be undesirable for
the department to adjust students to college.
A student
felt also that the department had not been created for that

purpose
All of the students who responded thought that the depart-

ment has been influential in bringing about changes in the

college.

Table l6 presents these data.

Since the question regarding changes required only a
"yes" or "no" answer, additional data were needed to deter-

mine the perceptions of what kind of changes had taken
place.

A response space was designed on which respondents

could indicate the degree of influence in several areas.
The data indicate that faculty believe changes have been
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TABLE

15

SERVICES OFFERED BY DEPARTMENTS*
FACULTY, STUDENTS, CITY COLLEGE

Whxch of the following functions do you
feel best represen ts
the services offered by the Department
of Puerto Rican
Studies at the present time?
Services Offered
Response Category

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students

Serving minority group interest.

25

10

Providing training for specific
needs in the professional fields.

21

7

of the college.

30

9

Lowering racial and ethnic
tensions in the college.

21

4

Creating a socio-political
consciousness

30

Widening the academic scope

1

1

Helping students develop
better self-concept a

-

Helping Puerto Rican community
get more prof essionals a

-

Other, please explain.

1

2

No Response.

9

3

Asked only of Puerto Rican students.

12

1

1
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TABLE

16

RESPONSES TO INFLUENCE REGARDING CHANGESFACULTY, STUDENTS, CITY COLLEGE
Do you think that the Puerto Rican Studies Department
has
been influential in bringing about changes in the college?

Influence in Change
Response Category

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students

Yes
No
No Response

18

16

7

-

25

5

more salient in course offerings in the college at large;
in the provision of knowledge to students and in extra-

curricular activities.

The students in their responses

indicated that changes have taken place in the provision
of knowledge to students; in course offerings in the

college at large; and in faculty selection and student
recruitment.

Table

1?

presents these data.

In order to determine whether changes were favorable
or unfavorable, a number of response categories were

offered.

More than half of the faculty responded.

Of

these, the large majority felt the changes were favorable.

Students agreed with faculty in about the same proportion.

Table

18

presents these data.

Two additional questions raised:

one to determine

the amount of support the department might receive if that
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TABLE

18

EFFECT OF CHANGES ON COLLEGE; FACULTY
STUDENTS, CITY COLLEGE
With reference to your selection in the
previous
how do you consider that the changes have been? question
Effect of Changes
Response Category

Favorable

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students
23

1

6

Unfavorable

-

Not yet Seen

5

2

22

3

No Response

were needed, and the other to determine what the faculty and
students felt would happen to Puerto Rican Studies in the
next five years.
To the first question, the overwhelming majority of

faculty, administrators and students indicated that they

would support the continuation of Puerto Rican Studies.
Those faculty who responded with a "no" answer, indicated
that they were not in favor of individual ethnic studies

departments, but favored a single department where all

groups could be consolidated.

Table 19 presents these

data
In answer to the latter question regarding the future
of Puerto Rican Studies, half of the faculty who responded
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TABLE

19

SUPPORT TO DEPARTMENTS FACULTY
STUDENTS, CITY COLLEGE
;

Faculty-If the continuation of Puerto Rican
Studies were an issue
on campus through the senate, councils
or other decision
in mec ian;Lsin
;» would you vote in favor of maintaining
b
-Ltt If not,
^
it?
why?

^

Students-If the continuation of Puerto Rican Studies
were an issue
on campus, would you be in favor of maintaining
strengthening it? If you were, explain reasons; and
if not
ln favor explain reasons
,

Support to Departments
Response Categories
Yes

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students
37

No
No Response

17

4

1

9

3

felt that Puerto Rican Studies would develop as an alter-

native to traditional disciplines, while slightly less than

hulf felt it would be absorbed into the traditional disciplines.

Several of the students commented that if Puerto

Rican Studies continued on its present course, it would

barely survive or be coopted.

Table 20 presents these

data
In summary, although the empirical evidence is scanty,
it appears that the majority of faculty and administrators

at City College are familiar with the department and feel
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TABLE 20

FUTURE OF PUERTO RICAN STUDIESFACULTY, STUDENTS, CITY COLLEGE

Which of the following do you think will
happen to Puerto
Rican Studies in the next five years?
Future of Studies
Response Ca.tegory

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students

Disappear
1

Remain the same.
Will be absorbed in traditional
disciplines

Will develop as an alternative
to traditional disciplines.

Other (asked only of students). 21
No Response.

12

2

2

2

15

1

-

4
1

20

2

IF importance of studies in this area is not ascertained, it will follow the extinct road of the original
dinosaur UES department.
it is operating adequately; and while they are concerned

about the department’s standards, politics and ideology,

they are willing to support and strengthen it.

Students

overwhelmingly appear willing to support the department;

although some are concerned that if the department continues
operating in its present manner, it may be coopted by the
traditional nature of the institution and thus fail to

continue offering those services which grew from its
original philosophy.
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P erceptions of Faculty. Administrators
and
Rica n Students at Herbert H. Lehman Coll Puer to
<7^

The same type of questionnaire administered
at CCNY
was also used at Lehman.

As in the previous section, the

responses were tabulated and are presented in the
tables

which follow.

TABLE

21

FAMILIARITY WITH DEPARTMENT; FACULTY,
STUDENTS, LEHMAN COLLEGE
Are you familiar with the present Department of Puerto Rican
Studies at the Lehman College?

Familiarity with Departments
Response Category

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students

Yes

19

5

No

13

2

3

1

No Response

As shown in Table 21 above, more than half of the

faculty indicated that they were familiar with the department.

More than half of the students also said that they

were familiar with it.

Table 22 shows that more than three-quarters of the

faculty felt that there were differences between Puerto

Rican Studies and other departments.

About three-quarters

of the students also felt that there were differences.
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TABLE 22

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS*
FACULTY STUDENTS LEHMAN COLLEGE
,

,

Do you feel the present Department
of Puerto Rican Studies
differs from other departments?
(i •e., in organization,
academic standing, student-faculty
interrelationships, etc.)

Differences Between Departments
Response Category
Differences Felt (yes)

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students
21

5

Differences felt (no)

6

2

No Response

8

1

As shown by Table 23, the majority of the faculty felt
that the difference was in the fact that there were closer

relations between students and faculty in the new department.

A minority of the faculty felt that the department

had relatively low standards.

In the case of students,

Table 24 shows that the majority of them felt that the

difference was in the students’ relations with faculty.
One student felt that the mere presence of the department
in the college gave importance to the Puerto Rican commu-

nity

.

Table 25 shows that a majority of faculty pointed to

assistance in the academic, emotional and social areas.
Students pointed to the emotional and the academic areas.

There were two faculty members who felt that the department
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TABLE 23

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO DIFFERENCES*
FACULTY, LEHMAN COLLEGE
In what way do you feel the Puerto
Rican Studies Department
differs from other departments?

Summary of Responses
to Differences

Highly politicized.

Frequency of Responses
Faculty

^

Lower standards.

2

Closer relationship between
f acuity- student s social functions.

6

Seeks and draws students from
specific group.

2

For what can be seen,
student participation in governance
is very high in department.

3

Concerned with self-image of students
rather than with knowledge

4

If the assumption that bilingualism
is either a virtue or a necessity.
It offers no courses of interest
to other fields or departments.

1

Unable to comment.

2
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TABLE 24

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO DIFFERENCES;
STUDENTS, LEHMAN COLLEGE
* n "hat way do you f eel the Puerto
Rican Studies Department
ers from other departments?

Summary of Responses
to Differences

Frequency of Responses
Students

Student relationships with faculty

4

Its mere presence gives an
importance to Puerto Rican Community

1

should make students feel part of the entire institution and
snould coordinate the intellectual and vocational objectives
of Puerto Rican Studies with other departments.

TABLE 25

ASSISTANCE OFFERED BY DEPARTMENTS TO STUDENT
ADJUSTMENT; FACULTY, STUDENTS, CITY COLLEGE
What functions, in terms of student adjustment to the
college, do you think the department can play?

Type of Assistance
Response Category

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students

Academic

26

7

Social

19

4

Professional

16

5

Emotional

21

8

Other

2

-

No Response

5

-
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As shown by Table 26, a majority of
the faculty

respondents thought that the department was
serving
minority group interests and was creating a
socio-political

consciousness in students.

Students, in the majority, felt

that the department was helping students to
develop a better

self-concept; was helping provide more professionals
to the

Puerto Rican community, and was widening the academic
scope
of the college.

About one-third of the faculty did not respond to the

question on which Table 27 was based.

Of those who

responded, more than half thought that there had been no

influence toward change.

The majority of the students

thought that the department had been influential in

bringing about changes.
Tcible 28

indicates that faculty believe changes have

been more salient in course offerings in the college at
large and in the provision of knowledge to students.

The

students in their responses indicate that changes have been

equally important in course offerings in the college at
large; in community development; in extra-curricular

activities; and in student recruitment.

Table 29 shows that more than half of the faculty

considered that the changes which have taken place were
favorable.

With one exception, students considered that

the changes were favorable.
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TABLE 26
SERVICES OFFERED BY DEPARTMENT OF
PUERTO RICAN
STUDIES FACULTY STUDENTS LEHMAN
COLLEGE
;

,

,

Which of the following functions do
you
the services offered by the Department feel best represents
of Puerto Rican
Studies at the present time?
Services Offered
Response Category

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students

Serving minority group interest.
Providing training for specific
needs in the prof essional fields
Widening the academic scope
of the college.

2p

6

7

3

•

Lowering racial and ethnic
tensions in the college.
Creating a socio-political
consciousness

4

1

16

3

23

3

Helping students develop
better self-concept.

3

6

Helping the Puerto Rican community
to get more professionals.
Other

-

—

No Response.

3

-

5

TABLE 27

RESPONSES TO INFLUENCE REGARDING CHANGES;
FACULTY STUDENTS LEHMAN COLLEGE
,

Influence in Change
Response Category

Frequency of Responses
Students
Faculty

Yes

1

1

6

No

1

4

2

No Response

10

-
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TABLE 29

EFFECT OF CHANGES ON COLLEGE; FACULTY
STUDENTS, LEHMAN COLLEGE
With reference to your selection in the
previous question
how do you consider that the changes have
been?

Effect of Changes
Response Category

Favorable

Unfavorable
Not yet Seen

No Response

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students
10

7

9

1

—

16

-

More than half of the faculty who responded to the

question for Table 30 indicated that they would vote to

maintain and strengthen Puerto Rican Studies.

The majority

of the students indicated that they would give their

support

Table 31 shows that half of the faculty felt Puerto

Rican Studies would remain the same, while slightly less
than half thought they would be absorbed into traditional

disciplines.

Students were divided in their feelings.

Approximately the same number felt that it either would
remain the same, be absorbed into traditional disciplines,
or develop as an alternative to a traditional discipline.
In summary, it is difficult, given the scanty empirical
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TABLE 30

SUPPORT TO DEPARTMENTS; FACULTY,
STUDENTS LEHMAN COLLEGE
,

If the continuation of Puerto Rican
Studies were an issue
on campus again, through the senate,
councils, or other
decision making mechanism, would you vote in
favor of
maintaining and strengthening it?

Support to Departments
Response Category

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students

Yes

19

No

12

No Response

4

TABLE

7
1

-

31

FUTURE OF PUERTO RICAN STUDIES; FACULTY,
STUDENTS LEHMAN COLLEGE
,

Which of the following do you think will happen to Puerto
Rican Studies in the next five years?
Future of Studies
Response Category
Disappear.

Frequency of Responses
Faculty
Students

3

-

Remain the same.

15

2

Will be absorbed in traditional
disciplines

12

2

1

3

Will develop as an alternative
to traditional disciplines.
Other.

-

No Response.

4

1

-
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evidence shorn here, to have a clear
feeling as to what
will happen at Lehman College. This
in itself is somewhat
negative because in order to become a
permanent fixture,
the departments need strong support
from all their con-

stituents
l ^.y ce P ti o^ s
>

°f

Puerto Rican Community Lead ers*

To determine the support and the degree of
commitment,

which the two departments of Puerto Rican Studies may
receive from influential leaders in the Puerto Rican
community, a questionnaire was administered to them in the

Spring of 197^.

The instrument was similar to those

administered to the faculty and the Puerto Rican students
at City College and at Lehman College.

Again, it was assumed that the degree of familiarity

with the departments indicated by the community leaders

would be an index of the amount of support they would offer
the departments in case of crisis.
of familiarity,

To ascertain this degree

they were simply asked to indicate whether

or not they were familiar with the two departments of Puerto

Rican Studies.

Less than half indicated that they knew

both departments.

One-third indicated that they were

familiar only with the department of Puerto Rican Studies
at City College.

Table 32 presents these data.

Definition of "leaders" appears on pages

1

6

and 17*
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TABLE 32

FAMILIARITY WITH DEPARTMENTS, PUERTO RICAN
COMMUNITY LEADERS
Are you familiar with the present departments
of Puerto
Rican Studies at:
The City College
Yes
No
The Herbert H. Lehman College
Yes
No

Familiarity with Departments
Response Category

Frequency of Responses
CCNY
Lehman

Y‘es

6

No

8

Both

1

10

The leaders were

a.sk.ed

10

how they thought the departments

could help the community while staying within the framework
of the college's needs.

More than half of the leaders who

responded to this question said that the department could

accomplish its goals by making the courses as professional
as possible; by developing top level faculty; and by doing
researcli on the Puerto Ricans in New York City.

One

respondent indicated that the department should make the

community aware of the low standard of education their
children were receiving.

A summary of the responses

appears in Table 33*
In general,

the leaders seem more concerned with the

academic agenda than with social objectives.

Because it is important for the departments to know
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TABLE 33
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO ACCOMPLISHMENT OF
EDUCATIONAL AND COMMUNITY NEEDS,
PUERTO RICAN COMMUNITY LEADERS*

Now that the departments have been established,
how
think they can help in accomplishing the educational,do you
S C
1
and Political needs of the community and the
mission
S tf
of
the college?
’

Accomplishment of Educational Needs
Summary of Responses

Frequency of Responses

Making sure courses offered are as
professional as possible.
Provide a strong academic program.
Develop top level faculty.

7

Do research on Puerto Ricans in
New York City.

3

Provide trained, dedicated leadership
for the community.
Involve students in community life
and issues.
Reinforce self-image of Puerto Ricans.

5

Help community understand the lowstandard education their children
are receiving.

1

Present true image of Puerto Rican
community and prepare students
for different careers.

2

what role leaders feel the departments can play in the

adjustment of students to college, they were asked to
indicate their feelings.

Most of the leaders felt that
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assistance should be provided in the academic,
cultural and
social areas.
One leader felt that the department's
role
xs not to adjust students to college.

Table 34 presents

these data.

TABLE 34

ASSISTANCE OFFERED BY DEPARTMENTS IN STUDENT
ADJUSTMENT, PUERTO RICAN COMMUNITY LEADERS
What functions, in terms of student adjustment to the
College, do you feel the departments can play?

Assistance Offered by Departments
Response Category

Frequency of Responses

Academic

20

Social

17

Political

1

Cultural

21

Emotional

17

4

Other, please explain

1

No Response

1

As a corollary to the previous question, an attempt

was made to determine which services offered by the

departments were perceived as the most significant.

In

reference to CCNY, the majority felt that the most
significant services the department was providing were:

helping to widen the academic scope of the college;
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helping students to develop a better
self-image; and
creating a socio-political consciousness

in students.

In regard to the department at Lehman
College, the

majority of the leaders felt that the most
significant
services were: helping the Puerto Rican
community to get
mere professionals; widening the academic scope
of the
college; and helping students to develop a better

self-

concept.

Table 35 presents these data.

The next question was raised in order to estimate the

which might be expected from the leaders.

They

were asked whether or not they favored maintaining Puerto

Rican Studies.

All the leaders, except one, indicated they

would support the department of Puerto Rican Studies.

The

exception indicated that in order to support the department,
the issues would have to be clarified first.

Table 36

presents these data.
The final question raised was for the purpose of

ascertaining what leaders felt the future of Puerto Rican
Studies would be.

Slightly less than half of the leaders

indicated that Puerto Rican Studies would develop as an

alternative to traditional disciplines; one leader felt
they would disappear; two leaders indicated "other," but
they did not offer an explanation for their choice.
37 presents the data for this question.

Table
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TABLE 35

FUNCTIONS BEST REPRESENT SERVICES OFFERED
BY
DEPARTMENT OF PUERTO RICAN STUDIES,
PUERTO RICAN COMMUNITY LEADERS

Which of the following functions do you believe
best represents the services that. are offered by the
department
s
of Puerto Rican Studie s?
Functions best Represent Services
Response Category

Frequency of Responses
CCNY
Lehman

Serving minority group interest.

13

8

Widening the academic scope
of the colleges.

17

9

9

6

Lowering social and ethnic
tensions in the Colleges.
Creating a socio-political
consciousness of the students.

1

7

Helping students to develop
a better self-concept.

17

9

Helping the Puerto Rican community
to get more professionals.

13

10

No Response.

k

1

In general, community leaders indicated that they were

familiar with the two departments of Puerto Rican Studies.
They have positive feelings towards what is happening and
indicate that they would like to see Puerto Rican Studies
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TABLE 36

SUPPORT DEPARTMENTS MAY RECEIVE,
PUERTO RICAN COMMUNITY LEADERS
If the continuation of Puerto Rican Studies were
an issue
on campus would you be in favor of maintaining
and
strengthening them?
Yes
No
,

If you were not in favor, please explain the reasons.

Support to Departments
Response Category

Frequency of Responses

Yes

23

No

1

No Response

-

become a serious academic endeavor.

If this trend con-

tinues, the departments hopefully may count on support from
the Puerto Rican community leaders.

An important additional

finding is that the leaders feel the departments should

move into career and professional areas.
In summary, the perceptions of faculty at both colleges

indicate that there are some faculty members who look at
the departments of Puerto Rican Studies with suspicion

because they feel that the academic standards in the

departments are low; other faculty members have the
impression that the departments of Puerto Rican Studies
are too ideological; and others, although suspicious, are
v/illing to give the departments an opportunity to develop.
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TABLE 37

FUTURE OF PUERTO RICAN STUDIES,
PUERTO RICAN COMMUNITY LEADERS

Which of the following do you believe will
happen to Puerto
Rican Studies in the next five years?
Future of Studies
Response Category

Frequency of Responses

Disappear.
1

Remain the same.

U

Could be absorbed into
traditional disciplines.

8

Will develop as an alternative
to traditional disciplines.

1

1

Other, please explain.

2

No Response.

-

At CCNY the faculty appear willing to continue to

support the existence of the department of Puerto Rican
Studies.

The same trend does not, however, appear to be

taking place at Lehman College.
Puerto Rican students in both colleges appear to be
well satisfied with the role of the departments in their

respective colleges.

Furthermore, they appear ready to

give them their support if the need should arise.

Community leaders indicate familiarity with the two
departments of Puerto Rican Studies at the two colleges.

They indicate that the departments should follow a more
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traditional academic process, while not
denying the need
for ideological input.
From the data, there is evidence
that they are ready to support the two
departments if it
were called for.
Student Evaluations of Program Effectiveness
The data which follow were not collected by the
author,
but are, nevertheless, reported here because they
provide

additional information on how well the two departments have

been meeting the needs of students.
In December,

1973» a questionnaire

was administered

by the Department of Puerto Rican Studies to 280 volunteer

undergraduate day students enrolled in the department at
City College in the fall semester of 1973 and 119 volunteer

undergraduate day students enrolled at the Department of
Puerto Rican Studies at Lehman College.

The purpose of

the questionnaire was to obtain information and suggestions

from students who were currently enrolled in Puerto Rican
Studies courses.

These data would facilitate evaluation

and further development and exploration of the program's

philosophy at the two departments.

Since three of the

questions included in the questionnaire seemed relevant to
this dissertation, the writer asked permission from the

Executive Committee of the Department of Puerto Rican
*

Copy of the questionnaire appears

m
.

Appendix A.
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Studies at CCNY and the chairman
of the Department at
Lehman to report these data.
One of the questions
(# 15 ) selected was intended to

determine how the students rated the
departmental course
sequences.
Students completed the following
statement:

"The sequence of courses included in the
Puerto Rican

Studies Program is," which was followed by four
options.

The number of respondents at City College was
280,

including 68 "No" responses.

The preferred option,

representing 47 percent of the respondents, was "That
the sequence of courses in Puerto Rican Studies was well

balanced and representative of the major areas dealing
with Puerto Rican society in Puerto Rico and in New York
City."

The complete distribution of responses at both

City College and Lehman College is presented in Table 38,
page 208.
The second question selected (#13) read as follows:
"Listed below are statements about the Puerto Rican Studies

Program.

Using the following code, indicate whether or

not you agree or disagree with each statement."

questions listed were divided into two sections:

The
one

section to be considered by all student respondents; the
other for Puerto Rican students only.

The data reported

here pertain to the "second part" (Puerto Rican students
only).

The number of respondents (Puerto Rican students)

208

TABLE 38

SEQUENCE OF COURSES IN DEPARTMENTS OF PUERTO
RICAN
STUDIES CITY COLLEGE AND LEHMAN COLLEGE
,

Question No. 15
The sequence of courses in the PRST Program is:
:

Sequence of Courses
Response Category
Well balanced and
representative of the areas
dealing with Puerto Rican
society in Puerto Rico and
New York City.

F requency of

CCNY Students

130

Responses

Lehman Students

47$

43

36$

37

13

19

16

8

3

5

4

Well balanced with regard
to these major areas, but
tends to be repititious in
its content.

29

10

20

17

No Responses.

68

?.h

32

27

8

3

-

-

Not well balanced in these
areas, it emphasizes too
much the Puerto Rican
society and not enough of
the community problems of
Puerto Ricans in New York
City

Not well balanced, it
emphasizes too much the
problems of Puerto Ricans
in New York City and not
enough of the history and
culture of Puerto Rican
society.

Combined Responses.
Total

280

100$

119

100$
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for Item

1

7 at City College was

1 ,

6.

Of the City College

respondents, 91 percent agreed with
the statement:
"Puerto Rican Studies has contributed
to strengthening my
national identity as a Puerto Rican
regardless of my race.
For Item 18 there were 130 respondents,
and 61 percent
of the City College students agreed
with the statement:
"Puerto Rican Studies has helped me establish
a close bond
with other Puerto Rican students at CCNY.
,

The complete distribution of student responses
for

both colleges appears in Table 39 and Table 40
TABLE 39

CONTRIBUTION OF PROGRAM TO PUERTO RICAN NATIONAL
IDENTITY, CITY COLLEGE AND LEHMAN COLLEGE
Question No.
Item No.

13:

17:

Listed below are statements about the
Puerto Rican Studies Program
Contributed to the strengthening of my
national identity as a Puerto Rican
regardless of my race.

Contribution to
National Identity

Frequency of Responses
CCNY Students

Lehman Students

Strongly Agree

68

39$

47

36$

?:

Agree

37

32

29

33

3.

Neutral

6

5

5

6

4.

Disagree

4

3

3

3

5*

Strongly Disagree

1

1

-

-

1

.

Total

1

1

100 $

84

100 $
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table 4o
E

ISHI ,EN T op
’

™puerto
PUER10 RICAN
rt'^m STUDENTS, bonds between
CITY COLLEGE
'

AND LEHMAN COLLEGE

Question No.

13

Listed below are statements
Puerto Rican Studies Program about the
Helped me establish a closer
other Puerto Rican students bond with
City College - Lehman Collegeat:

:

Item No. 18;

Contribution to Bonds
Response Category

Frequency of Responses
CCNY Students

1 •

2.
3*
4.

5»

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral.

Disagree
Strongly disagree

51

39$

20

35$

29

22

26

32

26

20

20

24

23

18

5

6

2

3

1

Total

Lehman Students

130

1

100$

83

100$

The third question selected (#18) reads as
follows:
"How strongly would you recommend your program
to

prospective student?"
College was 280.

a

The number of respondents at City

Less than

1

percent of the students

stated they would not recommend the program.

The complete

distribution of responses at both City College and Lehman
College is shown in Table

4l

,

page 211.

TABLE

4l

RECOMMENDATION OF PUERTO RICAN PROGRAM
TO
PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS, CITY COLLEGE
AND LEHMAN COLLEGE
Question No.

18:

How strongly would you recommend your
program to a prospective student?
Frequency of Responses

Recoinnienda cion of Program

Response Category
CCNY Students
I would recommend my
program with few or
no reservations.

1

10

Lehman Students

39$

50

42$

I would recommend my
program but with some
reservations

106

38

38

32

I would recommend my
program but with many
reservations

26

9

6

5

1

4

4

3

27

10

21

18

100$

119

100$

1 would not recommend
my program.

No Response.

Total

1

280
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The overall objective of this study was to
explore the
way xn which various pressures and circumstances
have

affected the establishment and development of Puerto
Rican
Studies at City University of New York.
More specifically, the aims of this study were to

delineate and analyze:
1 •

Major events leading to the inception and establishment
of departments of Puerto Rican Studies at the City
University of New York.

2.

The role of certain participants in the creation,
development and growth of the departments of Puerto
Rican Studies at the City College and at the Herbert H.
Lehman College.

3

Fundamental changes during the growth and development
of departments at the institutions mentioned above.

-

4.

The way in which the academic community, Puerto Rican
students, and Puerto Rican community view the development of the Departments of Puerto Rican Studies at
City College and at Herbert H. Lehman College.

This final chapter summarizes the data, makes tentative

conclusions, and suggests prospects for the future of Puerto

Rican Studies.
Summary

An examination of the factors and pressures

w hich
r

to the establishment of the departments of Puerto Rican

led
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Studies at CCNY and at Herbert
H. Letaan Colle e indicate
e
that while the two departments
had a different beginning,
in most aspects they are
similar in their programs and
curricula.
Curricula are based on interdisciplinary
and
cross-cultural approaches. These respond
to the needs of
students and are based on the premises
of the sociology of
knowledge
On further examination, it was shown
that the departments have had to conform to traditional
academic processes
order to be able to survive. However, the
programs in

m

Puerto Rican Studies go beyond this by providing
a multiplicity of services based on social work models,
bilingual-

bicultural programs, and, community service-related
experiences.

These components clearly help to connect the

students and the community in an effective and pragmatic

relationship
Beyond these endeavors, it was indicated that Puerto

Rican Studies is tied into other programs such as Latin

American Studies, the School of Education's elementary
bilingual programs, and the Program in Health, Medicine
and Society at CCNY

.

At Lehman College through the bilingual

program, Spanish-speaking students can now follow a two year

program of study in their vernacular.
Through an examination of some growth indices in the
two departments, it was found that the departments have had

214
a rapid rate of growth.

However, there are still many

obstacles to overcome before the
departments are fully
accepted within the institutions
in which they are located.
Finally, through data gathered from
questionnaires
it was found that students
and community
feel that the

departments are fulfilling their academic
goals and at
the same time meeting the educational
needs of the

community.

Some faculty, however, are still
suspicious

of the broader influence the departments
may have in the
colleges. They believe that the departments
lower the

academic standards of the colleges and are too
ideological

m

nature.

These feelings are stronger at Lehman College

than at CCNY.

Conclusions and Recommendat ions
The writer has briefly examined some of the factors
in the es tablishment and growth of the two departments.
It is appropriate now to look to the future.

In this

concluding section recommendations for the future development of these departments will be made.

•

The Need for Change

This study has shown that departments of Puerto Rican

Studies were instituted under pressure and duress and not
by the initiative of the institutions of higher education

where they are located.

Xndeed, they entered the
colleges

with values, goals and aspirations
that were in conflict
with the established values
and standards of the existing
institution
The fact that existing departments
had developed out
of a body of knowledge in
traditionally acceptable disciplines made the new entrants appear
many times as intruders
and as anti-intellectual.
This appearance created an
atmosphere of friction in the institutions,
although the

new departments were partially accepted by
some faculty
members
Students initially wanted a relevant and
pragmatic
education.

This required the departments to develop
new

approaches and innovative methods.
and newness tend to create conflict.

However, innovation
One of the examples

in this study deals with the area of program
development.

The salient problem in this area is related to the diffi-

culty which the institution has in allowing for experi-

mentation and for applying new ways of doing things in
college
When the departments proposed to offer new and dif1

erent courses with college credit, various forms of

controls were exerted upon them to conform with established
norms.

For example, all credit carrying courses had to be

approved through established committees which required that
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courses contain the "proper
form and substance."
This
indeed m eant conformity since
traditional standards were
applied to evaluate "proper
form and substance" in a
new,
non- traditional subject area.
From what has been said
here, it should not be construed
that Puerto Rican Studies
departments are unable to produce
acceptable syllabi nor
that the departments have been
unwilling
to do so.

In
fact, one of the findings which
is most relevant to this
study is the fact that all the courses
proposed by the

Departments of Puerto Rican Studies at
City College and at
Lehman College have been approved as
to form and content by
Committees of Faculty Councils at the two
colleges with
little difficulty.
The point here, however, is that having
to go through
the committee process to conform to
traditional "standards"

and practices may stifle creativity and innovation.

other hand, one could raise the question:

On the

Have the

departments tried to modify the institution through its
own process?

This has been tried, but in most cases

curriculum committees are composed overwhelmingly of
traditionally— minded faculty, so that the process is
tantamount to operating through a system of "gate-keepers."
Most of the time, they are not willing or able to allow

for change to take place.

Faced with these realities, the Departments of Puerto
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Rican Studies examined here
have had to accommodate
and
conform to these pressures in
order to develop and grow.
Yet, the inconsistencies and
roadblocks are most evident.

Puerto Rican Studies came into
CUNY and Lehman Colleges
to offer programs that would
be "relevant" to Puerto Rican
students and would help non-Puerto
Ricans to gain knowledge
and cross-cultural awareness.
Courses and experiences were
to be provided by Puerto Rican
themselves, who hopefully

would have some control over curriculum.

Yet having to

follow the prescribed "academic” criteria,
the departments
were formed as almost carbon copies of
other departments

m

the traditional disciplines.

Therefore, for the most

part, the two Puerto Rican Studies Departments
were found
to be heavily academically oriented, rather
than producers

and users of new knowledge.

They were stifled in bringing

into the tw o institutions a fresh way of doing things.
r

Their contribution, on the other hand, has been in bringing
ethnic diversity into the campus in general, and into the

academic process in particular; and at Lehman College,

providing for a course of studies in Spanish by which
those who are unable to speak English can continue their
formal education.
The conclusion reached here is that unless the

institutions are willing to allow the two departments of
Puerto Rican Studies to experiment and develop new
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approaches the two departments
will eventually turn into
traditional disciplines or disr
appear.

The hope and the expectation,
however, can still be
that progress will be made
once the distrust, which still
lingers, has subsided. Then,
perhaps, the departments will
be allowed to produce the kind
of program which will
be

stimulating to young people and
which can provide for more
of the non- traditional educational
approaches needed at
this time.

These statements, however, seem to be
contradictory

with the statements offered by students
who were asked to
answer the Puerto Rican Studies Departments'
questionnaires
in the fall of 1973 for they, in general,
indicated

satisfaction with the program of study offered
by the
two departments of Puerto Rican Studies.

They also seem somewhat contradictory with the
degree
of growth and development which has taken place
within the

departments.

But the writer is not questioning here the

apparent success of the programs.

He is addressing himself

to an objective analysis as to whether the departments
have

been able to bring about truly creative changes and instill

new knowledge into the institution.
Relationships to
Other Departments
The study has shown that there are competitive forces
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between the departments of
Puerto Rican Studies and
other
departments, especially those
with an immediate and direct
concern in the area of the
Caribbean and Latin America,
such as the department of History
and the department of
Romance Languages. This situation
is especially critical
because Puerto Rican Studies can
make a significant

contribution in the cultural as well
as from the linguistic
areas. The conclusion reached here
is that unless departments work together, competition could
become a destructive
force.
Puerto Rican Studies, being a new kind
of department,
will be affected negatively if the
duplication of courses
and competition for students increase.
However, if
allowances are made to permit Puerto Rican Studies
to
develop curricula in established areas, this will

no doubt

serve to mitigate the negative views of the
department to
be found among some faculty at City College.

At Lehman

College, it appears that the department has been developing

and becoming stable through its contribution to the

bilingual area, which, it should be noted, is outside the

traditional academic domains.

Coordination with
Community Colleges
Closely related to the area of curriculum development
and course offerings is the situation regarding the large

number of courses in Puerto Rican studies which are offered
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at the community colleges.

These sometimes are almost
equal
in number, if not in content,
to those required in the
major
in Puerto Rican Studies at the
two departments under
study.

There definitely is need to coordinate
the offerings of
these institutions with those at the
Senior Colleges so
that conflicts do not evolve and
students are not detrimentally affected.

Personnel Development
In the area of faculty recruitment and
development,

this study has shown that it must be carefully
considered

by the two departments of Puerto Rican Studies if
they are
to strengthen their options.

When the departments began,

faculty were selected quickly in order to satisfy pressing
demands.

Now departments must begin to evaluate what has

taken place and, through faculty development procedures,

begin to upgrade their faculty in terms of academic degrees.
It is well and good that the faculty have all kinds of

experiences and backgrounds, but what must specifically be

addressed are their particular needs and required skills.
Should they have a particular specialty in addition to the
usual academic qualifications, which allows them to work
well within a department of Puerto Rican Studies?

If this

is so, we may have to raise this question in faculty

recruitment
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Departments must consider very carefully
the matter of
waiver procedures and insist that
they be given some leeway
in order to recruit faculty who
otherwise may not meet
traditional appointment criteria. This
might be done on
the condition that such faculty
participate in a professional upgrading program. While this
may be perceived as
a form of conformity by some,

it acknowledges implicitly

the fact that Puerto Rican Studies faculty
must offer

broader services than faculty usually are expected
to give.
This is especially true since these faculty must

also serve

as role models for Puerto Rican students.

This makes

crucial the ability to seek waivers for people with
experience and/or with potential who do not meet the usual

degree requirements for appointment.
This study has shown that, at both departments

examined, several faculty have Deen granted waivers to

move them into professorial ranks at the lower levels.
The institutions should, however, continue to make all
e Tforts

to help such faculty in Puerto Rican Studies to

upgrade themselves.

Curriculum Development
It is obvious that there is great need to develop more

adequate curricula.

The Puerto Rican Studies programs

began on a very pragmatic basis by which high priority
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topics wore identified and given
immediate attention. Nov,
while certain areas probably
continue to be basic to the
urban reality of the Puerto Rican,
others, because the
political and social conditions may have
changed, will have
to be modified and the courses
should reflect these changes.
There is need to develop and structure
a curriculum
that is more concise and less repetitious.
These are
problems which always exist in curriculum
development.

The reinforcement of concepts should not be
so repetitious
that students turn off.

There is also need to structure a progra.m which
will

allow students the freedom to take courses in other
disciplines, allowing Puerto Rican students coming out of
the

department to have a strong basic foundation and at the
same time have a strong link with an existing discipline.

This means cross-listing courses.
The disciplines most closely related to Puerto Rican

Studies are Latin American Studies, Sociology, Anthropology

and other Social Sciences.

The contribution of Puerto Rican

Studies in these areas may help to reduce some of the

cultural biases which now exist in them.

Curriculum development and course offerings are closely
tied into materials and supportive equipment.

Originality

most of the courses in the discipline were taught through

lectures and discussions.

There now is need to look
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seriously into ways in which
bilin e ual/bicultural materials
and supportive curriculum can
be developed to break out
of
this traditional mold.
A materials and resources center
within each unit would allow for
such experimentation
and

adjustment; xt should be staffed by
faculty.
Fxnally, the area of community work
must be explored.
Here the questions should be: In
which areas can the

department be most effective?

What needs to be known at

the present txme to make a real
contribution?

are necessary to conduct adequate research?

What tools
What means can

best serve the needs of the students and
of the community?

The findings of such research can indeed be very
valuable
to increase and transmit knowledge.

Program Planning
In the developmental process of the Puerto Rican

Studies Departments to date, there seems to have been very

limited long range planning.

This study indicated that most

of the work has been geared towards meeting immediate needs
in social, cultural and political areas.

To some, this

appears as very parochial and short-sighted.

For,

they say,

what can the departments do after students have developed a

cultural conscience and self-actualization, but have not

developed skills and knowledge whereby they can move into
a

career which will equip them to go back to their
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communities with the needed skills?
is

The conclusion here

clean

long range plans must take into
consideration
the development of career ladder
programs consistent with
the needs of Puerto Rican and
Hispanic students and their
community.
Some of the areas which seem
appropriate
are

allied health areas, social work areas,
urban planning and
research. The danger here is that when,
as the study points
out, new areas of study develop, conflicts
with the academic
bureaucracy usually evolve. As new ways of doing
things

arise, new foci and new methodologies are
needed, which
tne institution promptly begins to control leading
to the

development of conflicts of interest.

Many other conclusions could be reached in this area
especially if one were to look at it from the point of view
of changes in higher education or of innovations in higher

education.

Those areas are left for other researchers to

ponder
Budgetary and
Space Considerations
The next area which must be considered is the financial
or budgetary support of the departments.

If conditions

remain as they are, the conclusion is that programs will
be detrimentally affected at both colleges, especially in

light of increasing enrollments.

There will be need for

additional faculty lines; and if these are not provided in
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a satisfactory way,

enrollment will have to be held
back.

There is, however, a danger inherent
here; that the department may continue to grow, not for
educational purposes,
but for power and survival. This
can be a possibility at
both departments of Puerto Rican Studies
especially because
of the competition with, other related
disciplines.
The

conclusions regarding budgetary matters pertain
also to
physical space. There is need for additional
classroom
space to provide innovation and flexibility in
programming,

which is now lacking, at least at CCNY.

Administrative Support
In general, the most important conclusion to be

reached concerns the commitment of the institution to the

new discipline.

Should the administration fail to support

these programs, the chances of their long range survival
are slim.

From the evidence presented in this study regarding
the departments*

success, measured by traditional standards

of evaluation; i.e., course enrollment,

student credits,

number and variety of courses available to students, number
of sections offered per semester, and faculty development,
the department of Puerto Rican Studies at CCNY may be

considered a very useful department.

The difficulties

which the department has encountered have not been those
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of satisfying the Puerto Rican
students' academic
but rather those of conforming
to the traditional
world.
The same has been found to be true
in the
the Puerto Rican Studies Department
at Herbert H.

needs

academic
case of

Lehman

College
One point of solace for those who are
involved

.in

this struggle for access, survival and
acceptance, seems
to come out of a statement by Arthur
Herzog, who humorously

points out:

Within the established groups there may
indeed be great disorder, savage infighting,
confusion about objectives, loss of nerve,
and failure of purpose--indeed, the same
weaknesses and difficulties the established
groups accuse the others of and use as a
justification for staying on top. The
problems of the establi sliment are never
admitted because to do so would undermine the
establishment groups' claim to superiority.
This energy used to maintain appearances,
conceal flaws, and deflate the claims of
others heats up the rhetoric. The alternative, opening up and letting in the others,
is unacceptable because it would mean change.
"Social institutions will change
only at the speed required to protect them
from attack slowly or fast to the degree
required, but usually slowly. They will put
off change as long as possible. Even
pretending to change is preferable to change.
Left to their own devices they would never
change at all.
Change, in any case, is hard,
and difficulty makes people impatient."
Change, in other words, is the last
thing institutions want, no matter how much
they say they want it.
The number of reasons
why change is unattractive is almost
infinite, but two deserve special mention.
The first is that many groups seek a monopoly
on what they do as a strictly economic matter.
This is rarely, if ever, admitted.
In other
.

.

.

—
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‘
-jr
^x^uiu S ,dnces. iiven then, it won't
change as much as it says it is
changing

1

.

Prospects for the Future
The writer has examined a whol e range
of factors and
circumstances in two of three departments of
Puertoo Rican
Studies at the City University of New York.
It has become

evident that these disciplines will require deep
thought

and serious commitment in order to develop and
grow.
The department of Puerto Rican Studies is inter-

disciplinary.

This requires that it develop positive

relationships with other departments at the colleges.

A

search for interrelationships with other departments must
be continually enlarged in an ongoing process.

The existence of the department is directly related to
fche

fact that students have demanded more relevant education

by which they can interlock learning with community
endeavors and concerns.

Therefore, neither the department

nor the discipline can exist by themselves apart from the
1

Arthur Herzog, The B.S. Factor: The Theory and
Technique of Faking Tt in America ( Baltimore Maryland
Penguin Books, IncT
p* 1*69
1973 )
,

,

>

•
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realities of those who gave them
life.
develop a body of knowledge so

if it wore to

as to be able to exist by

itself, its existence would
be very precarious without
support from students and community.
In attempting to offer guidelines
for future directions, it is important to recognize
that Ethnic Studies
can make a sound contribution to
higher education in at
least three crucial ways:
(l) by crossing traditional

disciplines they may enable people to
understand how to
deal with complex problems through an
interdisciplinary
approach;

(2)

through the promotion of cross-cultural

perspectives they allow for understanding and
cooperation
among diverse cultural groups, thereby developing
indi-

viduals who can respond to a wide variety of situations
from several cultural perspectives; and
(3) by continuously

making academic institutions more responsive to the needs
of society, by actually providing more realistic programs

and services reflecting the needs of students and community
The writer hopes that the brief list of suggestions he
has offered may serve as the basis for further research and

reflection in this emerging area of studies.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRES AND LETTER
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Dear
I am at the present time writing
a doctoral dissertation for the School of Education at
the University of
S
Th * *°Pic of the
is "S
rowth aand Development of Puerto Rican dissertation
Giowth
Studies at CUNY.

Vn

1 understand that you were aware
of
tnoV
took place at the City University during the events which
the Spring
1969
which led to the development of Puerto
Rican Studies, and’
that you may have played some role in this
One of the things I am trying to do is to development.
find out the
Which the community has had to these studies.
To that effect I am asking you to help me
gather vital
information which I need for the dissertation by
filling
out the questionnaire I have developed and
which I am
enclosing.
Please answer as many questions as you can.
I wish to assure you that your answers will be
kept in the
most strict confidence.
It will take you less than an hour
to complete the questionnaire I have prepared.
I trust
that the information provided will contribute to an
objective appraisal of Puerto Rican Studies.

Should you have any questions please contact me at my
office 621-2563/4 or at home (201 ) 265 - 4967
If you decide
to contact me at home in the evening, please feel free to
call collect.
.

I would appreciate it very much if you could return
the filled out ques tiormaire no later than May 5, 1974.
For your convenience I am enclosing a self-addressed stamped
envelope so that you can return the questionnaire to me.

Indeed, I appreciate the time you will be giving mo in
fulfilling my research commitment to this area of studies.

Sincerely yours,

Professor F. Aquino-Bermudez
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THE CITY COLLEGE

Department of Puerto Rican Studies

Course No. & Section

V 1>V2,

The Puerto Rican Studies Program
is
interested in obtaining relevant
information
and suggestions from students currently
enrolled in Puerto Rican Studies Courses.
If provided candidly, and used
appropriated,
this ini ormation should help improve
the
program

1.

1/5, l/o

Age (circle)
a.
d.

Under 18

b.

18-21

26-29

e.

Over 30

c

.

22-25

T7F
2.

Sex (circle)
a.

Male

b.

Female
1/8

3*

^4.

Year of Study (circle)
a.

Freshman

b.

Sophomore

c.

Junior

d.

Senior

b.

Evening

W

Session (circle)
a.

Day

1/3

l/lO

Origin of Mother (circle)

A.

a.

Puerto Rican

b.

Other Hispanic national
( specify)

c.

Not Puerto Rican or other
Hispanic national

777

Origin of Father (circle)

B.

a.

Puerto Rican

b.

Other Hispanic national
( specify)

c.

Not Puerto Rican or other
Hispanic national
1/12

My place of birth (circle)
a.

Puerto Rico

c.

Other (specify)

b. U.S.A.

1/13
I have been living in the U.S.A. for:

(circle)

a.

Less than one year

b.

1-5 years

c.

6-10 years

d.

Over 10 years
7/“P7

My current contact with Puerto Rico can
best be described by the following:
(circle
a.

I go there frequently, at least
once per year.

b.

I

c.

I

have visited Puerto Rico only
once or twice in my life.
have never visited Puerto Rico.

We are interested in learning
the language
6 *** proficien
°y of the students
enrolled
courses in the Puerto Rican
p
Studies Program.
For each language ploase
check your level of pr^T?ienc>:
in each
dimension listed:

9.

A.

Speak

B.

Understand
A

Language

.

SPEAK

Fluently Partially Slightly
*

Not
At All

Spanish

English

1/1 6

Other

TJvf
T/
B.

Language

Fully

1

UNDERSTAND

Partially Slightlyy

Not
At All

Spanish

English

1

Other

1/20

? 19

1/21
C.

READ

Com-

Language

Not
prehend Partially Slightly
At
A11
Totally

Spanish

English

1/22

Other

l/23

l/25

A. Are you a

major in the Puerto Rican
Studies Program? (circle)

a.
B.

Yes

b.

No

If no, what is your major?
(circle)
a.

Education

b.

Psychology

c.

Sociology

d.

Other (specify)

What is the main reason you registered
in a course in the Puerto Rican Studies
Program (circle)
a.

Puerto Rican Studies is my major.

b.

Just for the credit.

c.

I expect to work in a Puerto

Rican
community, and it will help me
professionally

d.

The course fits into my schedule.

e.

I am

f.

I am an

g.

Other (specify)

interested in learning about
ethnic groups other than my own.
education major.
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Please circle all the courses
you have
tahen in the Puerto Rican Studies
Program
including the present course.
a.

1

.

1

-

Puerto Rican Heritage:
Pre-Columbian to 1898

b.

1

.

?

-

Puerto Rican Heritage:
1898 to present

"

1/28

~
c

.

7

-

Survey of the Social Sciences

d.

12

-

The Community

e

13

-

The Child

1

-

Literature in English

.

f

1

-

Research Seminar

h.

18.1 & 18.2 — The Plastic Arts

i

19

-

Folklore

1/29

”l/30

_
1/31

~ 1/32
"

1/33
1/34
1/35
'

•

20

-

Literature of Protest

k.

22

-

Majoi’ Urban Problems

1.

25

-

Vernacular Language

m

34

-

Bilingual Field Work

n.

35

-

Short Story

o

.

46

-

Contemporary Family

P«

48

-

Political & Economic
Development

q»

49

-

Administration of Justice

r

.

6

-

Impact of Colonialism

s

.

101

—

Techniques & Materials

t

.

110

Culture & Health

u

.

199

Creative Research

V

.

202

Research Workshop

j

1736
1/37

“1738“
1/39

1/40
1/4

l/42

1743

"7744
1/45
1/4 6

1/47
1

/ 48

1/49
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Listed below are statements about
the
Puerto Rican Studies Program. Using
the following code, indicate whether
or not you agree or disagree with
each
statement
1

.

2.
3«
4.
5»

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

The Puerto Rican Studies Program has
1 .

Helped me understand the history of
society in Puerto Rico.
T/51

2.

Helped me understand the culture of
society in Puerto Rico.
1/52

3.

Helped me understand the politics of
society in Puerto Rico.
1753

4.

Helped me understand the history of
the migration to the TJ.S.A.
1/54

5

.

Helped me understand the culture of
Puerto Ricans in N.Y.C.
l/55

6

.

Helped me understand the politics of
Puerto Ricans in N.Y.C.
1/56

7

•

Helped me understand the needs
(economic, educational, political)
of Puerto Ricans in N.Y.C.
l/57

8

.

Helped me understand the ethnic
complexity of N.Y.C.
1/58

9.

Given me more positive attitudes
towards Puerto Ricans in N.Y.C.
T/59

10.

Provided me with the motivation to
study on my own; the problems
faced
by Puerto Ricans in N.Y.C.
7/60

12.
1

I

.

Provided me with information about
other fields of specialization.

13.

7/67

Helped prepare me to undertake
graduate studies in a variety of
14.
disciplines and professions.
7/62

Improved my language skills in both
Spanish and English.
7/63

Helped me develop a comparative
approach to historical and social
problems

7767
15*

Helped me become involved in Puerto
Rican Community affairs.
1/65

l6.

Helped me become involved in
community affairs in non-Puerto Rican
c ommuni ties.

For Puerto Ricans Only
17«

18.

Contributed to the strengthening of
my national identity as a Puerto Rican
regardless of my race.
Helped me establish a closer bond with
other Puerto Rican students at the
CJ ty College

1/66

w
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The Library facilities
provided
College contain the books and
materials
I need for my courses in
the Puerto
Kxcan Studies Program#
A.

B.

In Spanish (circle)
a.

Yes

c.

Have not needed any

b.

No

T/69

In English (circle)
a.

Yes

c.

Have not needed any

b.

No

l/70
15.

The sequence of courses included in the
Puerto Rican Studies Program is:
(circle)
a.

Veil balanced and representative of
the major areas dealing with Puerto

Kican society in Puerto Rico and in
New York City.
b. Not well balanced in those areas,

it

emphasizes too much the Puerto Rican
society and not enough of the

community problems of Puerto Ricans
in New York City.
c.

Not well balanced, it emphasizes too
much the problems of Puerto Ricans in

New York City and not enough of the
history and culture of Puerto Rican
society
d.

Well balanced with regard to those
major areas - but tends to be

repetitious in its content.
l/71

Lxsted below are aspects of
and responsibility. Please
i eel about these
aspects in
faculty of the Puerto Rican
Program

faculty role
rate bow you
terms of the
Studies

2.

Xt sh ould exist but doesn't at
all.
It should exist and does to
some

3.

It should exist and does to a
great

1*

2/2, 2/3

27 -^ 2 / 5,276

extent

extent
There is no need for it, but it does
exist
5» There is no need for it, and it
doesn't exist.
4.

A-SR e ct of

Faculty Role and Responsibi 1 j t
.

Interest and Concern for Students
^

•

Interest in student
process

'

s

academic

W
2.

Interest in student's career
planning.

2j8~
3*

Personal concern for students as
individuals

4.

Availability for individual conference

W
J/w

5*

Knowledge of college related
activities outside the classroom.
2 7TT

Quality of Teaching
6.

Openness of student
suggestions

'

s

ideas and
2 / 12

7.

Enthusiasm for teaching.
'2/T3

_ 8. Knowledge of subject matter.

2/
9.

U

Knowledge of current innovations
and
research in field.
27T5

10.

Ability to communicate subject
matter
to the students.
2776

11.

Fairness in grading.
2/

12.

1

Ability to serve as a model of a
good
teacher
2778

13*

Ability to encourage independent
student learning.
2/19

14.

Knowledge of current conditions of
Puerto Ricans in N.Y.C.
2/20

Faculty Personality Characteristics
15*

Vitality
2/21

l6.

Social awareness
2/22

17*

Intellectual curiosity
2723

2k2
17.

Cir-eie the option which
best describes
y ur current plans about graduate

school,

a.

(circle)

I intend to go to graduate
school

and specialize in the area
(specify)
b.

I intend to go to graduate
school,

but I am not sure of the area.
c.

I am not sure whether or not
I will

go to graduate school.
d.

I do not

intend to go to graduate

school
2/ 2 k
18.

How strongly would you recommend your
program to a prospective student/
(circle

a.

I

would recommend my program with few

or no reservations.
b.

I

would recommend my program but with

some reservations.
c.

I would recommend my program but with

many reservations.
d.

I

would not recommend my program.
2/25

19

.

In the past, the desire
for "relevance"
has been expressed in
students'
assessHients of educational
programs.
r y in S
select
aspects of
Pn r
1C n Studies Program
°
which
w l d b ^ relevant
^
" what definition
woutd
would you be using for "relevant"?
+-

,

20.

Using the above definition, what would
you consider relevant to include in a
Puerto Rican Studies Program?

2kk

THE CITY COLLEGE

Faculty and Administrative
Questionnaire

NAME (OPTIONAL)

COLLEGE: Where employed?

ACADEMIC RANK

(

CCNY

)

Professor
(

With tenure
Without tenure

ACADEMIC DEGREES

(

)

Lehman

Associate
Professor

|

Other

)

Assistant
Professor

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

BA

(

)

BS

(

)

(

)

PHD

(

)

EDD

(

)

Chairperson

(

)

Dean

(

)

Other, specify

CONFERING INSTITUTION
OF HIGHEST DEGREE

ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION

(

MA

24 5

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN:

Research Experience
)

(

(

)

(

)

Teaching Experience

(

)

(

)

ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION

1-4

15-19

(

)

5-9

(

)

Over

(

)

5-9

(

)

Over

(

)

ASIAN

1-4

15-19

PR

(

)

CAUCASIAN

(

)

Other, specify

(

)

25-29

(

)

40-44

(

)

50 or Over

(

)

Male

AGE RANGE

SEX

(

)

30-34

(

)

45-49

)

Female

(

)

10-14

)

10-14

)

BLACK

)

35-39

2h 6

In the Spring of
1969, students at City
College created
unrest and uproars in their
demands that the college
respond
to the needs of the
Black and Puerto Rican
students and
their community.

1 .

understand that prior to the
establishment of the
Department of Urban and Ethnic
Studies, you
I

wore on

campus.

Were you directly involved in
any of the
activities?
)

(

y es

(

)

no

In which way were you involved in
those activities?

3.

(

)

actively

(

)

not at all

(

)

somewhat active

If you were involved, what role did you
play?
(

)

negotiator

(

)

spectator

(

)

demonstrator

(

)

conciliator

(

)

steering students into action

(

)

helping design action

(

)

supporting agreements

(

)

other, specity:
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4.

From the following options in
order of importance
regarding student unrest in the
Spring 1969, please
rank what you feel led the students
at CCNY

to take

the actions they took.
1

-

least important;

Please answer in degrees:
3 _

mos t important;

Circle your choice.

Educational

Lack of relevance in the curriculum

and materials, dissatisfaction with
1

-

2-3

colleges grades and practices
(standards) and so forth.

Political

Pressures on administration in order
to restructure the decision making

I-2-3

mechanisms, increase admissions of

non-vhites

,

more participation of

minority groups and so forth.
Social Cultural

:

Preventing feelings of alienation
and development of self-concept,

1

-

2-3

enrichment of cultural heritage,

more interaction of college with
the communities, breaking away from

oppression and so forth.
If you feel none of the options apply, please explain:

2^8

5

.

Did you see any differences
in ideology between the
participants' actions and activities
on the part of
students in the Spring 1969?
(

)

y es

(

)

no

If yes, please explain briefly
what role the following
groups played:

SDS

Ethnics

White

Black

Puerto Rican

6

.

Were you (before the incidents) in favor of the

establishment of the Department of Urban and Ethnic
Studies ?

(

)

yes

(

)

no

249
7

.

ere you (after the
incidents) in favor of
the creation
of the Department of
Urban and Ethnic Studies?
<

>

y es

(

)

no

If yes, what factors
made you be in favor?
political pressures
(
)
(

)

academic factors

(

)

socio-cultural factors

(

)

other reasons, explain:

If not, to what factors do
you attribute your position?

8

.

If you were in favor of the Urban
and Ethnic Department,
what functions did you feel the
department could fulfill
for the students in 1969?

250

Were you in favor of
disbanding the established
Urban
and Lthnx c Studies
Department into its components

9.

(Black, Puerto Rican, Asian,
etc.) in 1971?
(

)

y es

(

)

no

If you wore then in favor
of disbanding the Urban
Ethnic Studies Department, what
functions did you feel
the Department of Puerto Rican
Studies could play?
for students

10.

for community

for the college

1

1

.

Are you familiar with the present Department
of Puerto

Rican Studies at City College?
(

)

yes

(

)

no

Do you feel the present Department of Puerto Rican

Studies differs from other departments? (i.e., in

academic standing, student— faculty relations,
organizations, etc.)
(

)

yes

(

)

no

If yes, please explain in what respect:

Now that the department is
established, how do you
think the department can help
in accomplishing the
academic mission of the college?

What functions, in terms of student
adjustment to the
college, do you think the department
can play?
(

)

academic

(

)

social

(

)

professional

(

)

emotional

(

)

other,

specify:

252
15

.

Winch

ol

the following functions
do you feel best
represents the services
offered by the Department
of
Puerto Rican otuaies
of x
Siudi p q at
the present time?

(You may chose more than
one option)

serving minority group
interest

(

)

(

)

(

)

widening the academic scope of
the college

(

)

lowering racial and ethnic tensions
in the college

(

)

creating a socio-cultural consciousness

(

)

other, please explain:

providing training for specific
needs in the
professional fields (i.e., education)

253
1

6

Do you think that the
Puerto Rican Studies
Department
has been influential in
bringing about changes in
the

college ?
(

)

y es

(

)

no

If yes,

indicate the degree of influence
of Puerto
Rican Studies in the following
list:

Influencial
•in

Influential

Not
Influential
At All

course offerings in

the college at large

(

in the provision of
knowledge to students

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

in social research
in extra curricular
activities
in community development
in faculty selections
in degree requirements

in student recruitment
in teaching methods

in counseling programs
in policy making in terms
ol inputs of chairperson
in policy making in terms
of faculty of
Puerto Rican Studies

in library sciences

'
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17

With reference to your spIPf'Hnr,
y
selection

.

m
•

question

16,

how

do you consider that the
changes have been?
(

)

favorable

(

)

unfavorable

(

)

not yet seen

Would you recommend any changes
in the present
Department of Puerto Rican Studies?

18.

)

(

y es

(

)

no

If yes, what changes do you think
should be made?

Why do you feel these changes are necessary?

If changes in the department are needed, to which
body

would such changes go?
(

)

Senate

(

)

Councils

(

)

President

(

)

Other, please explain:
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19.

If the continuation of Puerto
Rican Studies were an
issue on campus through the
senate, councils or other

decision making mechanisms, would
you vote in favor
of maintaining and strengthening
it?
(

)

y es

If not

20.

,

(

)

no

why?

Which of the following do you think will happen to
Puerto Rican Studies in the next five years?

(

)

disapvpear

(

)

remain the same

(

)

will he absorbed in traditional disciplines

(

)

will develop as an alternative to traditional

disciplines
* * * * *
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COMMUNITY QUESTIONNAIRE

NAME (OPTIONAL)

ADDRESS

AGE RANGE
)

(

)

(

18-24

35-39

(

)

25-29

(

)

40-44

)

Female

(

)

50 or over

(

)

Male

(

)

less than High School

(

)

High School and Over

(

)

College:

SEX

(

(

)

30-34

(

)

45-49

(

)

MA

OCCUPATION

EDUCATION

(

)

BA

(

)

BS

(

)

PHD

(

)

EDD

CONFERING INSTITUTION
OF HIGHEST DEGREE

MARITAL STATUS

(

)

Single

(

)

(

)

(

)

2o and over

(

)

PUERTO RICAN

(

)

ASIAN

(

)

BLACK

(

)

CAUCASIAN

(

)

Other, specify

)

Married

0-4

(

)

5-9

15-19

(

)

20-25

(

(

Divorced

)

NUMBER OF CHILDREN
AGE OF CHILDREN

ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION

(

)

10-14
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I understand that
prior to the establishment
of the

1 •

Departments of Black and
Puerto Rican Studies you
were
aware that a struggle for
the creation of those
departments was going on in the
campus of the City University
Of New York during the
Spring 1969?
(

)

y es

(

)

no

To what degree were you
involved in the activities of
1969 ?

3

.

(

)

somewhat

(

)

other, please explain:

(

)

actively

If you were involved, what role did
you play?
(

(

(

(

)

negotiator

)

expectator

)

conciliator

)

(

)

helped design action

(

)

helped implement ideas

(

)

gave support to ideas

(

)

other, please explain:

demonstrator

258
4.

Prom the following options,
what factors do you
feel
led the students at the
City University of New
York
(specifically the City College
and the Herbert H.
Lehman
College) to take the actions
they took?
Please answer in degrees;
1

-

least important;

3

.

most itnportant;

Circle your choice.

Educational

:

1-2-3

Lack of relevance in the
curriculum
and materials, dissatisfaction
with

colleges grades and practices
(standards) and so forth.

Political

Pressures on administrative in order
to restructure the decision making

1

-

2-3

mechanisms, increase admissions of
non-whites, more participation of

minority groups and so forth.
Social

Cultural

Preventing feelings of alienation
and development of self-concept,

1-2-3

enrichment of cultural heritage,

recuperation of native language,
breaking away from oppression, and
so forth.

H

y ou feel none of the options apply, please explain:

259
5

Were you before the
incidents in favor of the
establishment of the department of
Puerto Rican Studies?
(
)
V es
no
(
)

.

If not, what did you feel
should be established?
Please explain:

6

.

Were you after the incidents
in favor of the creation
of the departments of Puerto
Rican Studies?
(

)

V es

(

)

no

If your answer is yes, what
factors influenced your

decision?
(

)

academic

(

)

political

(

)

social-cultural

(

)

educational in community

260
7.

you were in favor of the
creation of the departments
of Puerto Rican Studies,
what functions did you
think
they could fulfill for:
students in college

lor the community

for education in general

8.

Are you familiar with the present
departments of Puerto
Rican Studies at:

The City College
The Herbert H. Lehman College

9.

(

)

yes

(

)

yes

(

)

both

(

)

no

(

)

no

Now that the departments have been established,
how do
you think they can help in accomplishing the educational, social and political needs of the community

and the mission of the college?

26
10 .

What functions, in

t

l

erms of student adjustment
to the

college, do you feel the
department can play?
academic
(
)
social
(
)
(

(

1 1

.

)

)

political
(

)

cultural

(

)

other, pi ease explain:

emotional

Which of the following functions
do you believe best
represent the services that are offered
by the
departments of Puerto Rican Studies?
City
College

Lehman
College

serving minority group interest
(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

the academic scope of
the colleges

lowering racial and ethnic
tensions in the colleges

creating a socio-political
consciousness of the students

helping students to develop a
better self-concept
helping the Puerto Rican
community to get more
professionals

262

Would you recommend any
changes in the present
departments of Puerto Rican
Studies?

12.

)

(

y es

)

(

no

If yes, what changes do
you think should be made?

Why do you feel these changes are
necessary?

issue on campus would you be in favor
of maintaining

and strengthening them?
(

)

yes

(

)

no

If you were not in favor, please explain
the reasons

263
14

.

Which Of the following do
you believe will happen
to
Puerto Rican Studies in the
next five years?
disappear
(
)
(

)

(

)

(

)

remain the same
will be absorbed into
traditional disciplines
wall develop as an alternative
to traditional

disciplines
(

)

other, please explain:

* * * * *
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City College of New York
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situation before it irrupts into disorder and ugly violence in front
of your own gates. A Department of Hispanic Studies in City College
is the only answer,
As soon as classes open in the University of Madrid the intellectual community of Spain will join forces with the intellectual
community in New York to back the Committee Pro Creation of a Department of Hispanic Studies.
Sincerely yours,

m

^

"

J. Bru,

Instituto Celestino Mutis, Consejo Superior de investigaciones Cientlficas.
M. L, Ampuero, Chief of Administration of the Ministry of
National Education.
Copy to; Honorable Governor of New York, Mr. Nelson Rockefeller
Honorable Mayor of the City of New York, Mr. Robert E. Wagner
Honorable Chairman of the Board of Higher Ed., Mr. Gustave
Rosenberg.
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‘° ' UCh *"
**«""•
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° .'
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everv ff .
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^
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una unheralded
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difference,

hMKtZ

la bibllo.

lenguas romance
y hasta el nucursos organlrado, en
eada Idioma. Algunas de las acuaaclonea
tlenen eierTerd * d: U ma >' or
P“ rt »
da 8
-tomando como base nuestra
lectura de informes oficlales
a nucstro
Julclo no est«n del
todo blen fundadas
y
t*l vei Incurrcn en
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I

It la important
that any groups
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differences of opinion
with
«ny university present
those

™
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,0
ul * 6n c«M todos
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nC i**
Uy ndo el dal personal,
la
i
!
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the city college

'

/

Public Relations Office

.

,

New York
'

WA

31,

New York

6-5670

'
I

FOR RELEASE:

May

9,

1963, 11:30 A.

The following materials

M.

will be used

by the President

The City College, Dr. Buell
G. Gallagher,
Exercises on

May

9th.

scheduled to begin

in

of

Charter Day

at 11:30 a.

m.

in the

Great Hall (139th Street and
Convent Avenue).

Opening Remarks

Page

1

Ceremony

Page

6

Page

9

of the Flags

An Announcement

v
'

t

OPENING REMARKS, MAY
Today marks

9th

the 116th anniversary of the granting
of the Charter of

The Free Academy, a great victory consummated
under

Townsend Harris.

the leadership of

One-sixth of the way into our second century of free
public

higher education, we face an unrelenting
necessity to keep The City College

and the City University free of tuition charges
for bacfcalaureate matriculants.
That will be our continuing concern.

Today also marks the resumption
lapse of seven years.
this magnificent

of

Charter Day observances, after a

In the seven year interval,

we have been forced

to

use

Great Hall as a reading room for libraries which were

temporarily without housing as the construction program went forward.

With

the completion of the Morris Raphael Cohen Library and the dedication two

days hence of the David B. Steinman Hall of Engineering, the Great Hall once
again becomes available for

its

intended use as a gathering place for great

ceremonial occasions such as Charter Day.
to

There are further rennovations

be completed as time and budget permit; but today we gather as of

old,

re-establishing a long and colorful tradition.

As though these two
the day,

we add

not only do

things were not enough to give full significance to

a third ingredient.

we resume use

Not only do we celebrate Charter Day;

of the Great

significance to this particular Charter

Americas south

to

attention to all the

honor ourselves by a more direct association with

America was made seven years

formed

Day as'we turn our

of the Rio Grande.

The decision
Latin

Hall--we also give heightened

into a library reading

room.

ago,

when

the Great Hall

was trans-

At that time, we decided that on

reopening the Great Hall for ceremonial purposes, this precise event would

2.

f^^

^ker would be the man who ha, agreed ,o speak

take Pla

Activities within the pas,
few

m „„ths

a„^7p^Td ~

by a get

~

today.

of citizens, looking
toward the establishment
of a Separate Department
of
Hispanic Studies have in no
way iniluenced this long-established
decision nor
changed the timetable in
anv
rpsnprt
lil_[3spect
do. ofr course, welcome
!
the interest
Of citizens in their
public College; bu, a, the
outset of today's gathering,
I

_We

wish
this

to stress the fact
that

Charter Day

if

we would be doing precisely what

is intended for

there had been no such
committee.

As Charter Day speaker, we have

invited the foremost educator
of the

most sizeable Latin American
population within

the United States.

'

Larger by

than the Spanish speaking
community of our Southwest, The Puerto
Rican
population both in Puerto Rico and
in

America

New York

City gives the United States of

a direct, important, and
valuable interest in Latin

our belief that this interest should
be expressed
welfare of

all the

Western Hemisphere,

in active

America.

It is

concern for the

for the peace and prosperity of
Latin

America, and for the mutual respect and
dignity

of all

men regardless

of

national background or cultural or
linguistic identity^To^speak on such an
\

occasion,

we

naturally turned to the Chancellor of the
University of Puerto

Rico.

Before

I

introduce him, permit

me

one explanatory word with reference

to his selection.

Puerto Rico

is

approaching a cross roads of decision,

in

people of Puerto Rico themselves will decide their
own future.

which the

They

will

choose between Bornmion^tatus or Statehood within the
United States, or
independence.

This choice between three possibilities

is

theirs to make.
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Per many years,
Population

feelings have been
running high within

so high, indeed, that a,*
attempt

call attention to
tbeir independence

of the United States.

™

,

ho

^

.

can

„„oe made by extremists

demands by assassinating

Under these circumstances,

invitation to any Puerto
Rican leader would

R

it is

to

tbe President

understandable that an

meet with .criticism from
segments

Oi Political life in the
island and in

^w Vorit which were critical o, his stand
o^^'^statehood. and Independence. Accord-

on the triple issue
ingly, there have

been
n protests
protest*? from ip,
the segment of student

life at

The City

College regarding the
invitation to Chancellor
Benitez.

Associated with those uho
disagree with his stand on
the question of
Puerto Rico's future are a
somewhat larger group of City
College students
ore concerned over the
status of student government
Rico.

Some

of this latter

consider the invitation

to

number urged

at the

who

University of Puerto

the president of City
College to re-

Chancellor Benitez, arguing that
unless he agreed

Vith the president of City
College with reference to
student government, he
ought not to be permitted to
speak here.
It is

significant that this particular
pressure

was

initiated by the

same

small student group which a few
months ago loudly and vehemently
championed
the right of

demanded
the

name

Gus Hall

that a

to

speak here.

In the

Communist be permitted

name

of

to speak.

of the dignity of City College
they

demand

academic freedom, they
He spoke.
that a

But now.

man whose

in

political

principles are different from Gus Hall's
be denied the right to speak.
^JThis

demand

is

^__Thf_£g lle g e and

—

summarily dismissed.
its

:

president have precisely the same right to
enjoy

academic freedom as do_the

st udents.

The presiden t refuses

to establ ish a

censorship of speakers, unless compelled by_the
law and the courts

~~

to do so.
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The misguided student pressure which
would have withdrawn
to

Chancellor 3enitez because of a difference
of opinion-or

the invitation

at least,

an

alleged difference of opinion-in
the matter of student government
should.

from

this incident, learn the clear lesson
that

that the rights of

freedom must be available

whether we agree or disagree
leaders this afternoon.

freedom

to all

until after he has

Any prejudgment

if

is indivisible,

and

they are to be secure.

conversed with student

of this issue, before Dr. Benitez

has been heard on the subject, would be premature and prejudicial.

What does make
Day,, is that
(1)

a'

difference, and what is important for this Charter

two very important values are being carried out

in action:

the indivisibility of academic freedom and (2) the dignity and respect due to

Latin America.

The appearance

of the

Chancellor today expresses both these

values.

As

I

was preparing

was received from

for this morning's exercises, the following cable

the International Union of Students, a Soviet-controlled

student agency with headquarters in Prague:

1US

SECRETARIAT EXPRESSES SOLIDARITY WITH FUPI PROTEST AGAINST

INVITATION BENITEZ

COMMA INSTRUMENT COLONIALIST REGIME WHICH

DISHONOURS PUERTORICO AND LATIN AMERICA.

INTERNATIONAL UNION OF STUDENTS

coy,
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have dispatched the following
cable in reply:

INTERNATIONAL UNION OF STUDENTS

PRAGUE
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
having already permitted
fupi speaker on campus without
PROTEST OR LIMITATION OF ANY KIND
COMMA PRESIDENT OF CITY
COLLEGE OF NEW YORK RESPECTFULLY
REJECTS ATTEMPTED

/
(

^

INTERFERENCE WITH ACADEMIC FREEDOM
BY I US SECRETARIAT.

BUELL
Last August,

academic matters
functionaries
the Spanish

I

GALLAGHER

\

had occasion to reject the attempted
interference^!^

at this institution

Government

Ambassador

in

which was perpetrated by two minor

Madrid, Spain.

Commenting on

Washington agreed with

to

"meddlesome busybodies.
ambassador

G.

f

"

I

me

this action,

that these

persons were

shall be interested to see whether the
Soviet

to the United States similarly joins
in castigating those

this latest instance, attempt to use

who, in

pressure tactics, interfering with academic

freedom.

Meanwhile, here
ing of the Free

in the

Great Hall, on

Academy, Dr. Benitez

and with understanding by anyone who
college,

who cherishes

will be
is

anniversary of the found-

heard with respect, with interest,

concerned for the freedom of

the values of genuine democracy, and

most modest understanding
Speaking

this 116th

in behalf of

of the interrelatedness of the

Latin America,

I

this free

who has even

the

Western Hemisphere.

give you the distinguished

Chancellor of the University of Puerto Rico, Dr. Jaime Benitez.

6.

CEREMONY OF THE FLAGS
In 1908.

when

remembering

Great Hall was

this

the

first

opened for use. far-visioned

quarry from whence they were hewn
and the

pit

from

they were dug, memorialized
the culture and learning of the Old
World,

Immigrants and sons

of

immigrants. City College alumni wished
thus

acknowledge the indebtedness of the
New World

The brass plaque near

to the

to

Old.

the south transept door reads:

"FOR LOVE OF ALMA MATER AND

LEARNING THE CLASS OF

1879

HONOR OF

IN

HAS HUNG IN THIS

HALL THE BANNERS BEARING THE SEALS OF
FOURTEEN UNIVERSITIES OF EUROPE.
The sentiment which motivated
drew

its

strength from the Old World.

they came, in the steerage, with
opportunity in America.

numbers

this action

in

New York

Landing

City, the

"

was sound.

The New World

By thousands and tens

little

of thousands

means, seeking freedom and a new

at Ellis Island,

gateway

to the

they settled in great

new country.

And

their

children went to City College, to graduate and to become the leaders
of the

new nation and
the Old

its

World was

great metropolis.
to

To recognize

the seats of learning in

do what Moses did when he led the children of Israel

out of the land of bondage--he "took the bones of Joseph with him.

"

l

Much has happened
1879.

since 1908 and this thoughtful action by the Class of

With the immigration act of 1924, the flow

of

immigrants from across

the Atlantic has dried to a trickle, Ellis Island has been closed, and the new

strength of the metropolis now

Puerto Rico.

was

This City

to the nations of

is

comes from other quarters — principally from

now as deeply indebted

Europe.

to

Puerto Rico as

it

once
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Moreover, the rapid

flux of

world events has brou ht into
the spotlight
8

of attention the
plight and progress
It is

not enough that

we

all the

peoples o, the Western Hemisphere.

take notice of the Hispanic
population which enjoys

Citizenship in the Untied
States of (North) America.
the contribution of all
the

Americas

Indeed, that time is
overdue.

Simon Bolivar which was
hung

to the South should be
signalized as well.

There

is a giant

in 1930 in the South

edth anniversary of his
death.

The lime has come when

medallion

in

Transept stairway on the

But here within the Great Hall

banners of Latin American
institutions of learning were not
hung.
hat

when

first

I

stood in this place in 1952 as
president,

absence of Latin American banners
and resolved
Waiting for a suitable occasion,

I

honor of

found

it

to

remedy

I

itself, the

Thus

it

came

noted the

the omission.

on the day that we decided, seven

years ago, to vacate the Great Hall
and use

it

for a library-deciding, then,

to use the occasion of the
reopening of the Great Hall as the

day on which banners
would be displayed, carrying the seals
of the ancient educational foundations of
Latin America.

As from Europe
merely

to give

only a few of the ancient institutions were
selected,

symbolic representation

to a

larger whole, so also today.

We

have invited the rectors of four of the most ancient
universities of Latin

America,

all dating

from the sixteenth century,

to be displayed here.

The

first

to

supply designs for banners

two of these have now been completed, and the

other two will be hung as soon as craftsmen have finished
their work.
will learning and culture in Latin

Thus

America be honored and symbolized along

with that in Europe, as part of the cultural heritage which we at City College
delight to honor.
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of
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u*

- this

,

leee in

ping

New __
York

„;;;
er land and

~

culture, its strength
ls

----

reSPeC '
representation „ f

** -

all

L

ot * he

.Hem. and welcome
them as

-

J

«.

with The
1 lie Ci,
cuyJy ColCol-

J

«*.

„

de eP in

-ter

nation,

our sister nations and
peoples ot Latin

reco gnired in the
hanging of banners
bearIng , he sea , s of

^

many

^

drawn from many

—~

- *-«»»

T he

Ame rica

s^lll

is

o( __

Bogota
MeXiCC’

>

San Marcos

j

Santo Domingo.

(Here the audience will be
ashed to rise and face aw ay
Iron, the speahe, as
the spotlights are
turned on to illuminate the
two new banners.
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an ANNOUNCEMENT
It is

not enough that, on
this Charter Day.

we publicly express our
eateen, ana af,action
and respect lor the nations
and peopies and universities
of Latin America.
I„ addition, we indicate
our solid expectations in the
announcement

A

I

am

about to make.

long period of planning
has now

come

to the

moment

of public

recognition.

More

than eighteen months ago,
as the result of their careful
studies,

a committee of the faculty
of the Liberal Arts College
forwarded

^S^Sjmsi^Ci^nj e
Area Studies with
addition, another

the

e a-de tailed

recommendation

committee has been

that

at

it

program

for

to the

Dean

Latin-A^^T

be offered for degree credit. In

work on a somewhat more compre-

hensive proposal, involving not
only graduate but undergraduate
curricular

developments
Late

as,

well.

in these

developments, there came from a third
source a proposal

that there be established a
separate

Department for Hispanic Studies

City College, which involved the
proposed first step of splitting the

Language Department

in two,

at

The

Romance

and establishing Spanish independent of
French

and Italian.
—its reply-to this last proposal,

1

issued a statement last October which

read:

Along with the question of creating a separate
department of Hispanic
Studies, other alternatives are under consideration.

For example, instead

of

a segregated Spanish Department, cut off from
all others, an opposite approach
is

worth consideration, namely, the creation

of

an interdisciplinary Center for

Latin-American Studies, with Spanish and Portugese language and literature
fully integrated into the

complex

"
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTIN'
st ATE COMMISSION FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS
270 Broadway, New York,
N.Y,
10007
Tel. i
Barclay 7-161(

c
0
p

V

March 26, 1965
'

I
i

f

The City College
Convent Avenue and 139th
Street
New York, N. Y.

Atti

Rei

f

Dr. Buell G. Gallagher,

President
Committee for the
Creation of a Hispanic
Studies Department in
City College vs.
City College of the City
University of New York
Case No. C-1031B-64

Gentlemen
^° ve nt t ed verified complaint
filed with this Commission
hass been <investigated
~f
^ ^
h
as required by the Law Against
Discrimination
Y ° U herewlth 3 “P* of m Y determination which
is selfexplanatory!

^

I wish to thank you
for the courtesy extended to us during
the
Investigation of this complaint.

Very truly yours,

/s/ Francis

FXG:dm
Enc.

i

X.

Giaccone

Francis X. Giaccone
Commissioner

determination after
investigation

ComrniUee for the Creation
of a Hispanic
Studies Department in City
College

vs.

City College of the City
University of
New York

C-10318-64

Francis X, Giaccone
Investigating Commissioner
March 26, 1965

28 ^

determination after
investigation
Case No. C-10318-64,

Committee for the Great,
,
3 Hispanic
in City College
Studies Department
vs ' Clty
9
CitvCoH
Colle
New York
9 e of the City University
of

On the £2nd day
of January. ig fi4 a
Commie i
Commission
offices by the.
Committed or
_

in City College
charoin

L"

tH

e '" amed

fled, compiaint was
filed in the
the

o

+«

responde "‘ " ith

«*•«"
1

^^^ its- Roma nge_Languages

*»

-

Department.

Complainant specifically
3
alleaes
thTt~T~
th3t
9
res P°ndent’s

.

^

~'

failure toreappoint Dr
sor

courses were
dUcrlmina-tor-ily.

~

Manj

r:

mUyMed^~~~

'

Action upon the complaint
was stayed until a
court decision empowered
the
ommission to entertain
jurisdiction of complaints
alleging discriminatory
errployment practi ces by
public optional
institutions. Ih eafUr>
#f
ssion disignated me
as the Investigating
Commissioner to conduct an
investigation
ursuant to Section
297 of the Law Against
Discrimination, an investigation
nBde ’
AU interested parties have been
afforded opportunity to present
evidence
in support of their
respective contentions.

„

The investigation reveals
that

a

^

^

^

substantial number of the members
of the

faculty of the Romance Languages
Department, both prior' to the filing
of the
complaint and at present, are
of Hispanic origin.
Dr.

Romo had been retained by
the College as

a

she was notified that she
would not be reappointed.

by the

lecturer for, five terms bef ore
This decision was made unanimously

A^p^atmeots^nd-Prome^on-Xommi^ttee—wiJthiii-JJLe.Jjej^aj^trnent,

At the time that
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iigi

^ C6S
r

1

W6re termlnated SOme

—
^~^_3S~ we ^“ as ^^-^^“Hispaoic

^-

cod_Th

wer e hired as lecturers.

eCtU

-or i g i n

Dr. Ramirez has not
been recommended for
promotion by her Department
colleagues.
our secret ballots were
taken over a petlod
period of that
that Mr> v yews.
An p 50ns of
higher title within the
Department were entitled to
vote.
vote
At least eleven
el
persons
were present and voting on
,
each occasion. Dr. Ba.irez
has never received more
than
three affirmative votes.
On the latest occasion
she received none.
Dr. Bamirez
appealed her failore to receive
a favorable vote to
thejersonnel and Budget

„

Coin^ttee_^anguage_.end_^rt_s_pivisiopJ_of_rhe_Call£ge_otXiheral~Arts-and-Sciences.

The
gf porsn

With a single a bstention.
th

mu^hi

at^Dee artmenf s

The procedure followed in her
situation is

^f

departments'

ac Uons were not discriminatory.

sta^^T^^

It is neither the Commission's
function nor intent to set policy
for the
College as to faculty appointments,
promotions, or course assignments.
»hen a
res pondent presents substantial
^evidence that the procedures norma,
ly fo'ilo^

were_applie£to_a_case

a

^.fbr^that of^the^ respondent u nles
s it appears

t hat

in the-ba»rVigalnsLDlscnmlnatlah,J^_a
. factor.

discrimination,
An

proscribed

exhau^TTuTa^TyST^f

evidence presented before me compels
the conclusion that no probable

i^hl2 ngg« ;

*° cre<|

r'.i

of

th[,

oompiajnt, and

I

so find.

the

mmmmu.lv.

T he complaint is hereby

dismissed.
In accordance with Rule 5 of the
Rules Governing Practice and Procedy ? Before

the State Commission for Human Rights,
complainant may apply to the Chairman for

a
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-*

U"

#'

7

“e

dlS "iS831

**

Mt

applioation
be ln
itl „ 5
state specifically the
grounds u pon whlch
h
iS based a " d ta
died within 15 days
fr
th
,
the date
df the filing P f the
notice of disunion
the office of the
Commission where the
compiaint was previously
filed.
Dated t March 26, 1965

“

„

.

7s/ Franc is

X. Giacrnnc
Francis X. Giaccone
Investigating Commissioner

To: Committee for the
Creation of a
Hispanic Studies Department
in
City College, complainant
c/o Harris L. Present,
Esq.
375 Park Avenue
New York, N, Y.

The City College, respondent
Convent Avenue and 139th
Street

New York, N.Y.
Att:

Dr. Buell G. Gallagher,

President

f
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HERBERT H. LEHMAN
COLLEGE
°£ The City
University of Mew
York

March 1C, 1969

To:

M^bers

From:

Leonard Lief
President

of Faculty
Council
H-rbert H. Lahman
College

I

received the attached
proposal from the
Puertt
Rican Student
Movement Monday afternoon,
March 17. The
telegrams arrived today.
t 8h .

n

the Import of these
proposals with you at
our meeting
of March 19.

/
L sf
At Cachments
:
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•

>

President Leonard Lief
Herbert H. Lehman College
Bedford Park Boulevard

President Lief:
erested Puert0 Ri can students of Lehman
College
iu*
this proposal to be accepted no later
than the 27th
torCh 19 9
iS proposal is t0 be accepted in
its
tnL?>
^ placed
?
1 ty ’
lnt0 effect no later than September
1969

cmw!
submit

^

’

3

Understanding that the Public New York School
System
over SOI Puerto Rican and Black, we
believe that this
college has the same segregated policies of
any Southern
college. We demand an increase in Puerto Rican
admissions
in proportion to the racial composition
of the Public
eW
Ci 7'
We stron g!y support the expancn™ and demand] that Puerto
sion of SELK
Ricans be admitted to
the program, in proportion to the
percentage of the Puerto
Rican Public School student body. As it
stands now in
the SEEK Program of Fall 68, out of a total
of 68 students
admitted, 11 were Puerto Ricans.
In Spring 68, out of a
total of 96 entering students, 13 were
Puerto Ricans.
This situation will no longer be tolerated.
1)
is

2) a)
Puerto Rican Studies Department
This department will embody the --Sociological, Psychological, History Political Science, Literature, Art, Music-expressions of Puerto Rico, the mainland experience, and the
essence and substance of the creative efforts of the people
within the frame of the historical development of its civilization.
,

Thus, the main concern of the student of the culture of
Puerto Rico is to search deeply into the folklore, the
traditions and the customs of Puerto Rico, as well as, into
the writings of the best poets and prose writers, the paintings, the music, the dances, and the songs to which the
native Puerto Rican artist has given form. We understand
that these manifestations of the life of the Puerto Rican
people are inseparable from the political, economic and
social events of its history, and in order to understand
the cultural contributions of Puerto Rico, our department
would offer courses in these fields.-

Another part of our department will concentrate on courses
dealing with the Puerto Ricans in the Urban Setting.
In
essence the Puerto Rican Studies will include all aspects
of Puerto Rican life from Puerto Rico and its trend to the
United States.
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insure yuis we recommend
that
Puerto
Rican
cti.rl«r,t
Kican student
*7
representatives have the final dn
cision in all policy regarding
this
.

Depart

11

$

Students should be allowed to
take courses
within
S

Sen^S* *£} “V»‘
f

lienees fields.

c requirLSs fn
Philosophy, Art, Music, Language,
etc.

Social

t^^n?:-!S eX^s
^S^lS^sLts?
^
S

S

110031 materialS fr°m

aS

* erto

College should bring about the
formulation of a
Puerto R ica n Research Center
which will*
RiCan Students in the Public School

System^'

^

b)

Offer Bilingual Instruction.

c)

Expand on the Urban Experience

d)

Focus on Family Studies.

2)f)
Lastly, we the members of the Puerto
Rican Student
Movement support the. Black Federation
in their demand for
a Black Department of Studies.
,

We KNOW that the Administration will look
favorably upon
these educational reforms, which will be a
positive force
service for all of New York.

m

The Puerto Rican Student Movement

Retyped

NOTE:

Retyped from retype from 3/17/69 on 5/28/74 for dissertation.
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We urge President Gallagher to avoid the potential
consequences
inherent In his present equivocal
approach by publicly supporting onH implementing the five demands.

WE WELCOME

ADDITIONAL PARTICIPATION nV Faoiu.ty MFMnrni;
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MESSAGE TO THE GRASS ROO^S
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THE

BUCK

POWER TO THE PEOPLEI

AtTTl

PUERTO RICAJI STUDENT
COMMUNITY
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’*
I

SUt

“°

REniSED 10 BR
'

WO

FORT THE BURNS GUARDS

BROTHERS

“ K ™E

A11D

«“>» Of OUR BLACK

AND PUERTO RICftH

SISTERS AT HARLEM
UNIVERSITY

CHOSE TO ACT AS HUMAN
BEINGS INSTEAD OF PIGS

WHO WERE DISMISSED TOR
FOLLOWING THEIR HUMANITY
RATHER THAN
their orders

CANNOT TOLERATE THIS
REPRESSIVE ACTION BY THE
ADMINISTRATION
WE DEMAND THEIR IMMEDIATE
REINSTATEMENT WITH PULL CANARY,
THIS IS A
mWND AT ™ST BE MET BETORE ANY

V

V,E

™

f

OTHER.

POWER to THE PEOPLE!
KI.APi

ER HALL COMMUNIFY

o

A GROUP OF WHITE STUDENTS HAVE TAKEN
KUPPER HALL IN SUPPORT
OF THE DEMANDS OF THE BLACK AND
PUERTO RICAN STUDENT COMMUNITY.

WE GIVE THIS SUPPORT BECAUSE WE
REALIZE THAT THERE ARE BASIC
CHANGES NEEDED ON THIS CAMPUS. WE
SUPPORT

BUCK

AND PUERTO RICAN

DEMANDS TO GAIN CONTROL OVER THEIR
DESTINY IN THE UNIVERSITY, JUST

AS OUR BROTHERS AND SISTERS SUPPORT
US IN OUR STRUGGLE TO GAIN THE SAME
POWER, WE DEMAND THAT ALL STUDENTS
HAVE THE POWER TO CONTROL THEIft

UNIVERSITY, TO MAKE THE DECISIONS
THAT CONGER N THEM. FACULTY CLEARLY

MUST SHARE IN BHIS DECISION MAKING
POWER. ADMINISTRATORS ARE HERE TO
ADMINISTER, NOT TO DECIDE POLICY.

THE COLLEGE MUST SERVE THE NEEDS OF THE PEOPLE. GRADES
AND

ATTENDANCE REQUIREMENTS HAVE NO PUCE HERE. THEY FUNCTION
ONLY TO
CREATE AN ATMOSPHERE OF COMPETITION, REPRESSION, AND ALIENATION,

USEFUL TO THE NEEDS OF A DEHUMANIZED SOCIETY, BUT STIFLING TO THE
CREATIVE EDUCATION OF HUMAN BEINGS. WE UNDERSTAND THAT THE SIMILAR

STRUCTURAL MECHANISM OF OUR ENTIRE EDUCATIONAL SYSFEM DEPRIVES OUR

BUCK

AND PUERTO RICAN BROTHERS AND SISTERS, AS WELL AS THE CHILDREN OF

POOR WHITE WORKERS, OF ANY DECENT CHANCE FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL EQUALITY
OR FREEDOM EVEN IN TERMS OF THE REPRESSIVE SOCIETY WE LIVE IN.

WE RECOGNIZE THAT WE ARE ALL NIGGERS, THAT SO LONG AS SOME OF OUR
PEOPLE ARE THE VICTIMS OF REPRESSION, NONE OF US ARE FREE.

THE DEMANDS

MUST BE MET AND FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE EFFECTED AT

THIS COLLEGE. UNTIL THAT TIME THE COIJ£GE WILL REMAIN SHUT.
POWER TO THE PEOPLE
.
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE
FROM THE
BLACK ANO PUERTO RICAN FACULTY
OF
CITY COLLEGE, NEW YORK
FOR

For two weeks, President Gallagher, the Block and Puerto Rican Student
Community, Black and Puerto Rican Faculty, and the team chosen by the
faculty of the City College of Mew York have been engaged in fruitful
The Board of Higher Education was asked to participate In
negotiations.
these negotiations.
This request was denied by tho Board of Higher Education
until the negotiations had reached a positive stage.
Now, in what seems to
us a diversionary action, the Board of Higher Education has decided not only
to participate but also to abolish the negotiating team as previously
structured and to replace It with another.

From the outset, the Black and Puerto Rican Faculty has supported the
this
negotiating team as formerly structured.
to continue to support
bod/.
In addition, we support the stand of the President, and we consider the
actions of the Board of Higher Education to be a "slap in the face" to the
Therefore, we the Black and Puerto Rican
entire City College Community.
Faculty will take the following actions:
'

We do now refuse to hold classes, to grade papers, and to
In short, we refuse to
administer final examinations.
participate in the academic life of the City College until
tho negotiations resume at the point from. which they were
broken off.
We call upon the entire faculty, staff, and students of the City College
of New York to support our actions.
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AN ANNOUNCEME NT FaOM faph.tv
STUDENTS OF CITY COLLEGE:
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2
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U
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?

'
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-
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“ EET

™ GREAT HALL

AM
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to 12:30

<
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^0 AM on

W* "
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d
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WEDNESDAY.
9:30

«“

^ ^
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‘
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.he campus
° n V7ed nesday. April
23rd to attend
°
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discos .h p^'si, il^o “he°m
Community and to reach’decisLs

P
L T Y WILL
Wedne™ay. Aprn 2 3 rd

siden Gaiia * h ~
r
LVem " e SeSSi °" S
-

A^nT ^cd

a11

<o hear and

n:

-

IN

April 23rd

'

U

T°
Wh °

THE fac «cty-student

SCHEDULE

Speakers:

A.

Two

B.

Speaking for the Administration,
President Gallagher and
Dean Paster.
Two Student Senate representatives.

student representatives from the
Black and Puerto Rican

Community.

C.
n.
iii.

iv.

v.

Cuestions to speakers from faculty.
SI eakers from the floor (limited
to five minutes each).
!
12:30 to ,1:30 p. m. - Break
1:30 tC>
Pm ‘ Facult s tudent Workshops in Shepard Hall. Rooms
V^°
105 135, 20 °* 305 and others to
be announced.
3:30 to 5:00 pm - Faculty voting.

y

*

‘

VI.

(Signed)

Bernard Bellush
Stanley L. Friedlander

Samuel Hendel
Harry Lustig
Janet Mayes
Sylvia

Rackow

Jack Shapiro

...

^

(History)

(Economics)
(Political Science)
(Physics)
(Seek-English)
(Speech)
(Music)

...--Faculty

Arrangements Committee
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thinking that these stuPuerto fycan connmmity ha> dents are

finally

had

to

accept such ra-

way

that

behaving jn the ver
they insist no or-

tional
negotiations, and row
must behave to them— lockir;
after a week of them there
is out
someone who wishes o
certainly no justification for
enter the college.
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RESOLUTION.

WHEREAS

a serious division has arisen
within the ranks of the teaching

staff of City College, threatening
to splinterize the faculty and
its

reduce

effectiveness in the present and in
any future critical situations,

AND WHEREAS
As Described
Staff,

this faculty is divided into

two sectors, viz.

.

the Faculty

By Laws, or FADIBLS, and Other Instructional
Teaching

In

or OITS,

AND WHEREAS

the

FADIBLS have

voted to give second-class minority-

group status to the CITS, making any action taken
subsequent to such

FADIBLIZATION

suspect because

NOW THEREFORE BE

IT

RESOLVED,

ing staff at this college, stop
efforts to

AND BE

make

IT

it is

unrepresentative of the total body,

that we, the

FADIBLING

reconstitution on the

that this body reconstitute itself as the

or

UFOOCC,

basing this

one-man one-vote concept,

FURTHER RESOLVED

and OITS unite.

all

out collective voices heard,

FURTHER RESOLVED

IT

of the teach-

around, and that we unite

UNITED FADIBLS -OITS Of CITY COLLEGE,

AND BE

members

You have a world

that

we adopt as our slogan: FADIBLS

to gain.

You have nothing

to

use but

your brains.
Introduced by

Edward Sagarin,
Assistant Professor
(Sociology)

April 30, 1969
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PRESS RELEASE
For Immediate Release

!:oi

8nd Puerto Rican Faculty of City
College
aterdam Avenue Goethals Hall Room
201

r

New

York,

*

New York

Tuesday. April 22
f

10031

1969

We.

the Black and Puerto Rican
members of The Faculty of the City
ege, recognizing that the
problems which affect our College involve
matters of immediate concern

to the whole
Black and Puerto Rican community;
recognizing that we have stood
er C SS y y while the City and our
College are engulfed in dissension
.
ad confrontation whose resolution will determine
the lives of our people
hereby state our determination to
participate in decisions affecting
our people, and to this end organize ourselves.

^!

We

9.

3,

4.

6,

support these Five Demands and will work toward
their implementation:

A SEPARATE SCHOOL OF BLACK AND PUERTO RICAN STUDIES.
A SEPARATE ORIENTATION PROGRAM FOR BLACK AND
PUERTO
RICAN FRESHMEN.
A VOICE FOR SEEK STUDENTS IN THE SETTING OF ALL GUIDELINES FOR THE SEEK PROGRAM. INCLUDING THE HIRING AND
FIRING OF ALL PERSONNEL.
THE RACIAL COMPOSITION OF ALL ENTERING CLASSES REFLECT
THE BLACK AND PUERTO RICAN POPULATION OF THE NEW YORK
CITY HIGH SCHOOLS.
THAT BLACK AND PUERTO RICAN HISTORY AND THE SPANISH
LANGUAGE BE A REC UIREMENT FOR ALL EDUCATION MAJORS.

In this moment of crisis, we expect to be included in all
negotiations
relating to these demands,
''rthormore, we will not remain passive in
the face of attempts to mi.vmize or ignore our role.

The Executive Committee:
Wilfred Cnrtey

Thomas B^mu-y
Oscar Lumpie

(E\rUr-h)
(:>•* .airy)
r)

r-.

(

Mi- r

EIsiu dv/anic.-ua

(lit.

.

ag. Seek)
_-.Icvu:e,

Seek)

(C .-unucior, Seek)
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the lockout
a 8trlk8°^ctlc^^T^T~T~^—
— th9 UD " of '
to be victims of
a refuse
the obstr^Sn
dUCaUo "' or ba P™*
prevented from excereleJS
?
rl«S
4 leogree by attending
d
classes If wo wish to An „„
?
9
h0 etUd , " t0 fftCUlty
n.\ administration to take
«
eerloue ’end
d doteralned
determined measures to eoe that
such tactlce ere
,
P y6d a8a1 "' ** W9 V ° iunteRr
Vl.ee tow^d ^at eid
our eer-

Z
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’
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last m4nth^concernl^’’th3
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i el C
Flvfi

-alWvlth
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Unc11 relnteratod lta policy
declelon of
statements

.

.

“

9

8elf re0P Ct
d Al * nlVj on the
students 9n’thrBl!ck and
P Qrt of the
u
pUerto°Ri
n
We 690 ln th9tr affirmation
t
ma SrB
bhelr deatiny ? arad
a to the
!
JeWlSh BtUd<mt t0 thie llber atlng and affirming movement
lJ cruel!!?"
H
t
le
1 mU0t addre8G ourselves
speclllcally to the
pro8ent eltuatioron cLBiB
Lt°onW
n ~ y as "l 9V l b h students and oembero
lajrgeet Jewish oruunlfnti
of the
CWn 6 but ^reover, as students
of city college,
and member of the
*
StUdents
&t
the College must work
together In all aspects of
of Identity and t
history of thd Jevlh

vi^

^7

^

f

^

•

’

«

rln™

^

-

U

^olle^iX!*'

C

group

™ch

y
of the«e

e89 18
“? nfi8lM,eratQ of 11,000 students from every ethnic
0 C0Ur89B 8lV8n "‘ iCh

^^

Wiat^ SiS^h^r^c/^^p.^

.

,

•

Wllh thlS thejry ’ ve ^g 0 that. the number of
courses glv°n In’
Black
8tUdl,S be lncreased and- coordinated into
>
a deportment.
5e fSr^er^rl 9 that the number
'
of courses offered -CCNY students In the
field of
Jewish studies (Including uch areas
as history, literature, ana ’language) be lnrr!
J v
b C °° aln te
lnt ° 9 l^pdrt^dnt of Jewish -Studies
pacifically, ve
7
call for'th
^ r
Scianca to Institute a seminar course in the
Sier^nS
l3rae1
d
-"'rse In I ternutional 3 lntlons In the
?
W9
?1:>ra
!ie caU lu r SEPARATE
SCHOOLS (whether
by Blacks Je
?!
Je!s
"a >
Hleans or other C i-lc groups.) as being unrealistic
?
and
only leading
to a 1 ragmer.tation of the College community.
Rather, If It '-'era necessary, we wouid support
ana urge >le fbrmatlon of
F EWmlt St9dle3 Jhlch
-compass within It courses liven for
?
ftnnlc groups. All departments end their respective courses
(as well
»
tv S h
lt3 " if) 8hail be °^ n to al1 CCNY students
who wish to take them
recardl s °°l
rogaraleea
of col_>r, cr^oa, or religion.
W e recognize the fact that students of different
economic, social and'roIgloue backgrounds have very unique noada and'
problems and it is hoped that the
Froohman Orientation would be able 'to cope with the vast
spectrum of problems v jc*:
vhlch ono faces upon entering the college Situation.
We further recognize the fact that the Freshmen Orientation propgrea has
fulled to adequately fulfill the particular needB of
the Incoming freshmen. IN
accordance with thlo, we call for a re-evaluatlon of the
F.Q. program at CCNY by
the Department of student Life, and ask that thoj
publicly state the goalo and
function of F.O. at CCNY- I n line with this, ve suggest that the following
be
considered: (1) The Freshaman Orienution program be conducted by
the major groups
on cnmpus (HPA, Onyx, Rlllel ,IFC, Newman CLub.etc) the
members of vhlch ohoula be
ecrooned so an to get the moet responsible and mature Individuals for the program
?
Becauoo of the unique needs of the studenot of different backgrounds, we fav(
)
or a Big-Brother, Big Sister typo of program (not necessarily
on a 1 ; 1 ratio)

^
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In vhlch each freohnan

wouldb?

pr, tided with eome cultod to hlo
opeclel needa

rid

.a"

=5
W

b

n

nt

e

l8
h rl8ht ° nd °bblgotlon of qualified
upperolenemen
.^ ® ?
° r S'1111
111100 for their respective mnjor
aroao of etudy.
ln the hirln«
firm, of poroonnol however, e voice

to vorlc l n til l!tM
This 1lnclurinn h vi "*

li!, ;

;

*

“; t:

no„„„«s
e

1 1

OUnCll
nOUnCO the Concept of a H uot ® system 'as tho beale
n^ L7/KL 0F OtlE'SKDU
89
CATION SHOULD BE THE OlfLT DE.i
112 C0L0R 0F 0NE S SK1N 0R HIS
Religion, ue agree that
Q^iirLd^ h 6 ;
6 T Ud9nt haB n rl8ht tU n coll
° es education, and if one's
e^oo 1 IdurnM.
8
oflclent thon
Is the high ochool that auot raloe ltj
levol
8^
of education.
edurnMn °2However reallzln gthat Implementation
of a project Vo correct
f
futnlre
U6
that th ® SEEK program bo expanded
and
d/or
/or ^JUn
1 or COllegoe be
JUnlor
atabllohed on the CUNY campuses to ralee the level of
those students Interested ln attending
college, but who are unable to do So befail to neot th9 requirements of ndmleelon.
After attendenco la such a
program for a maximum of two years, these etudente
c uld then be admitted into a
reguar college progrum. We Insist on the malntalnenco
of the traditionally high
etonaarae ln the claeepoome of city College.
Futhermore we realize that CCNY should not be a
competitive Institution, *
V u . ra her
d\n educational Institution. W
9 urge, however that the discussion of the
topics of do-eaphaolzrig lir^dos ~nu upgrading education at
the college fc'e reserved 1.
for tho all-college conferonco on April jOth, when all
students con cone to^thor
poacefully.
Any person who plans to teach ln an urban ochool should be acquainted
with
the hi story, sociology, psychology and language of the
children he Is going to
h
teach. Therefore, wo feel that the status of Spanish as
a recommended elective f
for Education majoro should be maintained as auch.
WE further feel that one who
will teach Blacks, Puerto Ricans, Jews and other ethnic groups should learn the
history of these groups and their respective rolos ln AMerlcan through History *
and 5 course u Which are required for Education majors.
Concerning tho concept of altering the prooent method of taxation we feel th
that further research auot be made ln thio area to ascertain what Is the wisest
course of ectlon. Howovor, we otato now that ltlo not the place of the Proeldont
or other offlcala of the collge to dotormlne what those methods shall bo.
We urge the present Stuent Senate, Tho Faculty cuncll and other officials’
of the college to seriously consider our euggeetlono and we furhor voice our
desire to work with then ln developing and carrying out tho aforementioned ideas.
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ENGINEERI NG

Technology Council, and the various
organizations
that It represents, support the
action of Dean William

Allan In opening the School of Engineering
on Friday
April 25. The legltamacy of the demands of

the strikers

Is not

the Issue here. A thorough engineering
education

requires an uninterrupted period of Intensive
Instruction.
Any Interruption lessens the already shortened
time In

which such Instruction can be given. Any further
curtailment of the schedule could easily prevent
the
completion of the term's work.
We request that, although recognizing the seriousness
of the Issues confronting the campus,

the ENGINEERING

SCHOOL SHOULD REMAIN OPEN. Dean Allan will have our
complete and unequivocal support In any action taken
by him to keep the Engineering School open.

While we recognize the need for open discussion of
all Issues confronting the campus, the Improvement of
the education of

c.

few does not necessitate the cessation

of It for the many.

THE ENGINEERING

SCHOOL MUST STAY OPEN!!!
April 26,1969
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April 26, 1969

We,

the undersigned negotiators, have
agreed on the following, and

have further agreed

business

^

at the

to

present

it

to the

Faculty as their first order of

Convocation Monday, April 28, 1969:

For ac tion on A pril 28th- -As long as negotiations are progressing,
the College

is to

For informs

'on

t

remain closed.
-

-To insure the implementation

ment reached through

commit themselves

to

the negotiations, all parties involved will

maintain the status quo until the Board

of Higher Education and any others

necessary

whose approval may be

implement the settlement, concur with

to

settlement.

of the settle-

When

the

the settlement is presented to the Faculty

for action, this item will be the first order of business.

(Signed)
Buell G. Gallagher

Serge Mullery

Arthur Bierman

Milton Washington

Joseph

Betty

J.

Copeland

M. Rawls

Jay Schulman

Elsie F. Swanteson

Nic Paster

Marilyn Mitchell
Charles Powell

"

V

.
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t f’*T*T T
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New York Times, April 28,
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Group Opposes Campus Violence
I

SYLVAN FOX
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Disruption Is Scored
by nn Organization
_
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Special Laws Decried
believe," the
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Ted Van Dyk, vice president
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opposed in guns being
rarried on campus." Dr. Hester
said durirg an appe.iranee on

'

the lh( .

wcns-TV

Newsmakers
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Manhattan Community College; pr r
„g lm n ,tl he sod that laws
and Rutgers.
existed to control firearms on
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April 20, i960.

respectfully dissent from any arrangement or
agreement whereby the College remains
cloned until such tiiao os decisions concurred
in by the President and the occupiers
of the South Campus are given formal approval.
I

it does not precerve-or rcstoro-the integrity
of the univorsity.
Its decisions should bo reached after deliberation
not intimidation. Its decisions should be an expression of
common will by administrators,
faculty and students. Those decisions should express
the College’s primary comnitnent to the uninhibited and unbiased process of education.
The correctness or error
of as yet unarrived-at decisions is entirely besido the
point.
The university is
inviolably committed to rational processes 6f acquiring knowledge
and understanding,
and reaching decisions. Such an agreement is contrary to these
processes.
'

|uch an agreement is unwise because it establishes

a precedent for tho future and an
inducement to similarly aggrieved groups in the future to undertake
comparable action
to paralyze the College and compel consideration of their demands.
Unless the
College adopts an admissions policy of open enrollment (and finds the funds to
support it), there will be groups or interests in this city which will object
to
our enrollment policy in September, whatever formula it may embody. By ouch
an
agreement as this, we give these dissenting interests every encouragement to
undertake a similar defiance of rational deliberative processes.

What should the College do?
First, It should resume its responsibility, by exerting every effort to achieve
the restoration of its normal academic activities. This can be done by reopening the
Forth Campus, assisting South Campus faculty to conduct classes off campus where
poosible and on weekends at tho North Campu3 where necessary, exploring the use of
other outside facilities, and extending the Spring semester for those classes which
require the additional time in order to complete their work.
Second. At that point, all apppropriate administrative, faculty and student bodies
should undertake as their first order of business prompt consideration and decision
respecting tho questions of enrollment, curriculum and control within the College.
At the outset, the College must recognize that rebellion by black students seeking
greater black enrollment and relevant curricula is inspired by a deep and valid
sense of social injustice. The racial challenge can no longer be met with promises
or palliatives. It requires remedy. Now. And we must be prepared to undertake it.
The College should refrain from punitive action against the fact of occupation of the South Campus, in the conviction that such action would exacerbate an
already bitter situation. The occupation of the South Campus has dramatized the
issues, and compelled the most reluctant among us to face them. To employ force to
enter the South Campu3 and seize its occupiers would be in conformity with law, and
contrary to every hope of reconciliation of divergent viewpoints, deliberation of
gravo issues, and the early restoration of classes and the educational process.

Third,

Fourth. Without prejudice to future deliberations and decisions, steps should be
taken immediately to insure the admission in September of a full freshman class as
well 83 a full SEEK program, by continuing to press for adequate funding by the
Stato and City, by exploring other methods of financing, and, by planning, if
necessary, the contribution by tenured members of the faculty cf additional teaching
time in order that we may provide enough classes for the entering students as well
as thosa already enrolled.

Finally. We should look to tho future, by becoming Tho State University of tho City
of Now York, reovnluatlng the relation botween economic means and City College enrollment, or such other actions us will assure tne fairest and the widest access
(Stanley Foingold)
to our College.

—

—

Rrsm.tiTlOM adopted unnn iron s
by the r.aculty
of the ocliool of Engineering yat
a special
meeting held on April 20, 1060.
l
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1

ACl,L
° r THr SCII00L 0P
I
Jn!«
II
deplores
the temporary
l

tNCI'T.Fr.INC OP THE CITY COLLEGE
closing of tiio entire College and notes
with sorrow that the President of the
Collcre is obligee
obliged
to
8
negotiate under the threat of violence in
an atmosphorc of intlmldation.
This Paculty recognizes that the scirure of
the South
Campus is an outrageous and unlawful act.
this Faculty still has hope that reason willNevertheless, because
prevail, it urges the
President to continue his attempt to settle the
conflict rapidly
and with rfairness, equity and justice for all
students, present
'
and future.
This Faculty further expresses the expectation that
the last„ resort of force will not have to
be used.
s

.

.

Since, for students of the School of Engineering,
lengthy
disruption of their education causes irreparable harm, and continued
in
response to students requests we urge that, pending a
settlement,
r Sldent attcm t t0 diviseinter im arrangements
P
for instruction
?
of Engineering
students.
1

At this critical time in the history of The City College,
this
Faculty has the further obi igat ion to speak out about the so-called
"demands" that are the immediate cause of the present crisis. We
arc confident that the drastic actions in presenting these demands
were totally unnecessary and were for dramatic impact and shock value

With reference to orientation programs
this Faculty believes that
they should not be racially segregated d e jure but should be arranged
to be relevant to the students
academic, professional and personal
interests; that participation on the part of students should be
voluntary and that the Engineering Faculty should play a leading
role for Engineering students.
This program is in long-standing
need of reform.
,

1

This Faculty, for lack of adequate information, expresses no view
on the validity of Afro-American Studies or Pucrto-ftican Studie s
as disciplines, departments or schools.
Apparently such programs
are to be instituted by a sister Faculty in this College and we
express confidence that programs so instituted will have depth,
content and scholarship.
When courses in such programs are available
this Faculty will consider adding them to its list of non-technical
electives.
Except for the objectives of the SEEK Program adequate information
on its operation, procedures or grievances has not been available
to this Faculty, hence, it can express no opinion on the related
,

"demand

11

Reaction to the "demand" requiring students majoring in Education
to take Spanish language courses is a primary responsibility of
the Faculty of the Sch ool ol uTu cation.
Professional schools are
obliged to produce persons of appropriate professional competence
and should be guided by the standards'of recognized accrediting
agencies as well as the needs of major employers of their graduates.
this Faculty is deeply committed to
On the question of admissions
the principle that admission to The City College should he based
preparation for College work
on objective evidence of applicants
and not on an applicant's race nor on his religion nor on his
This Faculty
national origin nor on any other irrelevant standard.
also believes that persons with ability but with inadequate preparation can be offered preparatory education - as is done in SEEK so as to compensate for inadequacies; the Engineering Faculty offers
This Faculty believes further that all
its services to this end.
students from poverty homes should receive stipends as do certain
Yet, this Faculty recognizes that in a more perfect
SEEK students.
society the composition of the College would indeed reflect the
racial, ethnic and religious composition of the City of New York.
We urge experimentation and development of admission procedures
possible
which will move the College in this direction as rapidly as
consistent with quality education.
because
However, we assert that the College should not be crippled
illustrious
of wrongs which it did not create but which it and its
alumni have struggled continuously to set right.
take rapid actior
This Faculty urges The Board of Higher Education to
New York w 1 1 h in noon public higher education needs in the City of
The Bonr
education.
vation as well ns conventional approaches to
should seek additional funds to meet all needs promptly.
,

1
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This is , preview rA
April JO, i960.
th c
issues involved.
of thexonlerence and iht
Members of the facultv WlU
ti bc askcd
during a class hour
to discuss some of these
issues
"
’^
as an introduction to the
Conference.
All-College
.

These is sues
_
*>a f . _____
°
V Students
varied views within
the coll ge commv a
t
V
since March 1, 1969
(

i

.

.

,

faulty, and administration who reflect
This group has been working together
confercnce a meaningful and relevant
means of communication
amone
® e TnerUs of
^
college community. This can
only occur if 0u
are readv
y
y. a n^ willing to express
your views (in person) on April 30th
*

i

n an

|

‘

^
r

*

,

faculty administration
an^staff

^

8maU group

enwr-ubsp isMrrc
ITS
HIS

SEPARATISM AT CCN1
IMPACT ON' THE PERSON
GROUP, AND THE CULLEC

THE MASSIVE CITY COLLEGE
COMMUTFRVERSITY:
ITS DEHUMANIZING
EFFECT O
STUDENTS AND FACULTY

EXAMPLES OF DISCUSSION AREAS
Institutionalized

Racism,

Self-segregation of ethnic groups on campus

Black & Puerto Rican Demands,,
Black L Puerto Rican Studies Program.
Students perception of faculty,
Faculty perception of students.
Vocational training or education.
Intellectual independence and the classroom
Student: IBM number or person?

What arc

THi CITY COLLEGE AND THE
LARGER SOCIETY

discussions involving students.

the

remedies?

The relationship of the college to
local community:
_ Social Agency or Ivory Tower
The relationship of the college to
government and industry:
Recruitment
Acts of disruption:- -What

A system of recording in the small group discussions
has been designed so that we will bc able to translate
the talk of the conference into specific propoe.i Is for
action that will lead to real change in the college.
The Conference Formula:
Action 4- - y Change

Dialogue

-f

.

to

do?

the

1
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PROGRESSIVE

6

unlverX

SSf?

'

“

Administration.

How

>

Is the

f^
.

,

'

A*,,

•

W*neceSEary
1S

t0

^

understand this is „
«B h ‘ “Gainst the Gallagher

'

.

University Racist?

0 k r0linC
W* 10 sweeps the floors In
V
4
n !,
cafeteria? Black and Latin

Wagner and Sheppard? Who serves
American
workers. They have
f
0
nd treatmen!: and £ et wages in the range of
$1. 60 to
«2 00 an^hoiir^^^fv!
h
3* ind 0f? SCh001 ia kept ninnin by thcir
hard work? A
E
t
Tv
K
school thi
that has a Psych, course in which
Prof. Bard teaches how the police can
P
better
vrx,

i

1>

v

LABOR
PARTY
STATEMENT

^

>

maintain law and order in the Black and Puerto
Rican ghettos. (Law and
order means protecting landlords,
storeowners
bosses from the people )
A schoo 1 whose ROTO program trains officers toand
lead GI's to fight against the
Vietnamese people, and to put down ghetto rebellions
and strikes by Black and
A ®£ h 001 whose education department trains
administrators and
,
erS t0 bel ® ve thatf for
one "sociological" reason or another, non- white
r»MM
children cannot learn. A school whose Soc.
Psych, and Poly. Sci. Depts.
at the same time teach that the main
reason for the poverty of Black and Puerto
Rican (and white) working people is— that they
aren't educated enough.
'

>

,

,

Why are CCNY and other universities like this? Because they are run
by
a class that profits from the racism in society as
a whole, and uses the
universities as one weapon in helping to maintain those
profits. That class
is composed of the owners of the major corporations
and banks in this country
the imperialists. They benefit from the capitalist system
by keeping, in the
form of profits, a big part of what the working class produces. In their
drive
to maximize profits, they super-exploit
take even more from non-white
workers in Africa, Asia, Latin America and at home. They use racist ideology—
lies that non-white people are inferior--to "justify" this super-exploitation
and
the oppression necessary to maintain it .(the Vietnam war, police brutality), just
as they used it to "justify" slavery. By teaching white workers and students
racism, subtly or crudely, in the newspapers, on television, and at CCNY, they
split apart people who have a common interest in opposing racism and
exploitation, and thus make it easier to maintain their rule, and profits.

—

j

j

j

i

.

—

.

THE WAY TO FIGHT RACISM ON CAMPUS IS TO ATTACK IT AT THE ROOTS.
At City we should fight to stop Bard's racist course and ROTC, and be ready to
support campus workers in their struggles, and to support the struggles of the
people of Harlem. We in the CCNY Progressive Labor Club feel that we have not
done enough of the necessary work to help build these struggles, and we want to
join with others in ge’lting such campaigns going. Wc should follow the example
of Black students at an agricultural college in North Carolina who allied with
striking cafeteria workers and together fought the police. And from Columbia and
Harvard students fighting against ROTC and university plans to expand by
evicting working-class families.

M
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dera^a m^ck

:*".To

g: «pa*d

t-mn0
studlca^oii

racls^education
"autonomous, " or "run by students

its nature.

The

t^i'clOS.

XPlte

-.

.,

" «,

’

i'

Ght t0 n,akc

eo l

tK

90

^

b

^

''

io

the PeOPl,! '''

^T^

department
WlU not chaaG°

1,113

mSSLI,
“P^ts

The
would
S*:
P ° admissi0n3 demand echoes the ruling class-!*
«,! !SS.
b ^ cra 0 working people is not
enough education

toSSto ftail
^

that

,,

.

ruC cLs wm n^ver tea^th

a

v

•

n0t a “ ack the rac,st
nature of the university

KSh

Ita

,

.•

1

f™

But the

F,

,

tSSS«SS^SS5S;to ** university that serves them.
ntS arC t0
**, able t0

-V
y

2£ £is.

!

4-

^

Racist ideas like these must
WUh Black studeats on a pro-workLg

DEFEAT RACISM, build a worker-student alliance

;
,

011

'

'

i

**® Strbke peflect ideolo
°!
S s known as "student power" and
nationaUsm
“
tl0naUs ™- ^^
Student power denies the class role
the university.
says that

'

ie

.

‘

'

of

It

the university because they are most
concerned and
Thhe oal
n'r-'t
7 student power" tha imperialists and their Administrations

J

y SS

StU ^°‘ 3 ltal d0 Cr-“,ly

***

the bipettotot. want,

,,

;

Nationalism also denies the class nature of the university.
It leads to
for Black Studies Departments as the answer
to the university's
r acism. But these departments will only be used
against Black (and all) workers *
*
are
majority of the Black people, just as the study of "white"
,
history
is used against the working class.
Nationalism feeds into "student power"
demands
tnat the students should control the school while
the workers pay for it.
:

-

•

demands

•

.

:

.

—

V_'

Education in this county will serve the imperialists until their
system 1s
class, Black and white, takes state power. Black
workers
bave a s P ecial role to piny in this firht--by struggling against
their special
oppression they are leading all the workers to a higher level
of struggle.
By
raclsm atl d exploitation on a class basis, and by allying with
workers
students can play an important part in developing this
revolutionary movement.
Black students, who have led some of the most militant struggles
in the student
anC* wbo bave 1,ie c 1° sesl ties to the working class,
can lead the way
n thls regard. Tills means building struggles against Bardk
course, ROTC and other
;
"

.iy

smashed and the working
,-V
'

V.

forms

of

racism

Issued by tho

at City College.

CCNY

Progressive Labor Club.

.

.
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Students Invade President's
Otfice,-

Raise

Havoc and

'
\

Upset College Meeting

;r

f
'

•

i:-‘

Y.Vy.

J

••

:•••

’1

V-

j

By MURRAY
SCHUMACH
Between 150 and 200
Brookyn College students,
including

many who were Negro
and
uerto Rican, bmkc
into the
president's
office
vandalized it and

yesterday,

created genthere for three

* ral

disorder
hours.

They threw a
lampshade
from the second-floor
balcony

atarted a small fire
with mail
n the office, smashed
an end-!
table and ripped
out telephone*
wires. In the melee
a college!
reporter was threatened

t

luJsU

•

!

j r~.ii*

t

t

r’'

r

wifcl

r

and'

his notes ripped

The students

pons

up
left

when

h-lJ~

re-1

circulated that the police
their way. They
said
aS CUer f ° r them ,0
COn ’
tinn. their
.k
tinue
activities on
the
campus than to be arrested.
18 Demands Made

maric thpir
the office suite and

“me

wav

into!

reception'

when admin-|
r°°™. at a
Jstrative officials were
assem10 discuss w,,h
student
rinl
,

representatives a list of
18 denia n d s including
special tuition
for black and
Puerto Rican
students.
,

The invading radical
students,
who were trving to
force the locked door
when
they were admitted,
sought,
among other things, open
admission
of
all
Negro and

Puerto

Rican

students,

tion

aboli-

of mandatory
attendance
and required courses

Other municipal schools
of
higher education were
also in
various stages of
breakdown
during the day. The
developments included these:
*?At City College, where
the
entire school continued
closed
the president. Dr.
g’
Buell
Gallagher, told a faculty
mere
Ing he was hopeful of
a sperdv
return
to
normalcy.

seemed
likely
the
would remain dosed
of this week.

But

it

college
Ihe rest

^

,7V-

nitvrou
mty

UPen

^ nroup!l

Commu-

missed
pating

r

week for particia sit-in. The reversal
af,cr a fuult
meeting
last

m
_

v.

the dismissed teachers

Queens College proteststudents continued to
hold
3 ' St y
administration
huddi n
°I
building
and
refused to allow
food in for a few
administrators
who had locked themselves
in
since Monday to
protect rec*!At

.

mg

ords.

i

l_j:
1

..

s,de

?

'

had overwhelmingly y
supported

1

^

INVASION: Brooklyn College stndnntc
president. Dr. George
A Peel T
Rcj^ck.
They hVhl
had broken
College, the president s
at d
he would reinstate
two of three
faculty members
he had dis-

rH/\

V rf

f

'

were on

into office,

’ K e*

\

0 -*

the office

occupying

it

i„r, s is,

°f

w ,„

,

««

school's
for three hours.

Rally Precedes
Oulbreak
Nt nC/ nnC "f two
Purrin'
Puerto
Rican members on
'

'

ihe

21-man Board

Higher Fdu
on ihe body u
arrange an emergency
meeting
lot dealing with
turmoil a niv
colleges on a citvwide
basis
instead of letting each
school
°''
0 J ' il
n approach.
"'rru
j
The two-dav occupation
of
nation,

of

called

r

'

n

Manhattan Community

^ ?
College
s
two midtmvn earnpuses ended last night follow.
,

ing a sevcn-and-a-half-hotir
farulty meeting that discussed
d--

mands of the Third World
Coalition for a minority studies
program and a greater role
in
policy-making.

The

outbreak

at

Brooklyn

College was preceded hy '
a
half-hour rally that began
at
12.80 P.M, on the strps
of

Roylan Hall.
At 1:15, a

"huh

radical

group,

d'd not include cttVr
Puerto Ritans or Negroes assrmhled. It was Joined hv two
Other groups, which included

members of the Puerto Ruan
Alhamc and the Rronklvnl
l.caguc of Afro-American

C'ol-I

legians.

Someone

‘limited,

as

they

r*

•

•4 .
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gathered

Boylan^hat "we can speedily arrive at of (he college's library-adminjwhat I know will not only he.istralion buildirg.
We're not taking any more acceptable to the university but
A'l.rd if he would call the
from the president!"
also to the city."
police in the face of the court
In

front

of

Hall:

|

Representatives of

the

He

act-

declined later to say what Itleiay,
Dr.
Schmrller
said
ing
president, George
Peek,, he had based the hopes of a “This docs not preclude our
were inside his office at the'spredy settlement on.
taking any action we deem
time,
preparing
to
resume
In support of l)r. Gallagher’s necessary."
meetings with student repre- insistence that ho would notj At Queens College in flush-;
sentatives on demands affect- call the police while negotia- ing.
student
demonstrators
ing Negro and Puerto Rican lions were proceeding. Mayor kl pt up lheir blocka.lc of the
,

i

.

*•
negotiations
13 - ,o
had begun last Friday.
building;,
preventing
.
faculty
Dismissals Reversed
The scores of students then
jand
administrative
workers
charged into the building and
"President
hasjfrom reaching their oftices.
Gallagher
up to the second floor, where asked me for a public statc-j Students refused to allow
they began hurling themselves ment that city police will not, food to he. brought up the
against the locked door. Tojbe sent to the city collegciStairs to the few administraprevent the door from beingjeampus. I have advised Dr.'tive and faculty personnel who
shattered, someone opened it Gallagher that city policy is. had remained hrhind to profrom the inside.
land always has been in my ad-i lp ct records when the blockade
'ministration, that police nic ht'S/m.
Vandalism Breaks Out
never sent onto a university. Some food was hoisted up
..
.
...
.
,
.
hurst into the, , |mpus CXPPpt
As the students
at , he spPcifli on a rope,
office, one Negro student from
Ur- Nunc/, in calling yesIPqllcst 0 f t h P president of the
the outside punched a Negro,
”
terdav for the emergency meet*
univcrsit v
student inside. The marauders
the Board o' Higher
"C
stale senator John J.
swarmed through the ^archi, an opponent of the, .duration to consider campus
then
suite of offices and out onto: Mayor
turmoil
at
V colleges here,
in the quest for the Re-i
the balconv.
publican nomination for MavorJ sa d in an interview:
Some had cans of paint with atta^fd M r I uid-av "for not
Nohodv knows how to hanwhich they sprayed "Revolu- takinp swift police action"' to .dir this thing. It's all new. But
for hantion" and "Power" on the out-j
p wjlh demonstrations on a P' ev and * strategy
w - -*
-*•
side of the building and similar t j, e <-j tv University campuses. dlln S it must be developed at
revolutionary slogans on the
Oueenshorniigh Commu- t D® top level immediately.
walls inside the office.
•
nitv College, the president, Kurl
the „
While they remained
< a id
yesterdav
y c (, mP i| Pr
office, they refused to allow!, 1J( at Pa ^t two o' the thro"
officials
'the five administrative
f; , .„| t ;
n , em hers he dismissed
and 10 students re P ,(’'' <' n f a.'."summarily”lastvvcckforpartives to resume talks. The presi- ticipatinp in sit-ins would he
dent was away at the time.
rrm-tatH in t K c fal'.
'|u,
,, v0
The invadeis loft at about
p
Brc
p r Ftever.j
4:30 P.M. when there were faigclman of iV r.nglisb dcfalsc reports of policemen on pa rtmrn t and Dr. Robert Macthe campus.
.1 Donald
of the social sricncc
The City College situation u p 1Prtr , rnt
students.

These

"

I

.

.

.

'

I

'

.

|

'

l

1

•

i

m

,

|

,

1

,

while it continued tense, was, Thp thjld
without any violence or disturb- !p v ,., an n f

Donald

is

p

Sil-

nclish depart-

ance yesterday. The college was ,, lpn , jy r scSiiot'llor said no
ordered closed last Tucsdav hv action had vet been taken on
order of Dri Buell G. Gallagher. |p r silhcrma r s appointment. It
some hours after. vv )s p r SrhmcRnr's failure to
president,
Negro and Puerto Rican stu-i rPap point Dr. Silhcrman after
dents had locked themselves 1p p a d been recomended by
within iron gates and t ut nff’h.s derartm-n; that touched oif
access to the buildings on the 1,5 original prntest.
,

.

South Campus.

Demands hy

Court Action Delayed

the demon'll amuch larger pcr-i

Dr. Schmcll»r made his statement in a memo yesterdav to
heads. He said it
Rican (department
-was " in eespon'-c to the conexpressed
at a faculty

tors include a
centagc of freshman admissions

for Negro
students
jiuacius.

and

Puerto
.

.

vom

Secret Negotiations

"

meeting

1

last Friday.

At the faculty meeting ves-j /y t thai meeting the faculty
terday. attended hv about 500 voted overwhelmingly for repersons, the three faculty mem instaemont nf the ousted fac-,
tiers vvho have joined with Dr. ullv memhers.
had,
Sehmcllei
Dr.
lailirr
Gallagher in regolialing in|
frustrat-j
“somewhat
secret with representatives of termed
Queens!
in
action
an
the demonstrates assured the ling"
yesterday’
Court
school’s Supreme
the
that
faculty
until
delayed
that
scholastic standatds would not morning
Mav 13 further moves on a
be permitted to deteriorate.
the
against
nidor
restraining
Dr. Gallagher, in his report
on the negotiations so far, re- sit-ins.
now
the
arc
in
The sums
fused to give anv details, hul
an occupation
he indicated that progress wa second week 01
saying he hoped of t "’ fourth l|o».r lobby area
-

1

1

being made,

X-i:

r~\~

1

1
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COURT TEST DUE

ON

COLLEGE

CITlf

Gallagher Must

Show Wh yi

School Shouldn’t Be Open
By

MURRAY SCHUMACIt

Two

show-cause orders were
served yesterday upon Dr.
Buell
G. Gallagher, president
of City

College,

in an effort to
force
to reopen the school,
which!

him

he closed last week after a
dent look-in.

stu-

Rr Galla BWcr, the Board of
Higher Education and
Albert
H. Bowker, Chancellor
of the
'

.

I

•

City

University,

are

asked

to

show in State Supreme Court
on Monday why they
should

not reopen City College
"to all
duly enrolled students and
to
immediately commence the conduct of collegiate instruction,
as provided for by the
Education

Law."
|

One of the writs was obtained by Representative
Marini
Btaggi, and the other
by the!
Jewish Defense League. Thev'
represented individual students.'
The orders were signed bv
Justice Sidney A. Fine.
Dr. Gallagher ordered
college
classes
discontinued
a,

week ago Tuesday after 200
N^pro and Puerto Rican stu-f
dents locked themselves inside
gates of the South Campus,
closing off access to eight
of'
I

I

I

the school's 22 buildings.
Racial

i

Demand Made

|wcrc continuing last night, with would
“turn
key demand of the dissi
no in(1ica,inn of substantial counsel"
dents is9h"at 50 per'cem
oV'thci

A

them

,

,

Thp

L

....
Sydney

Antiwar Students

in

freshmen admis sions to
development was Throw Fruit at Governor
city
f
College be comprised of Nemo
P^s'ire for the
=1
On the surfr-<\ however, the ,hr
_
,h e college since
iand Puerto Rican high
sp.-w to The Nr* Yerk Timet
remain-d
peaceful
The
school
‘riclay
wnrn
som* 700'
graduates. At present thev repstudents worn still
SYDVFY
Ancmi;*
nr,
s "‘ ,lrm
iresent about 15 per cent of
inside
,l, r
V' d ,ho bulk of th „; S^NEY.Austral,a,Mayl_
bar-!
he -'-•'ndme
engineering faculty kept the en- s < ud c n ^ opposed to the Viet20.000 students at Citv Cnllc~c r radf,d a " d ''hain«d gates
n
1am war P elted Sir Roden Cutnl
Hr,, V
The demonstrators say 411“
another gate n small group
'!j
the ovl
50
£ n
per cent figure would
of rxtrrmisl
of New South
reflect
fence
later,
the
engineering di Wales, with
(the percentane of Nrcrops anri PnIrenc
tomatoes, apples
' |q '° n ''
nnt
reP
Pcned.
pu r ‘0 Bicans In the city high
Fr)r a time yesterday, during
and oranges when he visited
b
if
At Prookl >' n Collrge vester
schools.
the noon hour, a few dozen
Sydney University today.
The present admissions polirvl <;Uldcn, who want the School "?>', bo ut ,nn 'v, it e students
,f ' td ,
They jostled and pushed him
l,
,!U,ICS m °ne of th»l
!of City Collrge is based
on hie'ht openrd n,rt nnd tr lk °c1 on fhc'£'T.
when he inspected a guard of
lcw;' lk r n ,hr North Campus,
school grades; students with
~
i,
theC!
honor
from the
™
"
1,1
111 lrl aemanns,
They said thev wore planning a; :
highest averages cet in
'jsity
regiment.
regiment
or Ni'gro and Puerto Rican stu-i
Or
One
student
Jlargrr
rallv
toclsy.
However tint
there
'
is
f.'^
also a,
'
dents, including
»
/v " nwimn^iu.ll
admission! ,threw himself at the Governor's
6a open
'l
SEEK program, under which .In a statement
about. the to
fcel
foet Routing
shout, ne “Stop
the college hv high school
I r,?’
"Slot the GovNegro and Puerto Rican high show-cause order, ncpresen;a
ernor!” Sir Roden, who lost his
graduates
“'‘unit.)
r.
of
wi
iiiwm;
those
fil'jups.
school graduates whose grades five Biaggi said:
T hey went to Boykin Hall to r, K hl lc 8 »nd won the Victoria
are not up to the JlllllunUJA
ails. officials who pw
standards till
"The
art
govern *.*
the take over the
admissions of - Cross in the Australian Army
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|
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B'luicn Dean of students
Robert fan wot k fulltime
At Bunich
R'„„rK College,
r>„n
,,
At
the last Newton "aren't at vnieni
Thcv'.»
r,
major confrontation anyone
Dr “ n -Vf'" lon "ho
rc- just as concerned and i
has reU st Is
s
s "hen .",00 stuhK hc! ,d =«•»* -n,e
militant as at the other *uvl
h
dents threatened
>, other masons. "Everybody
a sit-in if the
he,*
IVan of Students shaved off co ||e C es
|has a great capaeity
for aceorn„
Bul
nis beard.
while
"
most smoents,
•'"•VI.
mn.-'i
?tndcnt«?, r»io<lution find reason." he
?;,jd
At Hunter College, students] aCully and ’"'•nlnistraloi s at 'The faculty and the
aurmniM.a!
c ,hlee sfhopls denied
for a Democratic Society
that tion have listened to what
hasn't
the
students there "aren't typical," students have
heilhcied to organize.
said. We've acted
At I.ehman College, the there are differences.
not reacted."
major demonstration in the
The major difference at Bar•"We hope the Dean added
past year was when
one-building college
students
;

,
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|

|

|
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tit used to lie
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*

In the Bionx.l.

Why

har e
we remained
cool?" said Fred Blu-lps, a psy.
cholog.v teacher and student
counselor at Lehman. *1 don't
‘

in Matt-

i

k
„
u_
.....
name Lehman, hattan
that
used
Hunter College business school.
•

4

.

to he

lhat

Isn't

It

CUNY's

hick.”

At Hunt# r, also a onr mining
that the school
in Manhattan, thne
majority of students woi It,
i? *
different reason for the
rahn
People will go to classes from
,<r ' sfaceit
said one fj mj
nine to one here,” said Larry
'
tv member,
«
r»
them
re tie some
Broolis, a
Baruch
junior, "and
militant
chicks
around,
then run uptown to work In
tut phisjust cant ,he as physically
„„)j.
:tant as boys." Hunter,
vhith
!"'** an all girls school
four
years ago, is now 75'
female
)

Is

,

‘

!

I

,

|

i

Kdythe Lrmrlle, a Hur.ter
sophomore who is black end
describes heise-if as a militant,
gives another reason.
1

“First,

I

|

I

you've

got
to
give
the president here
fDr. Bohort Cross i." she said.
“He's always willing to n ett
with us and talk and you can
work with him. But mainly it's
because the kids here til want
to become teachers. This is a
teacher-training
school.
They
don't care ahout anything » ist."
credit

j

to

At Ixhman. whore public

ie-

lations

director Elizabeth Jacobs described the students “as
basically apathetic." Dran of

students Glenn Nygrren denied
that the school has hren calm.
“We're relatively calm," he

Only

said.

relatively.

Who

knows what could happen tomorrow?"
Dean Nygicen said the jelafive calm was due to "jin astoundingly flexible facility
'which has really trod to be jesponsivc. The student' hne rec'ognize that tilings ate dexeloping w ithout violence."
:

!

Iathman, which is aBo pies
dominantly female, has had
rumblings of late. Tliett veie
rumors on the large Lions campus that last week's student government elections weir going- to
bo disrupted by militant Hacks.
Nothing happen'd.
“It didn't

Sam

said
|

The

.'Jew

May

7

,
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Is

happen that tine,"

Blank, a

si nic-i

echo

an executive of the student

-government, “but scirui thing Is
going to happen hete. Sine, t's
[a very quiet campus, tut ve'i*
all wondering when its going
to explode. Maybe it's because
|

we

all

foil left

out."
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Frustration Fvldrnt

By midafternoon, about
100
policemen had cleared the
cam-
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Ipus of hundreds of milling
students most of them
opposed
|to the black and
Puerto Itican
'indent protest that

or

'

h

h<,fn closed
hv the hl-iilf'
Rlia "'
“vv ipatlnn nf n
C* m
P"V for' turn weeks
k
n'nil
Monday.,
thr»

il

had kept

the college in turmoil
for more
than two weeks. For the
moment, at least, the tension

1

'

North

(

on

campus subsided.

the

Club-Swinging Negroes Cap
Violent

Day With

on the South

Battle

the

ou
m n ' ,ha <’
coVgc w"
0,, d:
"Sam.
thousands of vr a
poured
from rlassroom .
’
n<l
'milled about nn r" lnR<
n Convent Aveinue
A c

college's

v

20.000

students
point of angry

a

CLASSES TODAY SLATED

frustration about events at
the
college and were determined
to
'keep the school open even
at

Adequate Police Protection

"The general consensus Is
jthat everybody is sick
and tired

to

this,”

isaid.

white

girl

student

"We want

the

college

a

The

i

hattlc

on

the

By SYLVAN FOX
•

after

;

ries of violent incidents.

'.

all

which was one of the ugliest

Buell

G.

the

in

point

Camwas
by

M

a

Burn ' Detcc-

j

Townsend Harris

told

At

he

I

had summoned the police because "students were fighting
with students, professors were
threatened by students, a gen-

I

|

Prof.

and

tried

to

make

next.

walked

into the building in the

tree

(branches
and
two-byfours
^climbed the gate from the
outside and halted briefly
pt the
top

Go

I

|bl.cck

the

I

home, go home," a
youth shouted from atop
1

gale.

-Some

white

students
reThe thc black souths
dropped 10 thc ground inside
the campus.
treated.

(

,

j

hu

I

•

a

j

a

|

1

I

s

lew moments there was

tense standoff. Most of the

white

lip

Another profi v.nr. Morris r.tlenbcrg. ran to a phone and
called the po.'ac
font patrol
Icars responded, hut lv; the time
they arrived on the campus,
the black Modems had left the
building.

decide wliat move to

Then about 25 hlack
youths,

Mi' linel

'playing a cut

llree

some aimed with heavy

us

teaches

locked

pulled down a red
flag, evoking more
cheers from
the white crowd.
There was a
paus c as the white
students

Negro

midst of the incident. "Sonic(one came up and hit me in the
mouth with a fist," lie said, tbs-

a

were about

I

cltth,

Plummer, who
computer
science.

Nicholas Terrace, the

Or h0 hlack students
and
»,
other Negro
youths.
A white student climbed
a

—

the

St.

gate. Outside there

to get out
while we had a chance."
a
.white student said. "One man—
a technician
was standing all
,alonc and Kiev just tame <v
er
and hit him."'

Dr.

cheers

Campus.

crowd halted before

others
carried sticks, according to
students and professors v-iio were
there.
"T hey

amid

chant went tip: "We want
open, we want it open."
300 students flowed
thrugh the gate into the
South

Stcinman

the

bits

About

wiiitc students trying to
attend

of

to

it

A

At about 10 A M., a dozen
black youths began harassing

One

do e^n^c's *ybody

it

Blacks Carry. Sticks

youths had a golf

e

Why

and

tore

Hall, the engineering school.

clas-es.

“

from the crowd.

of these early inciin

open

the campus. It’s our
campus. Come on in "
Tentatively at first, but
then
with growing militance.
the
counter-protesters moved
into
the campus. One while
students,
seized a
radical poster

The white students

occurred

this

S

move onto

10 black girls and hoys,
according to the police.

dents

keep

shouted
cried

The worst

could

W3ntfd

10 black girls

'was beaten and kicked by
about

in

eral atmosphere of harassment
and terror prevoiled.”

re

'

° ,hCrlrCma "' cd

PU,

110 A
i
Agency

"We

a

jrcfu'cd and a fight broke
out in
which a gitl, Hazel Tthcrnoff

prrsi-

said

knife

girl

|

I

College,

a

at

(protesters.

fought at

dent of City

white

battle,

roTibod

In a class in
Wagner Hall,
a group of white
students was
'ordered to c -,ve by thc
black

terdemonstrators that City College would be open today "with
adequate police protection."
It was the second time in less
than a week that white students
and black students had clashed
on a city campus. Last Friday,
groups of blacks and whiles

Queens College.
news conference after
had restored order.

«°

guard began to
the
135th Street gate
S,udrnl,! P" s hed
against
h ana PreVCnt,d
‘ *"»» being
closed.

Groups of black students
and
supporters invaded class
rooms
and disunited classes.

|

,

tive

Black students and
supporters invaded the Cohen
l ibrary
and ordered students to
leave

announced to a cheering crowd of 500 white coun-

Gallagher,

„•

.Hall.

official

a

the South

jpus

and boys

the history of the nation's recent campus violence, a college

At

.that preceded

'group of about

of

Announcement Is Cheered
An hour after the battle,

police

Al

Continued on Page 42, Column 3

,

them white, were injured in the
racial fight, which occurred at
1 1:30 A M. on the South Campus
at 133d Street and St. Nicholas
Terrace. Three of the injured
were admitted to Knickerbocker
Hospital with head wounds.
The battle on the South Campus ended when about 25 black
youths who had battled for 10
minutes with an equal number
of white students withdrew at
the sound of sirens on approaching police cars. There
were no arrests.
_

_

^.heVa%

the

had been closed for the
day because of a previous sc-

.

r * Ct

close

school

I

IJUk
Campus

o( "'"dents
drifted

lence that began at about 9
|A.M. in one of these incidents

bloody
pitched
battle
between club swinging black
youths and while countcrprotesters erupted at City College

At least seven students,

massed

'

going to get hurt "

South

as the climax to
hours of sporadic vio-

'several

A

'shortly

^ 0 ' v<,

»*£"

Campus came

yesterday

’

jopen.’’

Operate Normally

|

'

re-

'*

'near the
the Somh

the price of furiher violence.

|of

wal

r

thr

1

Pledged to Allow School

,n * '>,drr

entire
I"1 ''
jopened.

Had reached

Campus

VnU«J"
rgf

But there was strong
evidenee that largo numbers among

students

withdrew

further.

hen
one
white
student
I— l co Naparstek— and two or
|lhree black youths got into
an
;angr V
shouting
match.
"Co
1

-

jhfinu.-,"
I

"I

the

lilac

k

shouted,

won't go home," the white

you: b .aid
A hlack student shoved Mr.
(Naparstek then smashed him
|in the face with a fist,
other
|hlack youths joined the
attack
|on the youth, wiiose bead
was
ibleet(mg piofusely.
I

1

(over)

Now York Times, May
'the

•

poli<e

and m separate bl.uk
and Puerto Rican studies
p ro
gram.

his previous
opposition to
Jlng lor police help to

O" CAllACMf*.
AT AT. Ml NT
To

(,tii

• n.l

loormno
fielding

j

I

,

terror prevail,

ter

here

that

if

to fear,

.demagoguery.

or to polnii.il

Our

At

a 3

PM

news

conference.

Dr. Gallagher said police intervention was necessary "to protect life and restore order."
Dr. Gallagher met yesterday
with representatives of the
Faculty Senate, and was seeking to arrange meetings with
delegates
from the Studint
Senate, the black and Puerto

Rican faculty and the hlai k and
Puerto Rican student hodv.
Hi* objective was to find a

,way to bring

all

these repre-

sentatives into negotiating session* on the black and Puerto

Rican student

new

City

demands

College

for

a

admissions

an
live

"These are nur nun vmith,"
thr
iyor continued
"Rut if
police are required to as, ur e
prate and public order on

M

now

is

vacated except ( or

open tomorrow, under police protection,
will he here solely
to
prevent a recurrence of violenie and disorder
Today’s
evacuation was accomplished
without incident. The only
persons injured were those
involved in conflicts between

whirh

accurate.”
.
•

i

|

|

campus,

a< today, thev will he
used quirk v*. Thr laws of the
city apply to all ciii?pn«. Stu-

i

I

:

students.

The negotiates, which
were terminated by the evac-

dents are no exception."

uation of south

day

campus Mon-

night
following court
Injunction, will he resumed
just as ' non as the black and
j

I

Puerto Rican student community respond;. It is mv hope
that they will respond soon
As the negotiations continue.

\

<

poluc.

We

tomorrow." he said, "with adequate police protection”
There were brief tries of "we!
want Gallagher" and angry*
warnings that if the college
were not kept open today the
white counterprotesters would
mount a demonstration of their
own. Then the crowd dispersed

afternoon with Dr. Albert H
Bowker, the hanrrllor of thr
City University, polite officials
and B.irrv H Gnttehrcr of Ihc
Mayor s Urban Task Force.

the

-security forces
shall he

Gallagher had authorized
him to mak* a statement.
"The college will be open

South Campus, the police said.
Dr. Gallagher mot during the

he

ap-

pus
j
'

response
niust he strong, mcasuird, and

Dr.

1-ater,
the police
reported
that they had found bottles and
a flammable fluid that appeared
to be intended for the manufacture of molotov cocktails
The materials were found hidden behind a security shack at
the 133d Street gate to the

to

• ailed
at once to prevent
escalation. But with the

marauders fhd the
general student body gradually dispersed, and thr
cam-

Murlrni

and

elsewhere
were to Suhside. "we must nut

.

Inter-

mdrr

reiving

Hr rautinned
disorders

!

Pohre

,|

nr, Chsjry to pro-

anil restore

li.e

t

pearance of

{request.

in

iy

.

‘

gi'o

|

[he college administration
on
the other. It was a
situation
of Incipient riot,
partly fed hv
persons not associated
with
the college, Pol lie had

I

i

Knickerbocker Hospital reported that aeven white youths
bad been treated. Ihcy were
Identified as William Schrammell. 20 years old; Marshall
Rosenberg, 20, and Mr. Nap.irstek. 19, who wne all admitted
in fair condition, and Riapirt
Mignone, JS; John Bohn, 18,
Gerhardt
Schmitz,
and
21.
Jerome Kleinian, 20, who were
treated and released.
Within two hours, the police
had cleared the South Campus.
At 12 35 PM. Ira Bloom.*
executive assistant to the dean
of students, told a rally of 500
white countrrprotesters that

pro-

Ibis was not * confront*,
tmn between an organized
or
unorganized group of v| U
dents on the one hand
and

t

•nd the crowd of black youths
Outside the gate dispersed

was

yrnlion

In a

i

arrived

„„

student*.

thrmtmrd
,

statement late last night.
iMavor Lindsay said that hr had
'ordered the police to he %
Honed throughout the campus
today to guarantee the safety
,‘»f
-ill
students and f.u ult’v
member*,” at Dr Gallagher's
|

ivn

students
, g tniri
a , mov
pli^re
nf
hvrassnient
ami

is

would hr inevitable." he s.nd
Mayor Makes Statement

hfr

,m P „,

S|,„I.

with
VI re

frwiis

one thing to get the
police |„ keep Mudems
from
lighting nnd protect them,
and
another to >m<l ,|„. m j„
open up ,i harm.idcd huddiitgl
or
(iimpu>.
where violence
"It

,

ns coll, n- o,, nrrt

rl lA

f

end the

occupation of the South Cam|

hum m

piitlt-rl

l>»vr -'.Irrf ih>
|

*pu«

sound of approaching police
cars. The blaik youths i limbed
buck over the gain and with
drew, and two or threr minthe

policy

After Mir meeting.
Di
(;,||.
jlaglier *aid his dn iM.m
to mil*
jibe police was not a
reversal of!

10 minute*, the
battle fjRcrl under and near
tha trees tn the grassy atr.i by
the gate with both sides swinging wildly. Several while students, including a member of
tl»* Student
Senate who declined tn be identified, were
beaten on the brad and left
with blood streaming front thencuts.
Then as suddenly as It had
begun, the battle ended at the

later,

*

-

branches
For about

ute*

318

(Cont'd)

8

An ioon

as llm fight between
black youths and Mr N inarklrk broke out. a iluotio
free for- all erupted between thr
|25 bla« k youth';, jomod hv one
or two white radii .ils. and about
j«n equal number of white Mu.dent counterdrmnnstr.Hius id
*o swinging clubs and tree
I

normal college life will
Arrangements arc

also go on

n

being concluded as
completion of the
year, examinations,

the
college

and the l.ke. These
announced tomorrow

will

I

am

friends

sure
in

the

credos
be

many

that our

community and

throughout the citv will give
support to our efforts in
order th.it sound decisions
may he made in an atmosphere of peace and tranquillitv. and the future pear*
of
full

j

j

the
college
assort'd

and

the

city

{
*

Volence.
which evokes
counterviolence
cannot
he
the answer, cilbrr immediate
or permanent \\>
|«.* rn
to
VC tng.'th
hi-pjVr ,v.th
I

brother

I

aope.il

'.n

reason

and sanity Given the opportunity. w
can htnlrf
r- »hr
and vit\* on jusrir* end
brotherhood and decor'

1

11

c iNc'w York
10, 1969

May
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Statement by Gallagher on
Resignation
Following is the text of the
statement yesterday hy Hr.
Ri<cfj G. Gallagher
announcing his resignation as
presi-

4

dent of City College:
I
have this morning requested the Board of Higher
Education to relieve me of
my duties and responsibilities

•

1

j

*

as president of the City College at the earliest possible

•

moment and

I

certainly

later than 9 o’clock

morning,

May

12,

not

Monday

1969.

Last February, when the
basic outlines of the probable

budget for the coming academic year became clear, I
submitted my resignation in
protest against an unconscionable deprivation of the city’s
youth. I have watched with

dismay as r the intervening
months have confirmed my

fears that no adequate fiscal
support would be forthcom•

ing from state and city.
Nevertheless, mv purpose
had been to see the college

through to the end of this
academic year.
Men and
events have made this earlier
separation necessary.
I
could have wished that
the
pace
of
institutional
change had kept ahead of rising expectations born of the
successes of the civil rights
movement, and that there had
been a little more patience or
compassion mixed with the
justifiable rising

anger of the
poor and the black. But institutional inertia did not yield
fast enough and the pressures
of long-deferred hope left no
room for careful and considered action.
‘Frustrations Spawned’

The frustrations spawned
by a society which has inverted

I

:

!

!

,

,

values and reversed
putting war
ahead of human well-being
and preferring privilege to
justice
these frustrations
pushed the on-coming college
generation into an activism
which over-reaches immediately attainable goals. The reits

its

priorities,

—

suiting strains on the
community arc

ic

academevident

throughout the nation and at
C.C.N.Y.
My own lunctions as a

which

reconcile of differences and
a
catalyst for constructive

But when the forces of angry
rebellion and stem repres-

'

change have become increas-

ingly

to

to

sion

it

help

had been
realize

clash,

the

my

more

hope
fully.

irrepressible

carry out.
conflict is joined. A man of
And with the intrusion of peace, a reconciler, a man of
politically motivated outside
compassion must stand aside
forces in recent days, it has
for a time and await the mobecome impossible to carry
ment when sanity returns and
on the processes of reason
brotherhood based on justice
and persuasion
becomes a possibility.
Confronted today with the*,
final impasse,
must relinquish my post to another
man, possibly one of different
difficult:

I

temperament.

The City

of

New York

and

its

320

TUESDAY, MAY 20

ALL TUESDAY DAY, EVENING
AND

GRADUATE CLASSES HAVE BEEN
REPLACED BY CONVOCATIONS

DAY SESSION CONVOCATION: 10:00
A.M.

EVENING AND GRADUATE
CONVOCATION:

6:30 P.M.

THE GREAT HALL

ALL STUDENTS ARE URGED TO ATTEND.

321

JOIN US IN OPPOSING RACISM ON CAMPUS III*

'

1

•If

you feel that everv student should be given

an equal chance for

RACE, CREED or COLOR

a

,

college education REGARDLESS OF
then join us

In

fighting the racist

QUOTA SYSTEM AGREED TO BY CITY COLLEGE.

Racism and separtism are just as hateful and just as

C-L

stupid v/hcn used against whites as

Jy'f.S

VWi.;
/•ivL-i
?

is

when used against

blacks

;

r

4

it

.

:

•

•
:

Please sign the petitions and JOIN US

/.rHj!.*'

fOMQRRO'Al

,

IN A MASSIVE PROTEST RALLY IN FRONT OF THE LIBRARY,
jyjy V
'\'W
;<KC:
r
V

-

:

t;.oo

v

League of Concerned Students
Students to Preserve the Merit System
* Christians and Jcv/s For A Jru_ly Democratic Soc
« Black Students Against Appeasement
* The Jewish Defense League

•
,

:

.

i

ar

.

V'~

V

TUESDAY

'

•

V,

h

'

'k y.

>

#

6 26
.

.

(cfl
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Against Quotas
|

"If

this

3 Mayoral Candidates
Criticize

a quota system,"
declared, “I am

is

Mr. Lindsay
against it."

j

Former

Wagner

Mayor

Robert

F.

and

Representative
jJames H. Scheuer, both Deni-!
ocratic

mayoral
candidates,,
denounced the admissions plan
on Saturday. Norman Mailer,

who
and Procaccino

Badillo

Marchl

Join

By

The

Mayor, urged

The

its

ap-

87-member

Faculty Senate is scheduled to
meet today to continue its discussions of the dual admissions

SYLVAN FOX

Under

plan.

tentative

lflis!

en hours Friday without voting

Badillo.

my

Rico,

judgment," said Mr.

who was born

“the

Puerto
implementation of
in

such a policy would lead to two
separate and unequal colleges
of uncertain quality."
•

Mr.

Badillo,

a

graduate

of

City College
and a liberal
Democrat, thus lined up with
other mayoral candidates— both
liberals and conservatives
in
.condemning
the
admissions
_plan formulated by City Col-

—

jlege

officials

and Negro and

Puerto Rican student protesters,

2 Others Score Plan
Also attacking the agreement!
yesterday were City Controller
Mario A. Procaccino, a conservative entrant in the

Demo-

mayoral primary, and
State Senator John J. March:,
a conservative Republican may-

cratic

oral candidate.

“An

institution

for

higher

Mr. Badillo said,
“may waive standards, but
know that the outside world
will not. It is for this reason
that 1 oppose the proposed dual'
admissions policy
because I
learning,”

I

—

want

L

to insure that

all

gradu-|

on

it.

A

freshman

it."

the agreement. 50

per cent of City College's

Bronx Borough President Her“In

,

‘

'

students

and

The tentative settle- Eroup and those academically
ment was reached early Friday pr?£ar,e ., , u
s P oke sman said,
morning after 3G hours of conmere s no indication that such
tinuous negotiation.
rC
ar
®
availa ble now.”
The talks came at the end of
AnIfuL
1'
a turbulent month during which
said
j
teachers.

,

!

-

I

_,

i!

;

-

Faculty Senate source said

the fate of the plan in
elected faculty body was

the
un-

about
Rican

t0 s hlft academically
0 '' 1 * from Ci,y

150 black and Puerto
students occupied the

,

'co'feee^o^nm

-

,

certain.

V"?

,

°' th C
South Campus for Chv
Unilers^'
c
,s considy
two weeks and there were
„
ered unrca
lstlc however, since
subsequent clashes a rash
college's

,
’

.

'

.

“A day

or

two ago,"

lie

said,

"I would have said it would
be approved. Now, of course,
with all this political storm
brewing, I'm not sure.”

The faculty member said influences were at play in the
closed Senate meeting that had
nothing tn do with the beliefs
of the faculty representatives.
“I don’t think that on conviction alone there would be a
sufficient

he

said.

number to swing it,”
“But there arc some

who

support it out of fear or
wanting peace and quiet at any

cost"

The New York Times
May 26, 1969

fe-ssr'ssa-w
sition to the plan, Mr. Badillo

support

“any additional stcpl

$£%*£

"f strongly oppose the proposed policy for a dual admis-

pand educational opportunities
sions system at the City Col- for
disadvantaged students "
ege under which half of the provided
they do not set un a
freshman class will he from the Iquota system
or violate ?he
slums and admitted without re- .board's
commitment to admit
gard to grades and the remain- all students
with averages
of
K
mg half will he admitted on the S2 or higher
basis of scholarship criteria.
Mr. Procaccino, who Is like
In my judgment the imple- Mr. Badillo
a City College gradmentation of such a policy uate, called the
admissions plan
would lead to two separate and "unfair and discriminatoryunequal colleges of uncertain and warned that it “will
result
quality and would merely con- in the exclusion of
intelligent
stitute an extension of the edu- Qualified and
ambitious stu!
cational disaster of New York, dents."
City public schools into then
Appearing on the
prosystem of higher education, [gram "New York Speaks Out "
with no benefit to the children Mr. Procaccino declared- “I faInvotved
whether
they
be vor the merit system, not the
white, black or Puerto Rican."] quota system."
Mr. Badillo called for a
Mr. Procaccino said later that
Strengthening
of
the
SEEK he was prepared to institute a
(Search for Education, Elcva-i suit against City College if the
tion and Knowledge) pre-bac admissions plan was approved
calaurcate program for disad by the Faculty Senate and the

WHN

vantaged youth and warned Board of Higher Education.
that the plan proposed by the
Senator Marchi described the
and Puerto Rican stu- kjiuissiuhs
Negto
admissions plan as "aa com
“
comdents and negotiators for the pletelv unacceptable proposal,
college would make a City Col- 'asserting: “It would prostitute
.

ates from the City University

class.

A spokesman for the City
EJnivcrsity said yesterday
that
w,tl tbc P ro Per financial
ating team consisting of four
sup?
'
faculty members, two represen- f’ ort> tl ,is would not be nccestatives of the administration l?ar y s n cc the freshman class
and half a dozen black and IC0u d he expanded to meet the
nccds °‘ hoth the disadvantaged
Puerto
Rican
The admissions agreement
was formulated by a negoti-

freshman class* would come!
from slum neighborhoods and
without regard to academic!
performance. The Faculty Sen-]
ate discussed the proposed ad
missions policy for almost sev-

Badillo,

approved or rejected by the 21- expect the Board of
Higher
member Board of Higher Kdu- Education to keep that commit-'
cation. The board is scheduled .merit," Mr. Lindsay
said,
to meet late
Fcar has been expressed that
today, but a
spokesman said ho doubted any
50-50 dual admission plan
action would be taken at that wcre instituted at City College,
tune. “In all probability." he llle school would be
forced to
said, “there will be a special raise its academic cut-off
avermccting later in the week. They a K e abovc 82 because of the
need a couple of days to study "mited number of places in anv
l

college’s

dents to City College was attacked
yesterday
by
three
mayoral candidates, including

’

C.C.N.Y

lor

i

!

proval.

Attacking Plan

agreement to
institute a dual admissions
policy that would admit
more
Negro and Puerto Rican stu-

man

j

also a Democratic can-

The plan must ultimately be

!

,

In

on Slum Enrollments

I

is

diate for

Dual Admissions

:

.

,

I
>

'

!now and

in

the future will be

lege degree “as worthless" as
the "general” high school dipkima issued to students who do
nt< intend to go on to college,
“Ua benefit can result either
to society or to the students
a policy,”
from such |; he said,
“Rather the disillusion will be
deeper since it will be founded
upon greater expectations."
In his statement, Mayor l-indsay noted that the Board of,

compete with any group

jable to

standards that
count: ability and performance."
Mayor Lindsay, who is contesting Mr. Marchi for the Republican mayoral designation,
Issued a cautiously worded
statement urging "everyone to
withhold final comment” on the
controversial admissions plan

:on

the

only

I

"until
til

we

learn

more" and

In detail."

Mr. Marchi suggested that a
system be devised to permit
."equalizing
equalising ui
of upporiumues
opportunities"
within school districts, so that
college aspirants in Harlem,
for
example,
compete only
against other Harlem students
and no t against students from
Higher Education was com-! more affluent areas of the city
milted to accepting every high' for City College places,
«
school graduate in the city with;
ola system ba , cd nn
A
an average of 82 per cent or racc " Mr Marchi said> " is
The citv lias a right to something we’ve been strugbetter.
I

j

1

un-!

the Board of Higher Kduca-I

It

lege."

,

tion “has an opportunity to re-j

view

.academic standards and irrevocably prejudice the accreditation and standing of the col-

'

,

gling for years to get out of.”|

:
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MARN1N KF.INS1 TIN. .issociatc professor in the classleal

and

languages

— The

dcpnrment

all-

llenrcw
ged in-

Justice which the proposed
policy, gained by threat and
violence,
a ms
to
correct,
represents the height of calculated. actual injustice. Its

acceptance, in addition to
leopard z. n;* the future uf
future of City College as a
fine center of learning, will
reintroduce the reprehensible
quota system rhjracterlsUc
i

of most American universities
until very recently.

At City College not a single
was ever rejected

student

on the

basis of race, religion. color or ethnic group-

graduates whose
potential
has been marked by frustra-

Scholarship has always
been the sole criter.on. As a
result of its high entrance requirements. it has given this
country men such as Felix
Frankfurter, the late Robert
F. Wagner. Bernard Baruch.
Jonas balk. the Nobel laureates Robert Hofstadter and
Arthur Romberg.
ing.

To introduce

a

policy

and hopelessness
high schools.
tion

The

part

are

in

JAY SCHULMAN.
professor

problem

middle-income grouping ard
unable to send their children
to private colleges

Black

and

Puerto

Rican

HUBERT PARK BUCK,

as-

professor of education. If put into effect without severe modification, the
proposal would be an educational disaster. It ignores the
experience of the Midwest
sociate

state

universities

and

the

community college development in this state.
The negotiations were conlike a kidnap gang's
negotiations, with the socalled representatives of the
faculty and of the administration fearful that the college would be invaded from
Harlem and destroyed On the
other side of the table were
19-year-olds whose concept
of how the world operates is
hardly adequate to their de-

ducted

mands.
1

City College has no special
magic by which student short-

—
—

comings
18 years in the
can be quickly
making
overcome. A year's study
commission Is what Is needa constructive
prevent more
gjngstcr-hke act'* on the part
of impatient students.
CONRAD,
ALIRF.I)
H

ed to effect
outcome and

chairman of the economics

dcpartmcnt—The

City

Urn-

the

would
mere

body, ready to come more
directly to grips with the
most serious problems of our
society.

of

people deserve a college education. But this must be done
In an equitable and constructive fashion, along the lines
of community colleges, with
provisions for remedial work.

in

City College a
exciting place, with an intellectually
richer
student

low-

the

policy

make

brazen discrimination would
be to deny college education
to thousands of proven students whose parents for the

most

new

Conrad
yersity has repeatedly stated
its

to

dual responsibility— first,
provide high-quality edu-

cation. and second, to offer
the opportunity for that education to all the secondary

school graduates of the city.

The evidence has hern more
uncomfortably obvious every
year that a large part of the
student
population

.

}

city’s

docs not have that opportunity under the traditional
admissions standaids
The admissions policy of
the b’ack and Puerto Rican
student community aims to
correct that failure of opportunity.
It does not impose
any quota system. It seeks,
rather, to offer a place in the
college to public high-school

j

•

•

of

assistant

sociology—The

how

provide
admissions for many more
black
and
Puerto' Pican
youths, and to assure ;hni
and students entering the college through the competitive
route an excellent education.
The dual-track system provides the possibility of maintaining the competitive path
while seeking out disadvantaged youth of potential in
selected high schools.
There is a high probability
that student motivation in
these schools will rise with
an accompanying increase in
constructive
participation.
The presence of these students will bring on a rush
of long overdue educational
reforms as well ns risks. The
alternative is more tokenism,
an appioach that will surely
ruin the college for all students. The burden is on those
who oppose the plan to provide a better and more just
transition to open enrollment.
is

to

BAlf.EY HARVEY, profesDual adof speech

—

sor

mission

to

City

College

in-

fact at presThe school of General
ent'.
Studies and the SFLK pro-

struction

gram

is

arc

a

ai/mirablc

ap-

proaches to preparing certain

Harvey
students for regular matriculation.

It is

desirable that

all

avenues beyond SEEK's province be used to find students with other types of potential who could be fitted
for matricu’ation.

This responsibility of the
University and
the City College can be met
without changing the matriculation standards now current for regular applicants.
If matriculation standards arc
waived under some interpretations of dual admissions, I
believe the effect wou'd be
deplorable.
city, the City
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Over
IRD U LIN RAl)
The (motional

conflict over

the proposed new dual admissions polity at City College
has not only stirred the laculty. the student body and the

Dual Admissions Plan
Let

administration hut also the
alumni: the men and women
who entered City College on
the basis
of high
school
grades and competitive exams
and moved upon graduation
into the sciences,
business.

Reflecting

the

peat

institutions of the nation, and let it create, under
its
aegis, a new entity to
serve the purpose for whii h
there is so justifiable a de-

mand. Support the best and
create the best but do not

arts,

unrasiness
and ambivalence within and
outside City College, alumni
have been discussing proposed plan under which half
the freshman class would be
from slum areas and admitted to the school without

divide

the

traditional

scholastic

the Board of

— which

Higher

must

tion

—

JONAS

E.

be

else

and

—

1

—

social justice.

1

DR.
ROBERT
HOFSTADTF.R. class of 19.15,
Nobel Prize winner in 196
in physics and director of

I

.

,

,
,

the high-energy laboratory at
Stanford University
I
believe that the proposed solution would not be the correct one for the City Uni*
versity of New York.

—

4

class

.

The

1 934.
developer of polio
vaccine and director of the

of

intrinsic

aims

-of

the

proposal are laudable. However. the admission of two
groups of students with com-

t

thry have enough

room

for all the poor, bright
kids?

These idiot politu i.im don’t
know anything "
TTT effect, the plan, if implemented. would be creating

UR. ARTHUR KORNRI RG
19.17. a Nobel pri/e
winner In 1959 for nrdi. me
and professor and chairman of
the department of hi.* hrnmclass of

two

enttirlv different institutions within the same walls
and would be self-defeating
It seems to me the prrpur.i
tory institutions can be
l
up for those people wishing
to attend th* university that
arc
not
at
present
fully

tiy

The important thing is for
and politu tans to
education

decent

the earliest years .>•»
individuals who belong in a university will ha\r
the opportunity to qualify

from
that

ZERO MOSTF.L,

colleges must be
expanded and strengthened
meet this need However,
there must also be colleges
and universities in the vvstem which set stringent and
exacting academic standards
for entrance and performance

#

to

of

class

University's

Community

all

and entertainer
always liked the idea

1915. actor

of
a free university for tie poor
I’ve

.Stanford

—

the public

provide

at

School of Medicine
My ex
per if nee with public higher
education in California persuades me to recommend it
to New York.
There should be opportunities provided for all
students
who srek higher education.

qualified.

more privileged. City
College has served this purpose well
a purpose for
which there is now even
greater need than ever before
the purpose of excellence and of self-discipline
within a context of growing

approve

SALK,

it

for the

College alumni.

DR.

that

developed with

cipline.

1

of

the plan
the new admissions
policy has clearly spurred discussions and raised issues
among blacks and whites,
students and teachers. City
College alumni and graduates
of other schools.
The following are excerpts
from Interviews on the dual
admissions policy with City

best

“A great school for the less
privileged can be integrated
into a great university that
had through struggle and dis-

cri-

Muta-

the

comes something

teria.

Whatever the decision

City College continue
deserve Its place amongst

to

d«*n

What do grades mean anywav? Who knows who thr

City College for

me was

a

scholar will be 1 Who can tell'.
Albert Einstein never made »l
with good grades, did he’
free
a
is
College
City
school and it should be open
for

all

the poor.

Mavbr

this

will infuse something
new. who knows'* Grades
ire an old fashioned business
and what the hell does a
grade mean now? The important questions ai* can a
student learn something, is
he bright, can he be a good

plan

rebel too ?
I’m for this plan

—

absolutethey have good teachwill not affect the
quality of education one bit.
The
poor
Puerto Rican
or black student is .just as
susceptible to a good education as a kid with a 95
per cent average from high
school. That grade business is
ly

ers.

If

it

Komberg
from which I learned
even more from interaction
crucible

malarky.
The tragedy here is that
miserable politicians are involved in taking swats at

with my feilow students than
from professors by vigorous
discussion, debate and aca-

school. It's become a
game of the politicians Why
the hell don't they p\e more
money to the school to let
more kids in'* Why the hell

the

demic competition.

Now

a City College gradu
good record com-

ate with a

mands respect

in

graduate

schools and medical schools
throughout the countrv. Whv
destroy this wonderful and

unique achievement in which
New York City can justly
take so much pride?

Salk
Salk Institute for Biological
Studies in San Diego Colleges and universities are not
ivory towers for self-serving
purposes. They must be part

—

pletely
different
qualifications would, in my

create

anzed

of the life of the community
that supports them. They
must also help young people
grow and fulfill the potential
of their lives and the lives of

In

But service to oneself and
to others is an essential part
of Individual fulfillment: and

must serve excelAbout this there tan be
compromise.
no

lence.

Let un create
colleges for all

community

who desire
us also pieirrve the best that has already hern created, l.rt ns
not compromise excellence,
to

grow and

let

us create more excellence
Let us replace injustice with
let

Justice.

the

end,

this

conflict

qualifications as for those
the normal qualifications

with

.

One of the more immediate
results of the implementation
of the plan would he a loss
of th^ best fac ulty members.
I

cannot conceive of
remaining

professors
university

gem

ral

many
ji

where there k

a
a

lowering of standards

and where conflict becomes
a daily problem. I ran a I mi
foresee that political nianuevering would have to become
a mode of lilc for the re-

maining faculty.

ALFRED KAZIN. class of
1935, literary critic and Distinguished Professor of English at the State University
of New York in Stony Brook.
L. I
My feeling is that
much more can be done for
the Negro and Puerto Rican
students than to debase the
quality of a City College edu-

—

Jnivcrsity.

would destroy the City University. The proposed
solution would he just as bad
for
he students with reduced

others.

for this, all

opinion,
two conflicting polbodies in the same

*

cation.

am thoroughly unhappy
about any entrance to City
I

/
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From:
To:

»

.1

.

J

—

R- Stein (Electrical Eng.)
Members of tho Faculty Senate

J?i!!»IE3IB£7^ ~issni
«•

.-*_

June 2, 1969

Proposed

INTERIM REPORT
° °» h ° City C ° UeB°
reaChed lh ° followtog decisions
in
ii? response
res pons e to
to*" Point
PoinT Four
F
concerning freshmen

*“

admissions:

(a)

The Faculty Senate

(b)

The Faculty Senate

rejects racial or ethnic admission
quotas.

also rejects fixed ratios of "competitive"
versus

non-competitive" admissions.
(c)

The Faculty Senate urges

tho admission of 300 additional freshmen
In
from selected high schools and disadvantaged areas. The term "additional" is to
be understood to meanabove those applicants (competive, SEEK
and

September 1969,

to bo recruited

,

acceptance notices have already been mailed.
(d)

The Faculty Senate urges

that the

100-scholars) to

admission pattern

of

be repeated for September 1970.
(e)

whom

September 1969

The

additional 300 freshmen admissions per year are
to be viewed as
an experiment whose results, together with those
of the SEEK and
100-scholars programs are to help in determining future
admission
policies
,

The Faculty Senate intends to issue another report on "Point Four",
(2)
as
soon as possible, with details of implementation. Such details
may include
methods of studont recruitment, scholastic programs, supportive
services,
funding, evaluation of results, and possibly other subjects.
The Faculty Senate intends to issue, subsequently, a further report or
(3)
further reports, with reference to "Points One, Two and Three".
This Interim Report is made to the Acting President for immediate trans(4)
mittal to the Board of Higher Education.

Why?
This Interim Report

is

believed to bo appropriate and oven necessary, at

this time, for the bonefit of
(a)

tho

mombors

of the BI1E

who have been waiting for some word from us

before taking up the subject,
(b)
tho black and Puorto Rican students and teachers who
suspicious at tho long delay and inclined to view it as stalling,

may have grown

(c)
tho public at large which must have begun to wonder whether we are
capable of ever taking any constructive action, and
(d)
oursolvos, by removing some subjocts from the aroa of controversy, and
suggesting that wo are on the right track.
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Memorandum
To:

Dean O.L.Chavarria-Aguilar
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
City College of New York
Convent Avenue
138 th Street
New York, New York
10031
<3c

From: Chcrles V. Hamilton

March 29, 1971

•
*

Harold Cruse

/

•

We are taking this rather quick way' to communicate
our recommendation on one item regarding the work of our

committee; namely, the matter of the proliferation of

departments in the urban and ethnic studies areas. (Dr.

Andrew Billingsley has been unable to visit the campus and
to meet with us. A more comprehensive report dealing with

other substantive matters will follow in

a

few weeks. We

know there are several matters .ultimately to be covered:
courses, the urban component, faculty recruitment, etc.
This brief memorandum is occasioned by the fact that we

understand that there is an April

1

,

1971 meeting on your

campus, and we wanted your group to have our thinking on
the important matter of departmental structure in time for

that session.)

We have two main points to make at this time:
(l) From a substantive,

academic point of view, it

would be far better not to create two separate departments
of Black Studies and Puerto Rican Studies. We feel that the

subject matter in these areas logically comes within the

330
Dean O.L.
Chavarrla-Agull.ar

-

H

page

purview of one
department. Proliferat,'^
~uld create unnecessary
duplication'

^

to the
development of“

^^^
IT ^ "
^
ar<!aS

curriculum. Thes.
stady of material c
in Africa, the
Carrihean and the
United S
De seen as
isolated phenomena
... especially
university in New
York City.
'

d

’

academ ic

aVa m"

We are aware of
the intense
political anvaronment
on
your campus that
~akes
Kes implementation
i mnl
of such
h an
an a PProach
difficult and lt
Day woll be that
the political l„„
..
imperatives
ono so great as
to virtuallv
virtually require
„
the esbMiov,
ootablashment of
two separate
departments ‘ But
Uld Sl " Ply ° int
P
out “hat
ue conside- to b -u
.he more viable,
long-term approach.

„

^u

’

•

•

”

(2) We believe

^
;

separate Det3art~=nas it mi hf

\

ePartment ° f

•

f-Viat

OT

->

T

-m.-

•

the
.

“lection of the issue
of

StUdl6S iS unfortunate
inasmuch
t0 <*““• «»
of the legitimacy
of
-hhic Studies. Whether
ther

i—

D epartment of
dovish Studies or not
is irrelevant to
° f thS
Md deVal

^

a

,

“

T

«

is

apartment
Of
f urban and
Ethnic Studies. We
understand that City
College
Das had for some.
time a program in
Jewish studies, and
'O'11
ntinUP "* d8Vel
' :°
°D
tho.se faculty and
students
ere wish that. But
we see no sound
reason to include it
within the existing
Department of Urban and
Ethnic Studies
or in an umbrella
department. We believe
the Department of’

«

*

«

UCaU

U,AJ ‘

W avaa la ' 'Kuuar
‘

'

,

-

p;tbe ^

Urban and Ethnic Studies
shouid focus
to non-white,
underprivileged

^

^

peoples, and such an
emphasis
would not, Of course,
include jews.
'

Our judgment, then,
is that the Department
of Urban and
Ethnic Studies should be
substantially revised and
strengthened
n he general direction
indicated above with very
close
consultation and collaboration
with other faculty on
campus
especially the black and
Puerto Rican faculty in
other
departments.

—

,

A more comprehensive

repok dealing with such matters

as

cross listing of courses with
other departments, faculty
recruitment, prerequisites, etc.
will follow.

Charles V. Hamilton

(k^Uei
Harold Cruse

Clcc-u_

v\y

APROPOSAT. FDR TUP
Of ETH Knr
STUDIES DEPARTMENTS

ESTABLI SHMENT

Summary

of Content^;

Introduction and uackground
1

Ethnic Studies as academic
fields

-

2

2-3

Suggested academic programs
Afro-American Studies

3

Jewish Studies

for the Ethnic Studies

Safeguards against fragmentation
.

.

11

- 14

14

- 15

15

- 16

16

- 17

Programs

General Reasons

Implementation measures

6

8-10

Puerto Rican Studies

Departmental status

-

333
f

^-PROP OSAL FOR THB FSTART TSHM
ENT OF

FTHKI. C

STUDIES

nrnmm.^

“rr*

.n.o

«• »*»<»••< *« consider veLus pass'ibmUes
~r,““
meeting to act on

7,?^
end a
recommendations was set tor April 1 at 2-00
P M
The
,0 the c °mmlnee
F^erico Aqulno-Bemude'z John
D
uavis, Alan Fiellin, Bernard
!,
Gifford and Arthur T Zuckerm^n- ThocJ
„
Academic Assistant to the President,'
its

C

e nt

S

re

r

served

° f the committee 's unanimous
decision to recommend
tha tTh
that
e Faculty
Fa
the
Council vote to establish separate
departments of AfroAmerican, Jewish and Puerto Rican Studies.

l

,

Background

Z

lnterest in ethnic and cultural studies

has been well
marked It t
riv
Pr ° pOSals f °r a program or department
of Jewish Studies
?
hf traced
ran
t
! back as many
can be
as twenty-five years. Recently of course
this
long-standing interest peaked greatly in intensity
as the College began

\

to

undergo an

ethnic succession" similar to that evident
in New York City at
large. On June 28, 1969 Acting President
Joseph Copeland, responding to
the recommendation of the Faculty
Senate and an ad hoc faculty committee
formally proposed that the Board of Higher
Education authorize the creation of
a Department of Urban and Ethnic
Studies. The department was established
and since the Fall of 1969 student interest has
grown at an extraordinary
rate

o courses and 183 students marked the inaugural
semester; twenty-three
courses and approximately 1,400 enrollees exist now,
just three semesters
later. While UES developed in exponential
fashion, long-standing interest
in Jewish Studies also grew considerably.
In response to this renewed concern
the Faculty Council on March 12 19 70 adopted
a motion supporting the creation'
of a Program in Jewish Studies and urging the President
to appoint a faculty
planning committee to shape that program. This year the
faculty planning committee has recommended the creation of an independent
Department of Jewish
Studies. During the current academic year, too, President
Robert Marshak,
In response to considerable student and faculty interest,
has appointed three
special review committees of outstanding scholars to examine
the College's
offerings in the various ethnic and cultural areas. The committee
on Puerto
Rican studies included Professor Frank Bonilla of Stanford University, while
the committee on Jewish Studies met under the chairmanship of Salo Baron,
,
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d justice. Ethnic and cultural
studies in short can
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which students of the seventies and
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f

Sugg ested Academic Programs

^

iSh th6Se
m ° St effectivel V this committee recommends
the estabn°shmpr^
eStadllshment of separate programs of study in
the Afro-American Jewish
and Puerto Rican areas. We will temporarily
treat these as departments and
return later to specific justifications for
recommending this acamemic status.
Tentative outlines of the offerings under these
structures follow.

X*

1.

AFRO-AMERICAN
Two programs

.

will be offered in the area of Afro-American Studies:

The Afro-American Studies Major
This is designed to prepare students
community, entrance to law school, and entrance into advanced
training in professional programs in education and
public administration. Students
will be required to take a minimum of thirty-six
credits. Distributions will be selected with the advice of departmental advisors.
1.

.

to

work

in the black
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THRUST OF THE CONFERENCE:
*

to present the Puerto Rican
experience in the United States
and in tna Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico

*

3
V ex ore tfc * feasibility of establishing Puerto Rican Studios
departments , programs and institutes in
colleges and universities.

^

FOUR PLENARY SESSIONS:
1

.

Priday, November 5. 1971

8:30 p.„. Alexander Hall

Keynote address:

A S0CIC- ECONOMIC INTERPRETATION OF THE FUER10
RICAN MIGRATION
Professor MANUEL MALDONADO DENTS, Ur.iversidad
de Puerto Rico

THE PUERTO P.ICAN EXPERIENCE IN THE UNITED STATES
“* S3 ANICKIA PANTOJA, Executive Director, Puerto
Rican Research
and Resources Center
2.

Saturday, November 6, 1971

9:00 a,m. Alexander Hall

PUERTO RICAN STUDIES AND TIT COKING PUERTO
RICAN REVOLUTION
Representative of the YOUNG LORDS
3.

2:15 p.m. Alexander Hall
£Uj CATION AID ACCULTULA TION OP THE PUERTO RICAN
CHILD ON 152 MAINLAND
Professor EDUAP.tO SFItt BONILLA," Hunter 'College CUNY

A.

Sunday, November 7, 1971

9:00 a. in. McCosh 10

THE RATIONALE FOR PUERTO RICAN STUDIES
Professor JOSEPHINE NIEVES, Brooklyn College CUNY
Further information:
Conference on Puerto Rican Studies
70 Uaqhi nofnn

Centro de Estudios PuertorriquefSos

Brief History
In the fall of 1971, departments and programs of Puerto Rican Studies

within the City University found themselves at many stages of development.
Most were struggling for their very existence and to enlarge their limited
autonomy.

On many campuses within and outside CUNY, students and community

were mounting efforts to create new departments and institutes.

In this whirl

of activity, students, faculty, and program directors from around the city
came together in efforts to obtain a more comprehensive perspective on their

experience and work.

There were many lessons to be learned from the preceding

years of contention and construction.

One thing that had been brought home to

many was the primacy of collective discussion and work.

Since the meetings

were extensions of concrete struggles in diverse settings throughout CUNY and
elsewhere, they yielded much new information and a deeper analysis of the changing

situation of the Puerto Rican in the North American universities.
It was at one of these meetings that a proposal for a Center of Puerto

Rican Studies and Research at CUNY's Graduate Center was first discussed.

This

Center was to be funded by a Ford Foundation grant supplemented by a substantial
CUNY commitment.

There was no question that a Center with such a resource
The group

base could prove an invaluable asset to the Puerto Rican community.
present at the meeting resolved to work together toward this end.

of having such a Center raised many issues in our minds.

The prospect

Then and throughout

the subsequent months, one question was dominant in our concerns:

what was to

be the nature of this Center's work and how would it connect intellectually and
in practical ways with the existing fabric of life in our community?

There was

that had been
a need for the Center to grow organically from the existing base
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turn to nouri|ihi

sustain ana oonsoliaat.
this base.

Clearly a complex Md d
el icat e t .sk of
invention and experinent
pith nev struetnres pas
necessa^ to secure the
Integrity oi the nev Center.
The group voula not be
a party to creating an
entity cast in the
bureaucratic, status conscious
and'isolated ac.de.ic .old
that it vas combatting
on other fronts. This
meant much vorh had to be
done
before the Center could even
be appropriately conceptualised.
That vork of
reflection, intense discussion
and consensus building
stretched over eighteen
months

Central questions emanated
from accumulated insists about
the university
and the problematic placement
Puerto Ricans within it.
In reviewing the
history of the struggle for
Puerto Rican Studies, the group
sought to grasp the
significance of victories and
defeats, to array initial expectations
against
achieved realities, and to project
immediate capabilities and lessons
of past
practice to future needs. In these
discussions several themes surfaced
repeatedly.

It vas necessary to come to
grips with the educational and political

impact of Puerto Ricans on the university.

We needed to draw a clear picture

of the historical forces that have
molded our presence in the United States
and its institutions
We needed to comprehend the complex
dialectic between
our early expectations for Puerto Rican
Studies and the initiatives still to
be taken to secure our collective
survival within the university.

These dialogues

vere greatly needed since the conflicts
that accompanied our entry into the uni-

versity and our embattled existence within it
drew us away from the critical

work of reflection and analysis.

The construction of a proposal for the Ce ntro

d_g_EstudiO!3_Puer to r r quefios provided a vehicle
for this thoughtful coming together.
i

It also brought us to translate these deeper
preoccupations into specific academic
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2.

objectives.*

More importantly, it helped in the articulation
of the prin-

ciples ve believe should

.

.form this and other efforts to put Puerto
Rican

Studies on a more secure footinc within the university.
6 imply as

1.

These may be stated

follows:

New programs should arise out of a process of
reflection, argument,
and consensus building among a broadly representative
group of those
involved in Puerto Rican Studies and whose future is
most directly
affected
students, faculty, administrators, and community.

—

2,

New programs should extend practice and experimentation with
modes
of collective work and decision-sharing at all levels.

3»

New programs should seek to build in an organic and coherent fashion
on existing programs. Concrete links and provisions for services
and complementing activities should be outlined.

U.

New programs should be concerned with improving the quality of
scholarship and instruction while strengthening organization, the
sharing and coordinating of resources, and consolidating the
autonomy of Puerto Rican Studies at all levels.

5.

Such coordination should result in greater flexibility and variety
in Puerto Rican Studiesat the municipal colleges and other institutions.
To the extent that they operate cooperatively, each department
is freer to concentrate on its main strengths rather than be obliged
to reproduce a full array of activities.

6.

Puerto Ricans cannot rely exclusively on the academically certified
or scientifically trained in the pursuit of the kind of self-knowledge
ve seek. We must build toward excellence but put to work the talent
ve have at every stage of growth.

The main point being made is that the pro cess of building is as important

to us as the acquisition of new resources.

The emphasis on collectivism, self-

reliance, and autonomy may clash with established modes of competition and in-

dividualistically defined research, but they constitute in our view indispensable
conditions for progress.

Centro de Estudios Puertorriquenos
500 Fifth Avenue
New Yoek N.Y. 10036
,

tel.

35 4-5 *10
|

1
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360-5264

hunter-

354-5410

centro-

.

informacion:

conferencia de
estudios puertorriquenos
LA CONFERENCIA

lEildn loi Eitudloi PuejUoaAlque.rjji
cumptlendo iui objeXlvoi?
iNoi

'nan

<uii.tr iu3 uizinos nese
7
ae estudiantes y pro.
fesores „
puertorriquenos de los recintos de
la Universidad de la Ciudad de Nueva York
y del Centro de Estudios
Puertorriquenos se ha estado reuniendo
para discutir los
problemas y necesidades de los
programas de Estudios
Puertorriquenos.
Creemos que una de las mejores
formas
de comenzar a bregar con estos
problemas y de hacer planes para el futuro desarrollo
de estos es haciendo un
llamamento a nuestra comunidad para
ccmenzar a ir.tercambiar ideas para la planificacion
y accion conjuntas.
Por lo tanto, esta Conferencia
de Estudios Puerto^ricuenos nos proveera el anbiente
necesario oara determiner
nuestras necesidades. la estrategia
a seguir en la resolution de nuestros problemas.
y el plan de accion oara
nuestra supervivencia y futuro.

paoueldo loi Eiludloi

PutJUoaAA.que.noi un ueAdadeAp

enlendlmltnlo dt nueAlAa hJitoaja. y cuIUuao.?

iHan omentado en noio&wi loi
Eitudioi PutAXoanlquenoi una
uiilSn cAIXLcjol de. nueitaa zteatidad?
(,

iHan IniplAndo en noiotaoi un
conp/iomc&o cl CLp^idjiddA. u a
tucJia/i?

TRASFOMDO DE LOS PROGRAMAS DE ESTUDIOS
PUERTORRIQUENOS
Durante la decada del sesenta, Estados
Unidos sufrifi una
grave crists social.
Mientras que los anglos radicales
se mobilizaban en contra de la
guerra en Vietnam, los
pueblos tercermundistes confrontaban
a traves del pais
un sinnumero de institueiones politicas,
sociales y educacionales exigiendo sus derechos basicos
para lograr su
autodeterminacion.
L03 levantamiento 3 en las universidades fueron una expresion de las inquietudes
sociales.
Las administraciones universitaria3
al verse forzadas
a satisfacer las demandas del estudiantado
en favor de
programas de Estudios Puertorriquenos,
Arronorteanericanos y Chicanos, tuvieron que reconocer
el derecho de las
comunidades tercerraundistas de controlar su destino
educacional.
Los programas de Estudios Puertorriquenos
ademas de proveer nuevos lugares de
aprendiza.le habrlan
de crear nuevas institueiones que reflejaran
las necesidades de nuestro pueblo.
,

Tenemos por delante ciertas cuestiones
serias referentes
a nuestra lucha, nuestros objetivos,
nuestros logros y
nuestra raz6n para continuar los Estudios
Puertorriquenos
~s preciso conenzar a dirigimos a
esas preocupaciones
para lograr el fortaleeiniento interno de
los programas
y protege rlos de las fuerzas extemas. Los orooositos
de esta conferencia son comenzar este
nroceso de dc 3 arrollo, comenzar a unir nuestras fuerzas
y comenzar a planificar el futuro de los Estudios Puertorriquenos.

OBJETIVOS

,

,

Luego de cinco aflon de existencia, los
programs de Estudios Puertorriquenos se encuentran en un
estado de transicion y creciraiento, en necesidad de evaluacion
y carabio,
y expuestos a la amenaza de la politics universitaria.
Nosotros, como una sola comunidad, debemos unir
nuestras
fuerza3 para dirigir nuevamente y/o ampliar
estos programas en sd continue confrontacion con la
universidad y en
su lucha por lograr los objetivos originales.
La fuerza
estudiantil que impulso el comienzo de los Estudios
Puertorriqnoflos , reforzada con la presencia de un
creciente
DGmero de profesores puertorriquenos , tiene que seguir
sentando las bases para el futuro desarrollo de estos
programas.
El proceso de desarrollo de los Estudios
Puertorriquenos requiere un esfuerzo colectivo
y consistente, una disposicion de lucha y un enfoque radical
al
aprendizaje, asf como fue necesario en el comienzo de
estos programas.
Ya es tiempo de unir nuestras fuerzas
nuevamente, de analizar la situacion y de seguir adelante.

Unificar y fortalecer los programas de
Estudios Puertorriquenos
- Prcparar una declaraci6n
que refleje nuestra filosofia y objetivos
- Sentar las bases para
accion unisona y consistente,
y planificacion coordinada en todos los colegios
- Proveer una auto-definicion
de Estudios Puertorriquenos que confirms la legitimidad academica
de estos
programas
- Desarrollar estrategias para la
solucion de problemas
intemos y para combatir las fuerza3 externas
-

Unificar y fortalecer los programas de Estudios
Puertorriquenos

- Preparar una declaracion que refleje
nuestra filoso.

tie.

y objetivos

- Sentar las bases para accion unfsona
y consistente,
y planificacion coordinada en todos los colegios
- Proveer una auto-definicion de Estudios
Puertorriquenos que confirms la legitimidad academica de estos

programas
-

Desarrollar estrategias oara la solucion de problemas
intemos y para combatir las fuerzas extemas
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After five years of existence, Puerto
Rican Studies

is at a critical and transitional
point of growth in

need of assessment and change, and
vulnerable to administrative attack. We as a community
must pull together
to redirect and/or amplify these programs
as they continue
to confront the university and struggle
to fulfill their
original objectives. Toe student force that
gave rise
to Puerto Rican Studies, reinforced by the
presence of a
groving Puerto Rican faculty, must continue
to form the
base for its development. The process of our
growth,
like the process of our creation, requires
a collective
and dedicated effort, a readiness for confrontation
and a continued radical approach to learning.
It is
time to re-unite, to analyze our situation, and to
move forward.

OBJECTIVES
-

To unify and strengthen Puerto Rican Studies
Programs

- To formulate a clear statement
about the philosophy

and purpose of Puerto Rican Studies

- To lay the foundation

for consistent, united action
and coordinated planning at all colleges

- To provide a self-defined rationale
for Puerto Rican

Studies, confirming the academic legitimacy of these
programs
-.To develop strategies for resolving internal problems
and combating external pressures

programa
9:00

9:30

10:30

9:30 a.m.
- 10:30 a.m.

—

1:00 p.m.

program
Matrfcula / seleccion de talleres

9 00

9-30 a.m.

SesiSn de aperture:
Proposito y
Plan Ceneral de la Conferencia
Ben /amen OaUz, Jobii CAuz - Hunter
College

9 30

10.30 a.m. Opening
Session:
Purpose and Outline of the Conference
Benjamin Ortiz, Jose Cruz Hunter
College

Talleres

Registration and selection of
workshops

10130 " l! °° p - m Work3h
°P>
-'

1.

Historia, desarrollo y significado de los Estudios PuertorriqueHos

Coordinador: ZicJumd Pbizz
Brooklyn College
2.

.

•,

History, development and definition of Puerto Rican Studies

-

Coordinator: Richard Perez Brooklyn College

Problemas y asuntos a tratar:

2.

- el rol del estudiante, del
profesor y del director

- student, faculty, directors'
roles

- curriculo

-

- curriculum
- academic credibility
- sexism and racism

credibilidad academics
sexismo y racismo
problemas administrativos
servicios estudiantiles

- administrative problems
- services to students (SEEK,

etc.)
- relations vith other Third World
Studies Programs

(SEEK, etc.)
- relaciones con otros programs y estudiantes del tercer

mundo

Coordinators: Josephine tlieves Centro de Estudios Puertorriquedos,
Salvador Ocasio - Manhattan Community
College

Coordinadores
Jobzp'UnZ Hizvzb Centro de Estudios Puertorriqueflos
SeUvadoA Ocab-io - Borough of
Manhattan Community College
:

3-

3.

La relacion de los programas
de Estudios Puertorriqueflos
a la lucha continua de nuestra comunidad en Estados Unidos y en Puerto Rico.

Relation of Puerto Rican Studies to
ongoing community struggles in the
United States and in Puerto Rico
Coordinator: Jose Irizarry - Manhattan
Community College

L.

Coordinador: Jobt llizaMvj Borough of Manhattan Community
College
U.

Problems and issues

Bilingual Education Programs
Coordinators: Pedro Pedraza - Centro
de Estudios Puertorriquedos, Maximo
Soriano - Lehman College

Los Programas de Educacion
Bilingue

5.

Coordinadores:
rzdno PzdAaza Centro de Estudios Puertorriqueflos
- Lehman College

The future of Puerto Rican Studies,
long range and short range goals;
the role of the Centro de Estudios
Puertorriquedos

Jldximo SO'tiano
5.

Puturo de los programas de
Estudios Puertorriquedos a
corto y largo plazo y el
rol del Centro de Estudios
Puertorriquedos

Coordinadores

flicazZa
Hocfifumbz/i - Hunter College
H-iZda OaLLz - Centro de

Coordinators: Micaela Hochhauser Hunter College, Hilda Crtiz - Centro
de Estudios Puertorriquedos
1:00 - 2:00 p.m.

Lunch

2:00 -

Workshops continued

U

:

00 p.m.

:

Estudios Puertorriquedos

1:00

-

2:00 p.m.

Almuerzo

2:00

-

U :00 p.m.

Continuacioo de los talleres

h:00

-

6:00 p.m.

Sesion de clausura

U:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Closing Session: Reports and resolutions
from workshops and follow-up action

Informes y rcsoluciones de los
talleres; sugerencias para dar
seguimiento al trabajo iniciado
en la conferencia

Presentacifin de una obra teatral por el Teatro Cuazibara
de Livingston College

Performance by Teatro Guazabara of Livingston College

APPENDIX D
SAMPLE SYLLABUS OF COURSE
OFFERED AT CITY COLLEGE

the city college

Department of Puerto Rican Studies

PROPOSAL FOR NEW COURSE
Co urse Description

-

PBST IIP

The Party System in Rico

-

lUBtuuccu ana runctional relatiionships with the
United
States
3 hours:

4

credits

Pate of Departme ntal Approval

September 20

:

Academic Objective of the Course

,

1973

.

:

The course is defined in terms of a specialized
subject
matter which will go beyond the survey types, core
courses, required in the Puerto Rican Studies Department.
It will emphasize an area study in the Political
Science Department, and it will depart from the general
theories about the nature of political parties,
bornbining, therefore, theory, specialized area studies
and an interdisciplinary approach between departments.

Teaching Methods and Approaches

:

The course will be conducted as a seminar with full
student participation. A maximum of 20 students will
be admitted.
Reading knowledge of Spanish is considered
extremely useful.

Need for the Course

:

To provide an effective means of academic collaboration
between the Department of Puerto Rican Studies and the
Department of Political Science by crosslisting a course
for the student clientele of such departments; and to
establish an interdisciplinary relationship through a
course that fits an area study of the Political Science
Department and the basic objectives of the Puerto Rican
Studies Department.
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J y llabUS and Readl »ff
-

7.

8

.

£gA e

Q.C-t hg

Course

m

(See attached pages)

the Curriculum of the
Department

The c° ur s e will appear as a
special topic in the
litical Science Department and
as a seminar
c°urse, in the Puerto Rican
Studies Deparimenj;. ThT.
7 th Erea kdown of course number
PRST 48PuertoT a n
Econornic Development ur'ider
the United
rne
Uni?ed States,
st^
into two parts:
one dealing with
P
y System in Puert ° Ri °° and the otherlea^ng
vith tH
the economic development in
Puerto Rico.
the Course ln the Overall
Curriculum of the
College
:

The course will deal with the
nature of the party
system in Puerto Rico not as a
separate unit of analysis
but as a significant part of
the whol^poli tical%ys tern
S 0riCal and functional
relationships with the
Uni
i n Q+
+
United
States.
It will specifically analyze the
history, structure, social and ideological
composition
and development of the party system,
and its role in
maintaining or changing the political system
and the
relationship with the United States.
9

.

Justification of Prerequisites

:

Must have 11.2 or special permission from
instructor.

Syllabus

General theories about the nature of
political parties.
The nature of the party system in
Puerto
Rico:

A.

Origin of the Party System
1 *

2,
3*

Its relation to the political status
question,
or the colonial situation.
Its constitutional definition and
context.
Its relation to the party system in the

metropolis
B.

The party system and the electoral process.
1.

2.
3*
^•
5«
6.
7»

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13»
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Nature of the electoral process: mixed
institution framework.
Effects of the electoral process.
Party dominance, bipartyism and polybartism.
Political, cycles of dominance.
Effects on the representative system.
Minority representation.
Party financing:
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Civil rights and climate of political intolerance.
Electoral participation: voting and non-voting.
Voting as a ritual and as tactical weapon.
Party alliances and coalition.

Organization and internal structure.
1.

2.
3«
4.
3

•

6.

7.

Types of party organization and structure:
Cadre party, mass party; party and political
movement
The electoral definition of reality,
predominance of an electoral organization.
Social composition:
uniclasism, polyclasism.
Oligarchical tendencies:
the problem of
caudillismo and charismatic leadership.
Internal cleavages and consensus: high
frequency of party splitting.
The leadership and the rank and file:
democratic participation and the cliente and
chief relationship.
ideological
Party clientele and ideology:
commitments or lack of ideology.
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The separation of powers in
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3^9

3.
k.
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The
and
The
and
The
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national 1 st movement
national integration
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•THE

CITY COLLEGE

Department of Puerto Rican Studies

BY LAWS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PUERTO
RICAN STUDIES
Preamble
The Department of Puerto Rican Studies
is a unit of
the City College of the City University
of New York and is,

therefore, subject to the by-laws of the Board
of Higher

Education as modified by the Governance Charter
regulating
our college. All provisions of those documents
which are
pertinent to the organization and functioning of a department are hereby incorporated in the By-Laws of the Department of Puerto Rican Studies.
It is

the purpose of the by-laws of this department to

supplement the by-laws of the Board of Higher Education and
oB the Governance Charter so as to provide the means by

which this department may best perform the functions

assigned to it by the Board of Higher Education.
Article

1

Section A.

-

Structure
The Department of Puerto Rican Studies is

comprised of interdisciplinary studies.
Section B.

The membership of the Department of Puerto

Rican Studies consists of its entire teaching staff.

The

Professors, Associate Professors, Assistant Professors,
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Instructors, Lecturers and all
Adjuncts of these ranks.
Section C. Student participation
at Department Faculty
meetings
1.

Two Full time undergraduate
students, majors in the
Department of Puerto Rican Studies.
They shall be
elected by the Department Student
Organization to
serve with vote as student
representatives at general
department faculty meetings.

Article

2

Section A.

-

Eligibili ty for voting and holding office
All members of faculty rank as defined in
the

Governance Charter, and all other members on an
annual fulltime teaching salary basis shall be eligible
to vote
on all

undergraduate matters concerning the Department as a
whole.
All Faculty members shall be eligible to hold any
office

for which they are and all other members on an annual
fulltime teaching salary basis shall be eligible to vote on
all

undergraduate matters concerning the Department as a whole.

AH

Faculty members shall be eligible to hold any office

for which they are entitled to vote unless otherwise

specified in these by-laws or in those of the BHE as

modified by the Governance Charter.
Section
man,

B.

No member of the Department, except the Chair-

shall be elected or appointed to membership in more

than two (2) committees.

circumstances

Except in cases of special
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Articl e

-

3

Terms of Office

Section A.

Where not specified by the
BHE or by the
Governance Charter, the terms of
office shall be determined
by the by-laws of the
Department of Puerto Rican Studies.
Section B. All faculty committee
members, are elected to
serve a three-year 3 term to be
(
)
concurrent with the term
of the Department Chairman, shall
serve out their formal
term of office even if the Chairman
does not complete his
term.

Section

In the event that a student or a faculty
member

C.

of the Executive Committee is obliged to
discontinue his
term, he shall be replaced by election, as
provided for his

position in these by-laws, and his replacement shall
serve
either until he is able to resume his duties or until
the

expiration of the term of office.
Article

4

-

Section A.

Officers
In the election of the Chairman of the Depart-

ment, of the members of the Executive Committee, of the

representatives of the Faculty Council and in the Faculties
of the Schools of Education and Engineering, this Department

shall follow the provisions of the BHE, as modified by the

Governance Charter.
Section B1

.

The Secretary of the Department shall be

elected in the same manner as the Chairman of the Department,
but he shall serve a one-year (l) term.
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Section B2

The Secretary
f,v
*ia11
7 Sshall
takeD an d keep minutes
of
all Department meetings,
and shall transmit all
communications of actions taken by
the Department to the
interested
parties
Art 1 cl

5

.

-

Meetings

Section A.

Regular meetings shall normally
be held on the
first (1) Thursday of each
month from September to May
inclusive
The Chairman shall have the
authority, however, to dispense
with one of these meetings each
semester, if in his judgement there is no important business
to warrant such a
meeting

Section B.

Special meetings may be called by the
Chairman
or by a petition signed by one-fifth
(1/5) of the voting
members, provided all the members are
advised at least a
week in advance.

Section C.

All elections shall be by secret ballot.

Any

other vote shall be by secret ballot if requested
by one (l)
or more of the members eligible to participate
in
that vote.

Section D.

No action taken at a Department meeting shall

bo valid unless a quorum of the total voting
membership is

present in each case.
Proxy votes shall not be permitted.

Section

b.

Placing of items on the agenda.

Any voting member of the Department other than the Chairman
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Who wishes an

it-

io be placed on the agenda
shall submit

a petition to the Secretary
of the Department bearing
the

exact wording of the proposed
item and the signatures of
one-fifth (l/5) of the voting membership.
The petition
shall be submitted at least one
(l) week before a meeting
is to take place.

Section P.
1

.

2

.

Time of election

lhe officers listed in Sections A and
B of Article 4
shall be elected during the first full
week in May
of the same year as the election of the
Chairman.

All members of the Executive Committee who
are to
serve a three

(

3

)

year term concurrent with the term

of the Chairman, shall be appointed or elected,
as

stipulated in these by-laws, during the first full
week in May of the same year.
3

•

All faculty and student members of the Executive

Committee who are to serve one
be appointed

ox-

(l

)

academic year shall

elected, as stipulated in these by-

laws, during the first full week of May of the same

year
4.

In any faculty election provided

fox-

by these by-laws,

unless otherwise stipulated therein, if no candidate

acquires a majority of the total eligible votes in
thx-ee

(

3

)

ballots, the candidate receiving a majox'ity

of the votes cast by those present in the fourth
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ballot shall bo declared elected.
5.

If such a majority is not
attained in the fourth
ballot, the candidate receiving
a plurality of votes
in the fifth ballot shall be
declared elected.

Section G.

Parliamentary situations not covered by
these
by-laws shall be dealt with in accordance
with Robert's
Rule of Order, unless they are
suspended by two-thirds (2/3)
vote of the members present.

Article

6

-

Tne Executive Committee

The Executive Committee shall consider all
matters related
to appointments to the instructional staff,
and reappoint-

ments thereto, with or without tenure; applications
for
sabbatical and other leaves; and the Departmental budget
as

submitted for approval by the Chairman.

It shall transmit

its recommendation to the appropriate Personnel and Budget

Committee
The Chairing.n of the Department of Puerto Rican studies
shall be a member of the Executive Committee, and he will

also automatically serve as the Chairperson of the Executive
Committee.

He and the other members of the Executive

Committee are to be elected at the same time, and for a
term of three (3) years.

A majority of the Executive

Committee shall consist of tenured persons in the Department.
The Executive Committee shall serve as the Appointments

Committee, the Personnel, and the Budget Committee, and

the Committee on Educational
Policy of the Department.

Section A.

The size of the Executive Committee
shall be
determined by the total number of Professors,
Associate
Professors, Assistant Professors, Lecturers,
Instructors,
and full time equivalent of part time
staff in comparable
titles: The Executive Committee shall
consist of five

faculty members.
Section B.

Two students, majors in Puerto Rican
Studies,

of at least junior status, with voice and
vote on the

Departmental Executive Committee, must be elected annually.

They can participate on questions of appointments,
reappointments and tenure.
Section
1.

Terms of Office

C.

The faculty members shall serve a three

(

3

)

year term

concurrent with the term of the Department Chairman.
2

.

The student members shall serve one

Article

7

~

( 1 )

academic year.

Amendments

The following procedure shall be observed:
1

.

A petition bearing the wording of the proposed amendment and the signatures of at least one fifth

(

1

/5 )

of the voting members of the Department shall be

submitted to the Department Chairman at least two
weeks before a meeting takes place.
2.

The Secretary shall distribute a copy of the proposed

amendment to every voting member of the Department
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at least two weeks before
a moetin e takes place.
3.

The proposed amendment shall
require three fifth
(3/5)
majority vote for adoption.

^ti£le_8

-

Implement ation of the Bv-T,avs

Section A.

As promptly as possible after the
adoption of
these by-laws, the Committee shall be
constituted
as

provided therein.
Section

B.

All duly elected or appointed officers
and

committee members whose terms of office would
normally be
concurrent with that of the Chairman of the
Department
shall serve to the end of the present Chairman's
current
oerm, after which all members of this category
will take

office at the same time as Chairman and serve concurrently

with him as stipulated in these by-laws.

Where inconsistant

with the by-laws of the BHE and the Governance Document of
the City College the by-laws and Governance shall take

precedence
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